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SECTION 1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Executive Summary
Aim
The purpose of this survey is to highlight the imminent crisis in General Practice. It is intended to
provide information for policy makers to ensure that General Practice, the backbone of the NHS, is
sustainable in the short, medium and long term. It is not about making the case for increasing pay
for GPs
Introduction
In April 2014 we ran a Survey Monkey questionnaire across GP practices in Oxfordshire. We received
167 replies in the space of a few days. This convinced us that there was a serious situation
developing that could affect the future of General Practice. At the end of June 2014, at the request
of a group of concerned GPs from North and North-East Oxfordshire the survey was amended to
include additional questions to assess whether the perception of a developing crisis in General
Practice was real and, if so, to provide evidence to policy makers to encourage them to address the
developing crisis as a matter of urgency. The questionnaire was circulated as widely as possible.
The survey appeared to touch a nerve in general practice. It was first circulated on 30 June 2014 and
by 25th July 2014 had received over 2769 responses from across England, with the majority of
responses from GPs including partners, salaried, sessional and locums.
The results are unmistakable. General Practice is facing an imminent crisis. Workload in General
Practice is unsustainable. A significant number of GPs are ‘burnt-out’. This is leading to GPs taking
early retirement, a career break or seriously considering emigration. Newly qualified doctors are not
coming into General Practice in sufficient numbers. This crisis in recruitment and retention is
increasing the pressure on those GPs that remain.
Results
The headline results of the survey are:


80% report that one or more GPs in their practice is suffering ‘burnout’ due to increasing
and unsustainable pressure of work.



10% report that their practice is currently not financially viable and only 3% feel their
practice would be financially viable in the long term.



50% of GPs indicate that they will either retire or take a career break within the next five
years with a mode age band of 45 – 54.



11.6% of GPs indicate that they intend to emigrate within the next five years with a mode
age band of 35 – 44.



97% feel their practice is experiencing an ever-increasing and unsustainable workload



55% of respondents are not confident their practice will exist in five years’ time.



80% of respondents are not confident their practice will exist in 10 years’ time.
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70% indicate that, in the event of the demise the partnership model of General Practice,
they would be unwilling to work for a private provider.



82% feel that General Practice needs to attract more doctors willing and able to work fulltime.



52% feel that the partnership model of General Practice is becoming unsustainable for the
future



61% report that it is not easy to recruit new GP partners whilst only 10% of respondents
report that it is easy to recruit new GP partners.



52% report that it is not easy to recruit new salaried GPs whereas only 16% report that it is
easy to recruit new salaried GPs.



56% report that it is not easy to recruit locum GPs whilst only 19% report that it is easy to
recruit locum GPs.



68% feel that their referral rate is likely to increase in order to accommodate the increased
workload from secondary care



46% would feel comfortable rejecting work from secondary and community care in the
event of being unable to recruit sufficient doctors and practice nurses to replace those
retiring. 44% report they would feel uncomfortable with this proposition.



75% of respondents would support asking the Secretary of State to suspend contract
management on the Avoidable Admissions Directed Enhanced Service.

In addition to the raw but compelling quantitative data obtained from the questionnaire, there is a
significant amount of free text for each question and over 26000 words of free text addressing issues
not raised by the questionnaire. Each response has been analysed and one or more themes assigned
to each response. The responses have been grouped by themes in Section 2 of this document. Many
responses have one or more themes and so one response may appear in more than one theme
group. Initial analysis identifies several recurrent themes. These include:









Low morale due to constant GP Bashing by Government and the media.
High levels of burnout
Unsustainable Workload
Failure to recruit and retain
Compromising of family relationships due to demands of General Practice
Unrealistic patient expectations.
Secondary Care
Funding – for general practice in general – not increasing GP income – just not reducing it.

Examples of Free Text
“We are exhausted, demoralised and sick to the teeth of being everyone’s
dumping ground, and yet take all responsibility for making mistakes in a
system that is BROKEN!!!”

“There is a shortage of Quality GP Partners and trainee GPs are becoming
tainted by senior GPs who are disillusioned. There seems to be an idea that
Nurses will fill the shortfall, however, there is an even bigger shortage of
quality Nurses. This is compounded by underfunded Government initiatives
and work being pased back from Secondary Care to Primary Care without
funding being transferred.”
“I am worried about returning to work after my maternity leave in
September. I barely get time to see my children. It would be even harder
now with a 6 month old baby. I have no work life balance. I avoid visiting
friend or calling them over at weekends, as work is always looming over
my head. I am unhappy when I leave work at 9 pm daily with still loads left.
I am not sure whom to blame.”
“I have never felt so pressured at all times. We have zero spare capacity or
reserve. Ay small disaster will push us into crisis- surrounding practices are
going under. Stop the box ticking / QOF/ LES/DES etc, and we may have a
chance”
“General Practice is becoming increasingly pressurised. The work doesn't
change but the expectation and the managerial hassle has become stupid.
The amount of data gathering we have to do to get paid is soul destroying”
“I am seeing a number of GP's as patients who are suffering from burnout,
one this am who has just retired age 53 for this reason”
“I fear that many in our younger age group will suffer burn out as we have
no option to retire early for another 20 years, and with financial
commitments for personal mortgages and dependent children we have no
option than to continue working as GPs. With increasingly long hours and
less job satisfaction combined with extended hours resulting in loss of
quality time with our young families, many are looking for alternative
career paths and leaving the UK.”
Discussion
The results of the questionnaire are compelling. Assuming there are roughly 32000 GPs in England,
this questionnaire has been answered by 8.5%. It is possible that those responding were a selfselecting, disaffected cohort but we believe this is doubtful.
The results indicate a crisis in General Practice. There is a crisis in recruitment in that it appears that
young doctors do not want to go into General Practice. There is a crisis in retention in that significant
numbers of GPs in the age group 35 – 44 are now considering emigrating or leaving General Practice.
This could leave a demographic hole in General Practice that could last for a generation.
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Furthermore those approaching the end of their career - the 55-60 age group - are looking to leave
General Practice prematurely. A number of respondents report ‘looking for an escape strategy’.
There is a crisis of morale as those GPs that remain in General Practice struggle to cope with a
patient population that is becoming increasing complex. In addition these GPs are trying to cope
with a workload that is expanding with the shift of work from Secondary to Primary Care as outlined
in the Government policy document “Transforming Primary Care”.
This questionnaire only sought to address the problems associated with General Practice. The crisis
identified in General Practice however is also developing in other areas of primary care, specifically
community nursing. It was beyond the scope of this investigation to investigate the issues with
community nursing but it is believed these require urgent attention as well as General Practice.
Conclusions
The main conclusion to be drawn from the interim results of this questionnaire is that General
Practice is facing a crisis and that this crisis, unless addressed urgently, will leave General Practice so
depleted as to be unable to deliver the government’s strategy for primary care – shifting work from
Secondary to Primary Care - as outlined in the Department of Health document “Transforming
Primary Care”.
In summary, it was only been possible to identify the problems facing General Practice. It was
beyond the scope of this questionnaire to identify the root causes of these problems and to offer
solutions as to how these problems might be addressed.
This study has identified a crisis in General Practice. It is now a matter of urgency that the root
causes of the crisis are identified and addressed. It is recommended that an independent
commission into the state of not just General Practice but the whole of primary care, including
community nursing, is established as a matter of urgency.
With specific reference to General Practice, the commission should investigate:




Why young doctors are not entering general practice?
Why mid-career and senior GPs are considering leaving general practice?
What can be done to make general practice once more an attractive career for dedicated
and talented doctors?

Andrew McHugh
Medical Practice Director & Principal Author
Horsefair Surgery
amchugh@nhs.net
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SECTION 2
COLLATED RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS
GRAPHS & FREE TEXT
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I am confident that my practice will exist in 10 years ( n=2745).
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Agree, 20%
Disagree, 33%

Neutral, 47%
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Free text to
I am confident my practice will still be in existence in 10 years.
3367886442 current system unworkable and surviving on good will.Daily negotiations with unhappy
punters,few GPs wanting to join profession
3367529097 considering merger
3361199475 Pressures may soon be unsustainable

3360423318 Locum
3357990968 but not in its present form

3357001905 Don't know.
3355801367 Lost 100k in mpig. Partners retiring early or finding new work not in clinical practice. Huge rise
in old frail patients not recognised by funding arrangements
3355623850 We are merging with another local practice this year

3355592540 Or that the form may change so dramatically that it is no longer recogniseable - eg
merger/acquisition
3355524333 Due to claw back and reduction in cost rent
3354899118 It will not exist in its present form.

3354023478 if it is we will have merged
3354005198 Most surveys that have been conducted in General Practice have shown that patients value the
continuity of care from their registered GP or practice. In my opinion, the healthcare offered in
the future will be on a larger scale provided by GP's, Nurse practioners and practice nurses on a
larger, possibly more efficient scale but lacking the overall knowledge of the patient's medical
and family history. It is likely to become more fragmented. Patients will have to travel further
afield to these multipoint health centres and I do believe that patient satisfaction will suffer.
Home visits will become a thing of the past and the whole system will become more litigious. I
will be 60 yrs of age in 6 years time and I am counting down the days. I do feel my colleagues
also share this vision and see General Practice with an attached time bomb.

3353349652 Some sort of surgery will exit but not a good service and maybe not both sites.
3352931096 I have recent,y resigned from workig as a salaried GP in a small practice as I think that it will
close within a year. In a few months my job at a larger practice will start.
3352731670 I have retired at 52 already!

3352727482 It may well be in existence but under some other form, health centre for example
3352263841 My practice is having to merge to stay afloat and I am stoill not confident the new merged
practice will nbe in existence in 10 years time

3351272047 Recruitment and financial crisis
3350468721 I job-share a "single-handed" practice and we may retire in 2013 at which point it is not clear
what would happen to the list.
3349858715 Gp is currently unsustainable, increasing workloads, unrealistic political aspirations, unlimited
uncontained patient demand, unfavourable demographics, increasing complexity, increasing
organisational capabilities, lack of premises , austerity, all of which mean that the business is
trading on the goodwill of its tiring medical staff
3348695472 Viability uncertainty and likely to fold in next 10 years
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Free text to
I am confident my practice will still be in existence in 10 years.
3346319136 but we will have merged with another
3344755530 If we can merge with a neighboring practice then may survive
3344685897 currently working as locum so will answer related to current practice

3342803240 I hope so & feel sad that it might not be. First time I've felt this way.
3342030663 Locum across many surgeries

3341912115 but we may be private GPs by then
3340676465 But only if it transforms itself

3339844504 We are facing closure in Jan 2015
3339769292 but the pharmacy will

3339693061 this is because it is a big practice - if it was small, then no
3338244078 It will cease to exist in its present form within months
3337911403 locum

3337720681 No confidence at all in sustainability - financial or personnel as both are likely to pose major
challenges in the next 2-5years
3337660066 This is an unkown given state of play as of now..

3337622362 Yes but not as the single entity it is now
3337598359 Likely not in current format- ie will likely need a merger
3336562107 I am a locum I do not want the stress of being a partner
3336546343 1 x failed merger bid/know we will merge or be taken over
3336899808 Locum, recently resigned from salaried job

3336636617 I have left GP because the workload was impossible and unsustainable. My life is much
improved. I am 45. I used to enjoy the work but it became impossible to do well in the time
available.
3336507178 General practice as a model will probably exist, but I suspect it will not look anything like the
current model
3335920960 it will exist but possibly not in its current format

3335858048 Although may not be in its current form - the model may have changed
3335812985 We areclosing it end of September-merger with a larger practice

3335640487 Certainly not in its current form - may have amalgamated or been swallowed up
3335554312 I am at locum but am not sure about any of my practices
3334567562 although not in the same shape.

3334467149 yes but at much lower earnings
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I am confident my practice will exist in 5 years (n=2743)
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Disagree
16%

Agree
45%

Neutral
39%
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Free Text to
I am confident my practice will be in existence in 5 Years
3361199475 We may be able to hang on util then

3360423318 Locum
3358633498 not sure the way things are progressing

3357990968 not in its present form
3355801367 See above. We have included discussions on dissolution as part of our strategic thinking, as we
are moving to new premises and don't want to commit to lease when partnership ceases
3355592540 Or that the form may change so dramatically that it is no longer recogniseable - eg
merger/acquisition

3355524333 As above
3355017950 Unsure as what though

3354899118 We have to change radically to survive
3354023478 but in a merged format
3354005198 As above.

3352731670 I have retired at 52 already!
3352727482 But under a different structure

3350395705 we are looking at merger options
3346319136 but we will have merged with another

3344755530 If we can merge with a neighboring practice then may survive
3342030663 As above

3341328224 locum
3340676465 But likely to have merged with several others to be sustainable
3339844504 See above

3339769292 as above
3337911403 locum

3337720681 Ditto above, financial and personnel limitations are likely to hit in 1-3 years
3337660066 How it will look is another matter

3336546343 as above
3336899808 Locum

3335858048 See above
3335640487 Hopefully - although we'll have to federate to survive
3335554312 As above

3334505991 At least not in it's current position
3334467149 yes but at much lower earnings
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My practice is experiencing an ever increasing and
unsustainable pressure of work. (n = 2728)
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Neutral, 2%
Disagree, 1%

Agree, 97%
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Free Text to My practice is experiencing and ever increasing and
unsustainable workload
3367886442 No funding ,more demand and more expectation fuelled by media

3361199475 More all the time
3360423318 Locum

3356021050 2 gp practice myself 56 sehior partner 55- retitement looks good
3355801367 We are an outlier nationally for old and frail but this is not reflected in funding
or structure . Mpig reduction completely destabilised us, losing 1 gp and one
nurse as a result
3355524333 The most intense work pressure in 12yrs as a partner

3354899118 particularly more tick boxes - we just manage to get one lot sorted when
another lot presents itself, this time the DES
3352731670 This was one of the strong reasons why I retired at the age of 52!
3351272047 Unable to appoint partners to take over the GMS contract

3350963712 I agree its ever increasing and unsustainable with the current funding - I just
can't agree this is the only possible way forward
3350468721 It is increasing but it is within our power to make it sustainable. We are wellpaid and can manage our Dr-patient ratio, appointment length and number etc
3349858715 Evidenced by statistics, we see more pts with less resources, outcome medical
staff sickness and race from full time work.

3349818988 leading question
3348880816 There is too much work to do and not enough GPs

3348695472 I work 14 hour days and it is bad for my health +++
3341563637 start 725 am to do paperwork - leave 730-845 pm - 4 days / week - 9 sessions
GP
3340828485 The workload is unsustainable. I'm being asked to deliver a bespoke Michelin
Starred service with the time frame and budget constraints of MacDonalds.
Ludicrous!
3340676465 We are responding by developing outer workforce and diversifying

3338476177 i have been working for 21 years and have not faced this amount of work in
those years
3337911403 locum
3336562107 All the practices I work in are under pressure

3336792954 I work as locum in a struggling surgery where 1 partner is left (it suppose to
have 4 partner) and pressure is on
3335812985 Often leave 8.30 pm at night

3335554312 I work as a locum now so I can set limits on what I do because being salaried
was so stressful
3334467149 to a point that i coudl walk out an dhel to NHS and medicine
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The partnership model of general practice... (n = 2659)
Is becoming unsustainable for the future
Will become one model of delivery in an increasingly mixed primary healthcare economy
Is holding its own against other models of delivery

Is dead. Shall we bury it?
As strong now as it ever was

31%

52%

3%

12%

2%
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Q4 Free Text concerning Partnership of General Practice
3371359114 I feel the government want to get rid of it
3366468754 excess workload is driving us apart

3365689999 very fragmented and confused
3362213461 Is a good model that is being undermined by contract changes

3361199475 Hard to find new partners though
3361110869 But a tragic loss if does not continue

3359955687 but needs the appropriate investment
3359952020 2 ou of 5 Partners in our practice are replaced with ANPs and salaried GPs due to financial
pressures with loss of expertise and clinical experience
3358914217 Is proving very challenging but remains the preferred structure, no other format is likely to be as
cheap or effective

3356148305 partnership leadership is what drives and make primary care efficient
3355717361 Not sure
3355594730 Its terrible. It marks the breakdown of our profession and primary health care.

3355592540 There will be other models. I remain convinced it is essential, but we will see fewer partners,
and a greater range of options within partnerships. I think without it we will have no continutity
or responsibility
3355084438 at present I think but ?how long for
3354899118 I believe it still to be the ideal as partners are more likely to care about the practice.

3354742356 is still the ideal but requires appropriate funding
3354726273 but poor funding will mean that the service is delivered from rented properties

3354705908 Impatient for alternatives. Is clear young gps don't want to be partners
3354116338 Unless practice set own charges for services.

3354023478 due to the poor numbers of people coming to the area and those taht do not wanting
partnerships or not being commited enough
3352807920 Which is a shame, since it is an excellent vehicle, that serves patients well
3352269329 due to no applicants

3351350752 Not sure what to say about it
3351272047 Nowhere near as good as 1993 when I complete vocational training

3350764693 larger/federated/company models are not proving to work as a viable alternative
3350763930 I still think the partership model is the most efficient and responsive model, which provides the
best environment for innovative doctors to build satisfying careers.
3350672493 Would be holding its own if we were not constantly fighting against increasing work and
decreased funding

3350638717 Is a goo dmodel but is being undermined by politicians
3350561056 it is the only model that works
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Q4 Free Text concerning Partnership of General Practice
3350410012 mainly hard to recriut
3349858715 It will go the way of a few business partners creaming off profit whilst the rest work as poorly
paid associates

3347472095 Its sad that the partnership model is heading this way
3346291863 is unfeasible as we cannot predict let alone guarantee income even over a 15month period
3344235309 5 partners have left our practice in 18 mth

3343761282 Is being destroyed by the centre in order to profit large healthcare private providers
3343707679 we have problems, but are trying to make it a gold standard for the area

3340903437 For now. Expecting political slide, thro federations, into a cheaper salaried workforce
3342803240 Will be lost & then we'll realise the loss

3342499911 we cannot recruit
3341875201 our practice is a ltd company- more sustainable

3341676405 The model works,except people don't want to be partners and the government wants GPs to be
employees.
3341614639 Partnership model still best for innovation and delivery but failing through lack funding
3341480329 but this will be detrimental to general practice

3340828485 I fear we are moving to a salaried service.
3340443698 could be iether in the future, depending on political will - hold its own, or become unsustainable
in the future, depending decisions in the not too distant future
3340790372 is best for patients because it brings out the best in us

3340676465 Need much more efficient and responsive structures that keep GPs in the driving seat
3340671693 is important for the future as it is the motivational factor for many doctors to join general
practice, without this gifted doctors will not make this choice

3340488071 we have recently had to take on 2 new partners as 4 salaried dr's resigned for partnerships
elsewhere- we have employed another nurse practitioner and a physio to try and delegate work
to them. we have changed to total triage which is helping work flow.
3340166610 Should still be the model of choice, but needs to be made attractive to make it so
3339844504 Partnership model only sustainable in Health Centres

3339769292 but is the only way to protect patients from corporate interests
3339693061 partners are a financial bargain, working for an overall low hourly rate

3338506335 it is already...
3338244078 2 partners retired , want their equity having to sell up.
3337879669 Is currently the cheapest but least appreciated

3337685992 is being deliberatly underminded by both political parties
3337661297 new gps , not enough of them, do not want to follow this model. However, Ihave no doubt it is
the most efficient way of delivering high quality G.
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Q4 Free Text concerning Partnership of General Practice
3337616716 Currently it is just about holding its own, however, looking at the planned changes for the future
the current model will be dead without a significant uplift in funding. The only remaining
suppliers would be companies in it for short term maximum profit.
3337603515 As no new gps are looking for partnership
3337027737 is reaaly important but will die if our partnrrs earn less than a salaried doctor (currently roughly
the same for tons more work)

3336811905 Is unsustainable in the face of current demand, but I feel demand needs to be the thing to
change
3336792954 i work as Locum and don't think will ever consider partnership due to the risk and fluctuation
especially in this time
3336719672 It is an excellent model bur the Government want all GP's to be salaried.

3336666064 I feel strongly is the best way having worked as a salaried GP and found it like a conveyer belt
with no job satisfaction, but more must be done to help sustain parnterships.
3336430476 Just about holding its own
3336427288 But I believe its the best model for providing care to a local community. It fosters ownership and
thus quality

3336389987 Despite the desire of most GPs to maintain this as the most effective delivery model for
delivering continuity in primary care i.e. what the patient wants!
3336313755 not enough funds, workload too huge and unsustainable
3335920960 Is necessary for our future but under threat

3335707801 It is all that is holding General Practice together
3335640487 No newly qualified GPs want to be partners so there will be a dwindling supply and increased
salaried workforce
3334525471 I hope to see it continue as it gives GP ownership/responsibility for delivering high quality health
care to "their" population

3334167489 not viable as curent funding and government anti GP press biefing continues
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In the event of the demise of The Partnership Model of General Practice,
how willing would you be to work for a private provider? (n = 2638)
Willing

Neutral

Unwilling

Don't know

Don't know,
8%
Willing,
7%
Neutral,
15%

Unwilling,
70%
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Q5 Free Text to question of willingness to work for a private
provider
3371911216 I don't think private sector is the answer. We need to form integrated
community based NHS accountable care organisations. Run by clinicians but
with full management support.

3369273506 I'm intending to retire within the year - age 60
3369072126 need to know the terms and conditions/ would lack the committment i have to
my partnership
3367886442 The key issue is continuity of care which exists well despite OOH changing in
2004.Continuity would be destroyed with the changes to Virgin supercentres
and the >65s/cancer patients would suffer terribly.
3367856577 I am concerned about the expectation, hours and remuneration that would be
offered by such a service

3367411803 I shall retire and be spared the decision
3357651453 would dep on terms & conditions

3367319136 but everyone needs to be employed and you may have no choice who the
employer is in the future!
3367126530 it would depend on T&Cs hours, rates of pay, pension etc
3367118453 but with no choics

3362221150 Only because patient care will not be a priority
3362023359 but would have to if need money

3360749375 I hope to retire before having to face this decision!
3360494368 depending on terms and conditions
3359952020 Previous bad experience with private company.

3356984123 depends on their management and sturctures/ pay etc
3356347673 The sad thing is that this model will be more expensive for thr government but
doctors will get paid less

3356293842 depends on when I can get out
3356148305 it would be the death of the best primary care service in the world
3356021050 the terms would need to be considered

3355727338 This would all depend on me providing for my family
3355634165 sometimes no choice!

3355520181 there may not be much choice
3355017950 Would need to be in possession of more facts

3353466643 I am going to retire soon
3353449796 Will leave the UK

3352715370 Depends on working conditions
3354899118 I suppose I could then work 9-5 and hang them all.
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Q5 Free Text to question of willingness to work for a private
provider
3354705908 Would need to understand offers 1st. On principle no objection

3354023478 if we do this we would have much more in the way of employment rights and a
fixed limit on maximunm of hours worked, a right ot paid maternity and sick
pay but the downside would be less autonomy and possible conflicts between
flexible care and private profit making companies
3354005198 I think I would continue to work under this model but I do have deep
reservations around the committment that I could offer to this way of working
3353490925 Would have no choice to support my family

3352931336 Unwilling, but I can be bribed
3352780328 If this is the future, do I have a choice? I have to earn a living!!
3352724958 Although a jobs a job unfortunately!

3352579398 i have a mortgage and 3 kids- what choice do i have!!!
3352476667 I already do so

3352441911 i would have to , but if tirned out bad would look to emigrate
3352415552 Very willing because there won't be any other choice!

3352297934 May be I will go back to work in A&E
3352292471 but if that is the only game in town - mortgage to pay etc

3351464899 I would retire
3351464595 depends on terms and conditions
3351350752 Don't knw much about these options

3351135613 can they provide assurances of IG, Patient Care, Continuity etc?
3351103249 will have retired as partner ? work as locum in one of these

3350976203 In principle I would be willing, in practice it would probably be the change that
would tip me into retirement
3350906719 But I may not have an option, I am currently a partner and have worked in a
private set-up before; a well run democratic partnership is far superior from
the patient's perspective and also from the doctor's interms of sustaining long
term efficiency and preventing burnout.
3350763930 I will have retired

3350663605 provided the pay is the same and the hours 'reliable' so I too can leave when
the day job id done
3350638717 I would be very expensive to employ as I do so much extra work as a partner &
I would charge by item for an employer
3350569267 We will have no choice
3350539300 I already do

3350522259 not willing but will have to
3350442193 hang the boots. already 60 plus
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Q5 Free Text to question of willingness to work for a private
provider
3350394762 But I probably wuoldnt have another option

3350368884 Only if they share health values inherent in high quality equitable service
3350362394 may have no choice as this is a specialised field of work

3349766009 Retirement IF we could find any one to take over
3349640100 I would be willing to work, but I would not work as hard.

3349525119 Depends on terms and conditions
3349483478 Depends on terms and pay

3349453845 haven't thought about it yet
3349040856 prefer to know my bosses - on Island have locally owned co-op that runs
OOH/Walk-in that could act as 'private' provider while keeping it local and in GP
ownership
3349380416 What else would you do!

3349301321 as long as they paid me enough
3348624133 I am 58,this will probably be one aggravation too far!
3347666436 Depends what the terms and conditions are

3346826931 Would depend if they just supplied premises or were our employers
3346291863 have seen evidence of these services in other countires- cherry picking the
contracts leaving poor inadequate service that once sold cant be remedied

3346026369 Would have to work as have financial committments
3344621163 intend to retire (early) within the next 12months so not applcable
3344235309 I suppose I would if there was no alternative.

3343877886 if it takes aware the inordinate amountof paperwork currently required
3343707679 please do not let general practice fall into that, pt.'s do not want
depersonalisation, non continuity of staff.

3343276186 I will resign and emigrate to Australia or NZ
3340903437 Apprehensive

3342803240 I'd be in Australia if I was 10yr younger.
3342724776 Already do.
3342473644 With the monopoly of elderly gp partners now this change won't be much
differrent

3342037203 Not relevant. I will be retiring early.
3342030663 Depends on conditions, remuneration

3341802453 Would want NHS pension
3341793355 although having set hours is appealing instead of 11 hour days
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Q5 Free Text to question of willingness to work for a private
provider
3341770944 I run an APMS practice

3341563637 Will move on to greener pastures - another obvious country where my quality
of life and buying power is known to be better.
3341414873 We are in the throws of setting up an integrated system- community,plus
socaill services plus what is left of primary care.
3340829288 Australia calls!

3340828485 The amount of additional work absorbed by GPs and partners is phenomenal. If
we all worked to contract then the service would crumble as is. In many ways,
working for someone else might be easier. I would then get CPD but likely have
some money hungry buffoon as my boss.
3340344300 i hate to think i may. but i have to look after myself and my family.
3340790372 growing lavender - these bastards dont even know what we do

3340781457 may have no choice
3340769133 No, will retire

3340676465 I want to be my own boss. However, many younger GPs see it very differently
3340629514 Tempting to work more like a salaried doc but I certainly wouldn't run the
practice
3340627144 my parter works for Virgin - it s a debacke - headless chickes trying to achieve
targets rather than being organised for the future

3340488071 I liek to have some control in the workplace- we are a big practice of 17,500 but
I still enjoy adapting our appointment systems etc
3340289320 Retiring early.
3338663803 circle maybe

3340078416 would locum, and market forces app;ly
3339769292 but will ave little choice

3339693061 my life would be a whole lot easier, but a lot less fulfilling
3339642584 I am a practice manager - no early retirement option/mortgage to pay.
Increasingly considering alternative employment to NHS
3339030843 That depends greatly on how it was run and how much input I was able to have
as a clinician

3338506335 depends what alternatives I had, I would be unlikely to give them the level of
work and committment as I currently do as a partner
3338472795 Depends on pay and conditions and ethos
3338403341 Willing, but not happy about it, the patients would suffer with lack of
continuity/ownership of their care, but that is being eroded already

3338366658 I currently work for the hurley group and have experience of several other
private providers. IMHO Hurley is the best of the bunch. But I have been
actively developing a secondary career and earning from it for the last six
months with a view to leaving NHS GP.
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Q5 Free Text to question of willingness to work for a private
provider
3338174775 willing as I still need to get a pension and have a wage. Do I want it? NO. Patient
continuity of care will be dead, and with it the whole ethos of GP practice.

3338161869 Dependent on T&C's
3337992748 if the money and terms and conditions are OK, I'll work for anyone.

3337952630 only because I will have no option
3337879669 I have plans to leave and work in New Zealand I'd this occurs
3337777196 what choice do we have

3337770351 Depends on many factors such as hours,will they wish to buy my building,if not
thgen were will you practise,will i be expected to perform many hours a week
in unfunded managment activities as I do now because i am a partner
3337760225 depends on details
3337685992 wouldnt have a choice would we

3337624229 Depends on how much they pay T+Cs
3337616716 Initially willing, in a Management roll as I beleive Patient Care could only be
retained if Primary Care Managers worked from the inside of these multinational organisations.
3337603515 I will leave the country or set up a cafe

3337600066 I'm 53, so anything that gets me to retirement is OK
3337598359 The great unknown- I suspect it would result in a total lack of autonomy and
actual tailored medical care- will likely result in paint-by-numbers medicine
with very poor patient satisfaction

3336562107 Depends on the pay/working conditions
3336546343 will be 60 yrs in 18 months.
3337595680 It depends upon terms and conditions

3336866949 It would depend on the terms and conditions but at least as an employee I
could leave if it became intolerable.
3336857649 but may be forced to to earn money, believe quality of GP will suffer

3336792954 and i am leaving UK all together so won't be here to see it...plan is by dec 2014
3336756126 due to retire in 3 years
3336721156 It really would depend on the rate of pay. I would clock in and clock out. The
practice would reduce the workload to see one patient per 15 minutes. I would
take sick leave at will. Sick leave would be taken for the frequent bouts of low
mood, despair and insomnia. I currently dig in and get on with it.
3336522185 I will retire

3336495432 previous bad experience of working in an AMPS practice!
3336430476 Privatisation of the NHS or GP is deeply worrying

3336427288 but may have little choice
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Q5 Free Text to question of willingness to work for a private
provider
3335920960 disaster

3335908706 as long as salary ok!
3335858048 Would be willing to work in general practice surgery run by local GPs/managers

3335807143 May well retire and possibly do some locum work
3335799618 not applicable am a practice manager

3335680397 already work for PML but would not be willing to work in a large commercial
enterprise
3335640487 The thought of working for a 'for profit' organisation abhors me!
3335610079 Not sure if there will be much option

3335554312 Fine as long as my payscale and workload was fair
3334552384 Don't think I would have a choice

3334525471 Local Virgin practice - abysmal
3334467149 wil form own gp consortium
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The workload of General Practice has risen inexorably without additional proportionate funding.
This could be mitigated by increasing referrals to secondary care. How likely is it that you will
significantly increase your referral rate to secondary care in order to
accommodate the demands on General Practice? (n=2616)

Neutral
16%

Unlikely
16%

Likely
68%
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Q6 Free text on likelihood of increasing referrals
3371911216 I will nit change the way i practice. Though patients will end up in A&E if it takes 2 weeks to see
me
3371359114 but the flow of work from secondary care into GP cannot continue without more resources

3369273506 I think that would be detrimental to patient care and secondary is in a worse/as bad place than
general practice - at least in Cornwall it is.
3357558857 I might like to refer more [ and this might lead to better outcomes for patients ] but am
constrained by the downward pressure fron CCG / NHSE - However the real problem is getting
consultants to follow up cases properly and not treat me as their houseman to do various tasks [
ie do blds in 6 months then fax me the results etc ]Hospital also need to follow up cases
properly [ and may need funding for that
3367319136 How could you do this without being penalised!
3367128244 Practice Income (in part) requires participation in various enhanced services aimed at reducing
referrals / admissions
3367119060 Not clinical

3366201272 this is difficult to answer as i don't know how i will cope, depends on whether our CCG could
help in any way
3362039305 dont understand the question

3359952020 Not referrals but patients self-referring to A&E
3358966195 In the current climate there re financeal penalties and peer pressure locally to force us not to
increase our referrals to 2' care
3358663942 referrals do not necessarily reduce workload, in fact onerous requests from secondary care are
one reason for our increasing administration burden

3356021050 wish to maintain approp referals
3355887031 I do not refer
3355804311 I don't see how this would help. There is huge demand at Primary Care level and if we increase
referrals to secondary care (which may not be approrpiate) we simply bust the budget and get
the CCG on our backs!!!

3355801367 As we are losing staff rapidly and can't cope with demand. We are a teaching practice with low
referral rates currently but this will be very hard to sustain with loss of funding
3355634165 to ensure accurate investigation and diagnosis in time
3355632171 Referral Management systems mean we cannot, they in fact increasingly push work back into
General Practice where care is 'cheaper' and most CCG's intend to increase that trend

3355017950 Surely we are missing the underlying issues if we did this
3354899118 I am doing so already - I don't have the capacity to do it all in my surgery any more, so I bail out
and refer them when I know I could do it myself with more time.
3354726273 it's a coping strategy

3354705908 Increased referrals are a consequence of workload but consciously inc referrals would be
pointless- they'd bounce back in weeks
3354023478 the local hospital is also overloaded and under resourced
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Q6 Free text on likelihood of increasing referrals
3354005198 No GP's het a complaint from the patient about referring to hospital. I do think with medicine
becoming more complex and patients being discharged earlier from hospital that it is highly
likely that my referral rate will rise. If we can't cope in primary care patients will more than likely
also attend A+E in greater numbers. Patients do not only attend primary care with medical
problems these days. Many of my patients present with social problems, stress related
problems, workforce problems, school exclusion, anxiety and mental health issues or a
combination of these. Patients expect a solution to their problems even when there isn't one
available. Hospital referrals will generally only deal with one aspect of the patient's problems.
GP's provide the holistic model of care, but with funding cuts, retiring GP's will not be replaced
and patients will have to wait longer for an appointment so they will have a lower threshold to
go to A+E. They are likely to be seen by a junior doctor with only a short level of experience and
so more likely to be admitted to hospital and thereby increasing pressures on the hospital and
actually costing a lot more money in the long run.
3353436335 That would make me a referral monkey, any untrained person could do that. Against my
personal and professional ethics
3353166796 Difficult-referrals are simply declined if they do not fall within recognised parameters; also
difficlut or immensely time consuming to admit or get urgent community based care-GP ends up
holding massive uncertaintly and resopinsibility, in the face of increasing patient expectations
also.
3353005810 I try my best to treat a lot of complex cases myself but i don't have any option to make urgent
referrals to secondary care, it still takes months, as any routine referrals
3352993903 my referral rate has increased partly influenced by guideline induced medecine, defensive
practice and patient expectation. Inevitably patients are over investigated to their detriment.

3352931096 I have already lowered my threshold for referring to secondary care
3352832728 There are local systems in place to prevent referral to secondary care without a general practice
work-up in the first place where possible. This system ensures high workload for the GP and
prevents early referral to secondary care unless absolutely necessary.
3352745998 No win situation as referral rates are monitoried at CCG level and charged .

3352724958 Don't refer - am a PM
3352679429 n/a
3352679127 I am a manager - don't feel appropriate to answer this.

3352613033 Unable to comment
3352443732 constant CCG pressure Not to refer due to costs , Avoidadmissions des,locally loss ofa cute
orthopaedics , acute surgery to Hastings and paediatrics after 5pm

3352263841 In spite of our efforts to control referrals they will rise due to the ageing population and this
needs to be planned for
3352231994 n/a
3351442045 I already am referring more as insufficient time to think through difficult cases

3350603812 Our CCG won't let us
3351272047 If we referred everything for one day the system would come to a standstill. It would be more
effective than striking.
3351200507 patient safety is paramount. If I cannot cope , do extra tests, book additional appointments and
go the extra mile as I do for my patients, I shall be forced to refer (currently I'm a low referrer)
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Q6 Free text on likelihood of increasing referrals
3350963712 Non referrer - but how many real primary care services can be "referred" and most of the
unsustainable growth comes from the badly handled existing referrals - this option is like
spending your way out of debt !
3350759712 I refer to secondary care based on clinical need for each individua. Therefore an increase in
referrals could occur if this was the most appropriate and funded way of clinical needs being
met. Gps cannot be expected to increase their workload without additional funding.
3350638717 I am already doing this

3350558582 i AM A PRACTICE MANAGER
3350517110 My GP's would only do this as a final resort
3350515054 This has a knock-on effect, which would not be in the best interest of patient care in any way!

3350478695 N/A
3350468721 I disagree with the premise. We need to sort out our own patients properly and use secondary
care properly

3350368884 too closely moniored in this area
3349983232 they have nor esources either. I will work longer hours nd get more burnt out

3349858715 Why prejudice your own mental health
3349846180 not how I want to go,but can see why this may happen
3349818988 the question is loaded

3349640100 Already doing it
3349594686 The first sentence does not make sence and the second is an assertion with which not all will
agree. This is a bad way to start a question.

3349525119 not on purpose but people refer themselves via A+E
3349434836 I will struggle but will not forego my clinical qualities
3348880816 THis is not necessarily in the pts best interests

3344887829 I do not think this is the main issue
3348757943 they would not accept or cope and I would spend even more time chasing secondary care appts
than I do now

3347259506 Gps always try to manage as best thye can -to their own detriment sometimes
3346449261 already inevitably occurring
3346291863 when the default position of EVERY health agency is 'see your GP' and those health agencies
receive billions in funding for saying ' see your GP' this needs top slicing and giving back to the
people who will do the actual work - the GP
3346250653 The rising numbers of patients being seen, along with the complexity of workload, inevitably
leads to an increase in referrals to secondary care. It is not true that referring to secondary care
reduces the workload in primary care.
3346245713 Not applicable
3346236524 n/a - non-clinical
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Q6 Free text on likelihood of increasing referrals
3346209536 more likely to give in to patient pressure in light of increasing numbers of solicitors letters, MP
letters and others, on the otherhand there are many conditions better dealt with by GPs than
hospital doctors
3346180984 I hear from the GPs that this is aleady something they are tempted to do in order to get through
the workload
3346149945 With pressure on to be "100%" accurate, even on a limited clinical information base referrals
will rise dramatically over the coming years!

3344666595 Not sure directly linked
3344433880 pressure not to refer- more and more rationing and hopos to jump through
3344409755 Goes against the grain but the safety of the patient would have to come first and if referral was
the only safe option then yes it would increase

3344235309 This would not represent good medicine so I would always strive to refer only appropriate
cases. However with increasing numbers of locum and salaried GPS we have seen our referrals
rise.
3343996259 You can't turn back the clock. The point that needs to be made is that GP's now routinely deal
with the type of complex medical patienst that were managed by consultant physicians a few
years ago. Its an appreciation of this fact that is important.
3343877886 but not preferred option as beter for patients to recieve their care closer to hoem where
possible
3343785093 This is a "catch 22" situation as GPs are being told to reduce referral rates but pressure of
demand does not give adeaquate time for GPs to discuss with peers before making a choice to
refer. In order to prevent referrals into secondary care another pathway and safe service needs
to be available in Primary Care but cuts in funding have reduced this alternative as the funding
still sits with secondary care. Why??
3343740715 Being pushed at the moment to reduce referrals

3343707679 look at what has happened to diabetic care, disgusting
3343276186 More patients seen. More complicated patients. Patients from overseas with more problems
and more demanding.
3340903437 Possible as time restricts more considered primary care

3342803240 Not how I work
3342777572 I don't think referring more would help - they simply come back to us as it is barely sorted and
then need to come in and speak to us to discuss what the consultant didn't tell them... must be
better where you are than it is around my part of the country!
3341925048 my medical assessment for referring a patient is based on patient need not health politics

3341614639 This is an unfair question and highly loaded. I don't think increasing referrals to secondary care
would mitigate our workload
3341613872 i'm am not clinical
3341563637 have already done - the demand by patient for specialist opinions and investigations is not being
kept at bay in G.P.
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Q6 Free text on likelihood of increasing referrals
3340828485 This is a vicious cycle. The more money that goes to Secondary care on their PBR tariff the
better for them and the less to invest in our ridiculous block contract. If I were a true business,
the first people I would shed from my list are all of my most vulnerable and sick patients in care
homes. In fact, I wouldn't stop there, as soon as you hit 70 you'd be asked to leave the practice
as you would no longer be financially viable. Unpalatable? Definitely, but this is where we are
heading. The majority of work now comes from secondary care with me acting as their house
officer. EVERY letter ends with "see GP to sort".
3340443698 variable , depending on political will, such naming and shaming GPs for problems which
invariably will involve multiple GPs e.g. cancers. Not clearly thought through.
3340369223 As we get charged for referrals to secondary care we may not be able to fund increased
referrals, ergo patients simply receive worse care. May lead to increased demands via A+E
however.
3340790372 wouldnt work secondary care is run by protocol driven careen driven employees, often wonder
if secretary mistyped urology for neruology how many investigations patient would have before
anyone noticed - fraid the buck increasingly stays with us
3340782379 Patients benefit from more care in the GP setting but we need support from secondary care. At
the moment secondary care has become too specialised. It is impossible to get a good general
medical assessment anymore
3340781457 we have to decrease referals

3340676465 That will shoot ourselves in the foot. We need to be much wiser and wilier than that!
3340661440 Not applicable PM

3340283107 I shall continue to try to practice excellent General Practice and will not start "turfing"
(inappropriately referring) patients to secondary care or other providers. However I am
absolutely sure that ongoing developments in care coupled with an ageing, polymorbid
population, with understandably appropriately high expectations of their health and social care
will result in an inexorable rise in demand for specialist care, even if significant elements of care
are moved closer to patients in the community.
3340117692 already happening

3339874081 N/A
3339693061 i have already given up fighting for MRI's and increased referrals to MSK

3339684051 We already have as a matter of policy
3339650630 I would bounce back all the extra things they ask us to do. Blood monitoring, lack of discharge
follow up.
3339642584 although there will no doubt be a resulting punitive action

3339596658 To leading a question
3338585630 Whilst I might want to, the drive & pressure to reduce referrals is strong, which tends to
discourage me from referrals except as a last resort. Also as I know my patients will Wait along
time & be seen in a fragmented secondary care service with poor continuity of care, then I try to
look after them myself on much as I can.
3338557727 Not sure that this would necessarily happen as many of these extra "tasks" do not need referral
to secondary care.
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Q6 Free text on likelihood of increasing referrals
3338552446 could central government please stop interfering with raising patients expectations regarding
service delivery and sending out mixed messages. on the one hand we are discouraged to refer
into secondary care as we are the "gatekeeper" but on the other hand patients are being told
they should see their GP as they may have cancer or some other terrible disease process. there
is an increasing awareness around dementia but no service provision to support that. patient
education in the UK is lagging way behind other EU countries.
3338506335 I am unwilling to shoulder increased risk iof litigation in the face of rising demand and
expectations
3338502185 leading question
3338389052 fundoing for a few projects have been withdrawn for example a rectal banding clinic in the
community which did bring down th esecondary care referral rate increase referral in non2ww
colorectal surgical referrals
3338388629 We are penalised for referring to secondary care through practice based budgets from the CCG

3338366658 Already happened, tide's been turning for > 7 years it's been harder to "redirect" a patient's
expectation :: in the last 12-18m the expectation of referral has increased ++, it is now 'routine'
for a formal complaint to be received if a Dr "refuses" to refer - ergo we all have a very low/ nonexistent threshold. The Drs with <3yr experience don't know anything different.
3338183345 already referring anything possibly like cancer via 2ww as per j.hunt advised
3338080919 With time limits and more demands referral can sometimes be the 'easy option'

3337956498 We had a meeting about this yesterday, with PMS review threatening a huge chunk of funding
we will have no choice but to pare back services to the minimum in the nGMS contract and
those patients will have to be sent to the hospital instead
3337824224 depends what we are allowed/ encouraged to do
3337789290 Unless absolutely necessary and appropriate as does not constitute good patient care

3337756331 I already am, with increasing demand from patients for specialist treatment convinced by the
media that the GPs know nothing about medicine!
3337685992 already happening

3337616716 Experience has showed that due to the contracting arrangements referral to secondary care
only increases the workload for Primary Care as the Hospitals request more work from the GP
Practice which is funded in their contracts.
3337598359 At present we are being asked to do more to hold work/patients in primary care/move work
from secondary to primary (whilst this is less-and-less recognised) and are striving to keep
referrals down- this is at a clear personal risk and often requires huge effort to
appease/convince patients. The simple/easy solution would be to return to the old model- refer
almost anything- and would rapidly bankrupt/break the system as a whole- we are good value in
comparison to secondary care.
3337540003 But secondary care is not accessible for crises and does not take responsibility for follow up

3337027737 this would not be in the best interedts of my patients
3336799518 But the CCG won't like it- between a rock and hard place....

3336750889 I feel this has already happened, I now refer where I would previously have reviewed myself in a
couple of weeks
3336719672 It isn't that I want to increase my referral rate. Patient demand is out of control they have
completely unrealistic expectations. If you don't do what they want they c
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Q6 Free text on likelihood of increasing referrals
3336501197 will send more tasks back to secondary care that i think were theirs in the first place
3336495432 I can't see how this would reduce GP workload as we would still need to see the patients before
and after referral!

3336430476 But with reluctiance as I feel patients are best served by a primary care delivery model. Yet we
may be left with little choice.
3336381882 numbers are being counted.constant pressure not to refer
3335959384 especially if they are naming GPs who miss diagnosis!

3335896299 N/A ST3
3335799618 I am referring to the practice referral rate as I do not refer.

3335735124 if one is too busy, then referral rates go up as decisions have to be made more quickly with less
time to reflect/gather info
3335734187 I don't wish to refer unless necessary. I also wish secondary care to uphold their end of the deal
and stop sending out patients before they are fit, and to stop sending me letters stating 'Will
you kindly do the following x things and chase up the following y results on this patient.'
3335725381 N/A
3335712689 already started as a mechanism for self preservation, working patients up less thoroughly prior
to referral

3335708568 I would prefer more resources to safely manage people in the community
3335702484 CCG has imposed limit on number of referrals

3335682253 PM, don't refer
3335680397 this is likely to lead to financial penalty?
3335640487 However, what I will stop doing is pro-actively stopping all the unnecessary follow-up appts that
currently occur in secondary care as I have no extra capacity to follow up these patients myself
3335610079 We do wish to support CCG goals
3334713672 We are unable to do this as no capacity in secondary care

3334701400 If I felt that there was no alternative to our attempts in primary care then I may feel that I have
no option but to refer on as patient safety may be a t risk otherwise
3334525471 I would like to avoid game-playing but find a way forward to fair remuneration and support of
the most efficient part of the NHS
3334467149 as there are only 24hrs in the day, ever increasing demand- uunsustainable, equally if teh
OCPLIS becomes excessive in number crunching and onerous- we will not do this.
3334167489 i think we will hav eto seriously think about not accepting hospital discharges that district nurses
and GPs cant cope with

3333258570 I feel this is just beginning now, earlier referrals, less completely worked up etc
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If your practice cannot recruit sufficient doctors and/or nurses to replace retiring GPs and practice
nurses as well as those taking career breaks, how comfortable would you be to reject invitations to
take work of secondary and community care and shoulder the inevitable financial penalties?
(n=2513)

Neutral
10%

Comfortable
46%
Uncomfortable
44%
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Q7 Free text concerning possibility of
rejecting secondary care work.
3371911216 I our area the more pressing is is having the staff available so we can take on this work.
Will not until we have the staff

3367674742 we're desperate for another partner and it's taken 2 years to find a possible candidate.
we're heading for melt down
3367529097 ambivalent - we already have dramatic decrease in oncome over 10 years
3357517800 not safe to do so

3367119060 But we would do it.
3366468754 but will have no choice

3365689999 ?
3364419166 but for holistic not financial reasons

3362023359 we cannot recruit a GP and have had to go head hunting ( and begging to try persuade
GP's to move to us and we cannot pay more ) looking at nurse practitioners and just
saying we are full
3360423318 Locum
3360268034 I don't understand the question

3359952020 i am not a partner
3359885381 don't know to answer this. stop dumping secondary care work on Gps without extra pay

3358966195 We have no choice in these matters. If we don't take on the extra work (eg INR
monitoring) income goes down: a no-win situation further grinding us into the ground
3358663942 this question is not sufficiently unbiased to be able to answer
3357902614 Impossible to shoulder any more as drawings go down and recruitment even more
impossible - vicious downward circle
3355634165 to ensure safe practice

3352715370 But our income is dropping year on year with more work, criticism, expectations etc so by
not taking work would mean income drops further then at the age of 44, with the
experience I have and the hardworking ethos I have will ( have been) looking at
alternative career options
3354899118 Without enough GPs and nurses we can't do the work. However, with fewer nurses and
GPs, we would have fewer costs.
3354796274 probably retire early and locum

3354726273 we are struggling to recruit a nurse and a full time partner at present
3354705908 Sorry don't understand what the penalties are
3354225608 Not comfortable as we would prefer to be able to provide care close to home in local
communities, but if we can't recruit and retain clinical staff we can't do the work!
3354023478 if we reject workload it will be because we feel we have no staff to do it safely and
maintain the safety of current service provision but this will tehn impact on our ability to
do the latter anyway if financial penalties are made
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Q7 Free text concerning possibility of
rejecting secondary care work.
3354005198 We would reduce any involvement in outside activities such as CCG, LMC and GPSWI
work.

3354003104 N/A - I'm a salaried GP so cannot comment on this.
3353490925 Can't manage demand currently. Firefighting continually.

3353436335 I am already earning up to £20 000 less, I will be forced to go to the private sector
3353166796 Would be very comfortable; the problem is , it is never an invitation, it is presented as an
ultimatum.
3352828528 don't understand qn

3352810467 It would be clinically unsafe to accept this work
3352731670 this is another reason why I decided to retire at 52! had no control over the partnership
business anymore.
3352579398 do you mean uncomfortable with not doing the work or being skint? I'd rather be poorer
off (to a point) that run myself into the ground. There will get a tipping point of
oppotunity cost where partners will leave to find work elsewhere. some will inevitably
hang on in there come what may in the hope that the situation will pick up again . We all
, in our minds have an idea of what our time/experience/wisdom/training is worth in
monetary value and once this point is past, the roof will fall in on practices as partners
leave. It will be a test of individuals social altruism on a grand scale.

3352263841 We are already shouldering life-changing financial penalties
3351464249 Duty of care comes first

3351442045 cannot recruit nurses.
3351288068 but inevitable

3351200507 we'd have to deflect lots that we currently take on - goodwill is coming to an end
3350963712 While NHSE have a bad track record of expecting us to provide services for nothing,
Hopefully invitations for work actually currently provided by other providers will not only
result in extra funds being made available but also, perhaps, the resultant downsizing will
release trained resources back to primary care (err, nursing being more easily
transferable, obviously..) so no; done correctly I don't see this UNLESS the NHS continues
to offer these "savings" back to the Government

3350906719 but again may not have an option
3350763930 But mat well have no choice

3350759712 Would depend on the situation at the time and how big the penalties were.
3350710025 This is a heavily loaded and biased question that I cannot answer

3350638717 We need the income to sustain the practice but the workload rise si aslready causing us
to make more risky choices abiout patient care . We have already written to sec care
about not doing unfunded work & this has led to a load of hasle form secondary care &
patients, wheich is v time consuming to deal twith , Pts just don't understand that we
can't do everything & that our staff resources are precious & limited.
3350559718 i am a salary dr
3350527751 slightly loaded question
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Q7 Free text concerning possibility of
rejecting secondary care work.
3350515054 I cannot see how this would be possible without financial support!

3350468721 This is not a good question
3350394785 this would be the demise of our practice

3350368884 financially unsustainabl at present
3350362394 Needs to be balanced with maintaining adequate funding to run the practice

3349983232 but may be impossible to avoid.
3349818988 we have not had problem with recruitment

3349766009 on the brink of collapse already
3349306691 but my partners would not be
3348757943 this is a very loaded question so I'm not sure anyone would take much notice of our
answers to this

3347259506 but would worry about financial implications
3347118499 i intend to go soon its so Mad

3346935073 n/a
3346319136 not a well worded question but I would be concerned about the consequent financial
penalties
3346291863 financial penalties are very real, and any further reduction in practice income destabilises
any work we can do.

3346250653 A leading question. More care needs to be provided in primary and community care
settings, but the resource needs to be moved before this can happen. This means
investing in significantly increasing the community nursing and general practitioner
workforce.
3346209536 so far have been able to boost income by taking part in research
3346180984 We cannot afford to lose any income so cannot say no
3343096385 Not well worded. Can't afford not to take extra work for the income but no space time or
staff to do it. T

3344316296 would feel complled to do so and would be financially very punishing I suspect
3343707679 we need a united front or be swallowed up in political defragmentation

3343276186 Loss of income will drive me to emigrate or leave medicine all together
3340863531 But my partners wouldn't as they still have young families and mortgages
3342446372 As salaried - not in position to decide. But think practice would be uncomfortable -putting
extra strain on current provision

3341925048 This is a difficult question as partnerships shoulder the financial burden providing
premises with their private equity...our hands are bound...this is not just and an urgent
political matter to be addressed
3341901169 I have no idea what you are asking!
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Q7 Free text concerning possibility of
rejecting secondary care work.
3341698052 wouldn't do it

3340828485 This is the absolute ridiculousness of the situation. Everything is being passes back to GP
except funding. We're propping up the whole NHS meanwhile Foundation Trusts raison
d'être is to generate money. Completely perverse!! Until we sort the unreal disparity
between the cost of one AE attendance vs the cost of an entire year of GP then we will go
nowhere but down
3340425537 time v money question- it depends
3340318554 My practice has had NOT A SINGLE APPLICATION for our senior partner who retired last
year, we ARE IN CRISIS!!!
3340790372 we cant recruit, we are taking on secondary cares work - its u ncomfortable 55 is too old
to do 13 hour sessions without a break

3340676465 We will need to re-imagine the workforce and seize all these opportunities to grow our
business
3340671693 we are currently facing this problem, supporting a full time GP to be CCG chair and 2 full
time GPs retiring due to workload pressure and no applicants. Local GP trainees I spoke to
at VTS all bar one planning a move to Australia where many of my friends have also
emigrated in the past 2 years. These are British doctors emigrating from all areas of the
NHS but mostly GPs
3340550095 We could not afford to do without current income. We would be forced to take the work,
do it to the best of our ability, but not to the level we would wish.
3340488071 difficult dilemma- we also have PMS contract review that is looking very bleak. Hospitals
are over 15miles away.
3340283107 I have to maintain some work / life balance for the good of my personal health and
wellbeing, my family, and my professional survival

3338765166 am a salaried GP not a partner
3339940193 we would have no choice, cant do the work without the manpower
3339874081 but to protect sanity, it may be necessary

3339670297 Uncomfortable but will have no choice
3339642584 Have limited resources already and finances are ever tighter

3338244078 2 vacancies for 12 months and struggling
3338233060 comfortable to reject in principle but unable to afford to do so

3338403341 Already started this with LMC back-up
3338395963 no way Jose

3338366658 but it is not within my remit to decide because the contract-holder is 'the hurley group' :: i
fear that increasingly partnerships will have management (not direct contractual)
pressure to accept council/ social services work (forget about community and secondary
care) - along the same lines of "if you hold a GMS contract then you must be in a CCG"
3338167411 this is a muddled question with too many subclauses
3338161869 Need to make sensible business decisions
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Q7 Free text concerning possibility of
rejecting secondary care work.
3337819973 Not applicable for myself

3337795975 We feel as if we are the last hope for the patient and are concerned about the impact on
them
3337737886 As a salaried GP this is not my decision

3337692386 Not prepared to take work off others without funding (rarely is)
3337616716 Workloads aside, depleting the availability of a better quality of care local to patients
homes can not be in the interests of the patient.
3337598359 This will likely become inevitable

3336918649 not a partner
3336546343 already stopping some non economic work

3337573829 Financial strain already significant
3337550673 Confusing wording
3337026075 Not sure

3336866949 because usually this work is not "new" funding but has been recycled from existing
funding
3336811905 No choice if needed to maintain safety

3336799518 The finances will make it hard to reject potential extra income
3336792954 i work as locum and will be unwilling

3336750889 we would look at costs vs income, no problem with not signing up to paltry LESs, have
done just that last year
3336719672 Very uncomfortable because at the moment we need every penny we can get
3336663541 not possible in practice. Patients have needs which the gp has to meet.

3336522185 we haver tried to recruit and can't so rejecting DESs
3336389987 but somethings got to give

3336313755 we would be unable to do it as operating at more than maximum capacity now without
less staff and more work, GP would implode
3335896299 N/A ST3
3335790779 n/a salaried

3335779861 this would not be comfortable but would be inevitable
3335708568 I dont understand this question

3335702484 can't answer this
3335668678 Sorry - badly worded-Comfortable to reject but uncomfortable to shoulder financial
penalty
3335640487 Impossible to work any harder than currently!
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Q7 Free text concerning possibility of
rejecting secondary care work.
3334805438 it would be unsustainable to take on invitations with less Drs/nurses but financially
unsustainable not to do these things

3334583022 but would be prepared to do it if necessary
3334525471 Maily through a wish to not let down out patients, but I can see that time coming

3334167489 but needs must to survive and avoid burnout
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If you intend to reject taking work from secondary and community care,
would you consider recovering the concomitant losses by making GPs, nurses,
phlebotomists and admin staff redundant? (n= 2465)

Unsure
27%

Yes
58%
No
15%
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Q8 Free text on likelihood of making redundancies as a way of
making up the financial losses of rejecting secondary care work
3371968776 I am a salaried gp
3367704866 not sure as not a partner
3357722101 No choice

3357721598 i would prefer to offer my community a good primary care service hence not
reject work as i feel the holistic model of gp care if fianically v efficient and the
main way of ensuring appropriate referrals
3367319136 There will always be work to be done!
3364419166 already reduced gp pm nursing and reception hours 5 years ago

3362666141 I am a salaried gp so hope not....
3362023359 have already decided cannot risk taking on another partner as future so
unstable , we are set to lose £180,000 in 2 years and have high ethnic high
morbidity depreivation ...unworkable
3361089107 Unable to answer as I am salaried

3360423318 Locum
3360045509 very difficult to in the face of the current workload

3359952020 I am not a partner
3358663942 not a partner, don't know

3355634165 would try not too but if in financial crisis....
3355073816 n/a as I am already salaried

3352715370 With a heavy heart may have to or may opt out of medicine completely rather
than be complicit in a system that is failing patients
3354899118 It depends on the figures and skill mix, and if we can push things to other staff
appropriately, bearing in mind that fewer GPs and nurses means reduced costs.
3354767601 n/a as I am salaried (have been partner in past)

3354225608 see answer to 7
3354023478 we are on a minimal staff now!
3354005198 General Practice will undoubtedly become a cinderella service and I do not
believe that hospitals will be able to cope with the extra demands placed upon
them by patients who cannot be seen in primary care

3354003104 N/A - I'm a salaried GP so cannot comment
3353068053 already losing staff, not replacing admin staff
3352931096 we would be rejecting the work because we do not have the medical staff,
therefore there would be no doctors to be made redundant.

3352810467 but would not be able to afford the redundancy pay
3352780328 we are already running the practice on minimal staffing levels.

3352604062 no flexability to reduce costs re small surgery
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Q8 Free text on likelihood of making redundancies as a way of
making up the financial losses of rejecting secondary care work
3351477992 not sure
3352292471 depends on the figures
3352263841 I hope narutal wastage will make redundancies unnecessary

3351200507 would have to- my perosnal income is dropping year on eyar and I am not going
to subsidise the local health economy for much longer
3350963712 If there were real losses, then obviously primary care would have to downsize
as well
3350787376 This might have to be considered.

3350710025 See previous answer
3350559718 i am a salary doctor

3350545872 N/A - salaried
3350515054 Everyone has their back to the wall already!

3350442805 We have to take on work to survive
3350442193 may consider selling practice or merge with neighbouring GPs

3349818988 we are not in this situation
3349791622 yes but then we couldnt manage the workload so would collapse of exhaustion
3349766009 Cannot take more cuts without going under

3348706971 Do not see us rejecting work
3346846594 Reluctantly

3346389468 Already at minimum manning
3346291863 if the only choice is to reject work and take penalty then yes redundancy is
inevitable
3346250653 Another leading question. We have cut back our practice workforce to the bare
minimum through increasing skill-mix and not recruiting when staff members
have retired or left. We no onger employ locums, as it is not financially viable.
This means that during holiday times, etc, our appointments are very stretched
and we are often not able to see non-urgent patients within the timescale that
we would wish to.
3346209536 would be horrible to have to do but might be necessary

3343096385 The stress placed on existing staff if we lose any more staff will make the
practice unsustainable & will fold
3344685897 we would have to.
3343785093 If the funding is not there then what alternative choice would a surgery have?

3343708759 i am not apartner so cant comment
3343707679 n/a
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Q8 Free text on likelihood of making redundancies as a way of
making up the financial losses of rejecting secondary care work
3343276186 The Partners' shares have dropped and are about to match the Salaried GPs
income
3342803240 Very reluctant to make people redundant but taking another look at dead
wood.
3342037203 Rely on natural wastage

3341925048 for the reasons under 7 the partnership MUSt not get bancrupt as the partners
were to loose all their livelihood
3341771626 We cannot replace retired and burned out junior GPs who have left and cannot
find nurses to help so ne redundancies necessary
3341370510 n/a
3341365507 I'm not a partner

3341333866 sal
3340828485 We would then look to send more people to AE and walk in centres. I view this
as being funded to cover a reasonable proportion and give an excellent service.
If the government remove this opportunity the. It is for them to answer no me.
3340790372 we cant not take the work - everything else is fragmented if we dont catch
what falls throught the gaps who will ?? caring for patients not about the
money increasingly about helping them cope with a 2 tier system that lets
vulnerable patients fall throught the gaps -we made a promise when we
restructured not to make anyone redundant - our employees have the same
commitment we do to patients
3340769133 Have already cut staff hours to the bone

3340676465 It would be a business decision based on whether we can redeploy them in a
diversified business
3340639162 Only if there was absolutely no other way forward
3340488071 we are already considering laying off a receptionist

3340283107 All options are on the table. If I am at a point where my professionalism is
compromised or my income is slashed and inappropriate for my workload and
responsibilities then I will leave General Practice and move elsewhere in Health
or outside the UK.
3339923329 I am salaried and therefore cannot answer
3339874081 That is a dangerous downward spiral. As a PM I think its likely the main burden
will be born by partners reducing inome, further reducing the attractiveness of
partnerships.
3339047564 Already am

3338366658 In my setting I am very confident that any loss of income will be transmitted
through the org as a loss of HR establishment
3338272458 This is a different question. Q 7 asks what I would do if staff shortages

3338161869 Dependent on residual position and ongoing workloads
3338135693 I do not employ them
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Q8 Free text on likelihood of making redundancies as a way of
making up the financial losses of rejecting secondary care work
3338101338 hope not, I am salaried
3337992748 not applicable: I employ nobody
3337984386 patient demand is enormous and already hard to meet, so making people
redundant would make patient care even more difficult

3337851289 I am currently a salaried GP so not in a position to make that decision
3337819973 Not applicable

3337795975 This would destabilise things further, but we seem to be presented with a set of
circumstances that mean there is no good option
3337790331 salaried GP so not my decision
3337789290 I hope not being salaried myself

3337737886 As above
3337692386 Wouldnt take the work without funding

3337608687 Only as an absolute last resort, although this is not down to me as a salaried GP
3336918649 not a partner

3337555962 Will reject taking other work only if unable to recruit
3337554473 Doing this may be inevitable but would likely precipitate the collapse of the
practice
3336899808 Locum

3336876990 I plan to increase my income working outside the NHS and possibly reducing my
NHS hours
3336810685 not applicable
3336792954 n/a to me

3336719672 Ask me at the end of this financial year.
3336405999 as a salaried GP I cannot answer this

3336389987 would be forced into this due to lack of funding
3336313755 you need staff to do the day to day work, stetched as it is now

3336308141 We'd have no choice
3335920960 I am salaried so I hope not!
3335914766 I am salaried, so does not apply to me.

3335896299 N/A ST3
3335881870 already done so

3335790779 n/a - salaried
3335744596 I AM a salaried/locum!!

3335721596 n/a
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Q8 Free text on likelihood of making redundancies as a way of
making up the financial losses of rejecting secondary care work
3335702484 can't answer this
3335680397 I am a salaried GP. This worries me. Especially as I have just gone on maternity
leave. Will I have a job to go back to?
3335640487 But this is only an option of workload is such that don;t need all my current staff

3335554312 I am a locum
3334467149 we are here not to subsidise NHS

3334167489 we need to stop chasing every penny that is offerered to us which is part of
the cause of our problem as all good medicine and we want to help our patients
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My practice will remain financially viable... (n=2449)
In the long term

In the medium term

In the short term

My practice is not financially viable as currently constituted

My practice is not
financially viable as
currently constituted
10%

In the short term
59%

In the long term
2%

In the medium term
29%
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Q9 Free text concerning financial viability of practice
3371968776 unsure I am not privy to finances
3371911216 Just remains viable for me to be a partner. Any further reduction in income we
have me looking for salaried work.

3370408905 Uncertain - we could be close to non viability
3369530795 Very uncertain at the present time
3369106234 being a part University practice we very vulnerable to loss of MPIG

3367704866 unknown
3357674097 Without intervention all practices will struggle to remain financially viable

3357517800 not currently offering financial /lifestyle that will attract new partners
3366468754 not sure but lie awake at night worrying about it

3364444449 but seeing significant drawing cuts year on year
3361089107 ISalaried don't know

3360423318 Locum
3359885381 hopefully!
3358966195 THe workload rises in exorably to keep stable financeally. This is not sustainable
3357902614 All depends - low drawings mean you cannot recruit
3357072792 Huge uncertainty

3357001905 Don't know
3356175602 Currently viable but risk of closure imminent this financial year

3356039245 Too many unknown factors to make a proper assessment
3355796780 Failing to remain financially vaible is not an option. Financial viability is a bit of a
moving target but, ultimately, compromises would have to be made to
maintain financial viability. Whilst this may impact the level of service/care, the
alternative would be "no care" since financial failure would resulrt in the
inevitable closure of a Practice.
3355769095 losing 1/3 of budget over 7y through MPIG cut

3355672809 Only as long as we can recruit new GPs
3355632171 We are losing a total of £49000 in MPIG so we are unlikley to remain viable
3355623850 Merger in progress - combined viability will be better than singly

3355592540 But only through rapid and dramatic change. We are ok for now, but 2-3
significant changes simultaneously would finish us.
3355073816 Salaried practice wjhich is already very expensive to run

3355017950 unknown variables however.
3352715370 Only with partners taking further pay cuts - it gets to a point where the stress
and toll on self and family etc reaches a point when enough is enough
3354899118 It will not be viable without major changes, and a merger, and a site move,
which we are attempting to do.
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Q9 Free text concerning financial viability of practice
3354785404 I don't know
3354767601 n/a ditto

3354742356 we are having to bribe 2 new partners to join by giving them half list sizes
initially but equal share (we are responsible for own patients re urgent
appointments, prescriptions, pathology and paper work)
3354237518 Unsure I am salaried
3353068053 viability only if merge with other practices

3352731670 my former practice was struggling soon after I and an even younger partner (in
his 30s) left (in 2013)
3352579398 if we loose enhanced services as anticipated, thinks will look rather bleak.

3352463981 We are a small rural 50% dispensing practice.We are not sustainable in our
current format and the increasing workload and threat from corporates locally
is placing a massive burden on us to look for any reasonable sources of nonGMS income to survive.
3352263841 The problem is there is so much uncertainty it is difficult to know if my practice
will remain financially viable. It has become increasingly difficult financially over
the last 2-3 years
3350618841 Very difficult and challenging finances lately
3351272047 I'm a salaried Dr, though am very aware of the difficulties faced by the
partnership
3350935857 unknown

3350764693 financially viable only because currently partners are not highly financially
motivated - if they were we would be unviable far sooner
3350759712 At present it is only secure for the rest of the current financial year as who
knows how much will change in April 2015 when the contract will inevitably be
changed..
3350652302 very uncertain future very unclear

3350632208 unpredictable
3350561056 changes to the PMS contract with remove 15% of our funding in th enext year
which means we will loose £178000 per year and will cuase a big problem
3350545872 can not answer

3350500290 very short term
3350468721 small practice is a good model for GPs and patients love it, it needs promoting
and is currently financially viable - not sure about the future
3350454723 not able to comment

3350398578 unsure
3349858715 As a practice with a substantial university student population the removal of
MPIG will affect us substantially.

3349557594 Dont know
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Q9 Free text concerning financial viability of practice
3349040856 Salaried so not au fait with whole practice accounts, but suspect we will
struggle but survive.
3349257933 this is very uncertain and a matter of great concern

3348942509 don't know- impossible to predict with the constant change
3348880816 Falling income will make partnerships unsustainable for excellent GPs and the
entire service will fall apart. No one wants to work such long hours of such
intense and risky work without proper reward. Patient demand has been
whipped up out of control by the Government.
3348784882 struggling . large pay cut this year
3348757943 if we accept falling GP income

3348639615 our take home pay has decreased year on year despite taking on all DES 's LES's
etc teaching , reasearch etc
3348635111 becoming less viable by the year despite increasing workload

3347118499 because every year we fall further behind
3346826931 I don't see how anyone can answer beyong the short term in the current climate

3346389468 Who knows, I stress at the end of every month
3346310025 Who knows? We'ew currently PMS and have no idea what the future holds
3346180984 It is only viable if there are no pay rises and pay cuts for the partners

3346149945 "Financially viable" that does depend on what basis you are treating "Partners
drawings" - Nil? £50k? £75k? £100k? All I can say is that over the last 5 years
the Partners drawings have fallen by 30%+ and there comes a point where
enough is enough.The only way we can reduce this is to grow in size, reducing
management costs, giving more responsibilities to the Nursing Team and
generally working "Smarter".
3345707386 Unsure
3344814915 I am salaried so cannot answer this one

3343194168 No idea in the current climate!
3344409755 My practice is held up financially by dispensing, without which it would be
unviable
3344351422 Is currently viable (JUST!) at present but this is likely to change in the very near
future
3344235309 We cannot sustain the current workload long term and as we can't recruit
enough clinicians, we will very soon hit the tipping point, if we haven't already.

3343993088 However reducing practice income and profits on a yearly basis is very
concerning, coupled with the increased work load and stress
3343774866 very uncertain and depends on the next few months/years
3343761282 but whether the doctors remain able to work at this rate is questionnable. Also
dependent on being able to recruit new partners as salaried cost more.

3343751142 unsure
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Q9 Free text concerning financial viability of practice
3343740715 who knows but the political climate is driving patients "its your nhs" to kill it.
privatisation is on its way
3343725067 Not sure

3343708759 am not apartner so cant comment
3343707679 not sure, uncertain
3343276186 It is starting to look an attraction to sell to the private sector and give up the
responsibility

3342803240 New partner especially affected.
3342446372 As salaried - not sure

3342046490 In danger of becoming inviable
3342037203 We are one of the 100 most affected by funding withdrawals eg MPIG

3342030663 Unable to comment
3341967960 Salaried gp so unable to say
3341925048 it is an utter struggle to remain financially viable..more work for less money
and the risk of bancrupcy...it is paramount that partnership will be entitled to
become LLPs

3341707333 not sure
3341652485 Unpredictable
3341460287 It is just about viable but more likely to fail with us all folding the contract
having found jobs oversea's first

3341333866 salaried
3341328224 I gave up my practice because it was becoming non viable

3340790372 totally stuffed at the moment by rbs and ccg politics and a country who voted
for the cheap option
3340676465 But only if we adapt to the business opportunities coming up
3340627144 as long as our dispensing is not jeopardised

3340561202 Substantial decrease in inflation adjusted residual profit over 10 years - down in
the order of 30%. Hardly sustainable and increasingly hard to justify the added
value work that the partners do
3340550095 Partners took a 20% pay cut in the last year alone. Compared to the rate at
which house prices have risen, I am earning 1/2 of what I need to be to be able
to afford the kind of house I should be able to afford.
3340488071 pending PMS contract review outcome- we have some buffering thanks to 25%
of list being dispensing income
3338881276 don't know

3338765166 salaried GP not given access to accounts
3338673271 If we diversify and have staff and work unrelated to the nhs contract

3339943093 I am unsure as I am a salary doctor here
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Q9 Free text concerning financial viability of practice
3339923329 I am salaried
3339874081 through reduced partners income

3339693061 really not sure I'm afraid, as you never know what the government will do next!
3339642584 as long as partners continue to work themselves into the ground

3339304242 NA
3339196061 Don't know

3338591347 don't know
3338585630 I think We' lI probably be OK for the next 3-5 years, but so hard to predict
beyond then, given constantly changing demands on us & remuneration. Losing
MPIG is going to have a very significant impact for us, as we have a young
population on our list. It is totally unjust to work out weighting per .patient in
the current format We work really hard!
3338541179 becoming increasingly difficult to cope with cuts imposed upon us. We are
currently managing.
3338506885 dont know !

3338472795 Salaried so don't know
3338389052 recent increased demand leading to recruiting a salaried gp -demanding more
than a fulltime partner's share/annual income, experienced nurse specialist
reducing hours and having to work out a cover at locum expenses
3338378875 not sure: payment structure is a mess and a lot of uncertainty

3338183345 but will fail to be with the soon to be announced pms changes
3338174775 Only beacuse we have a different income stream through our teaching and
research. If we relied on simple NHS payments then the answer would be short
term.
3338102870 unsure what the future holds re financial viability

3338080919 We are making significant changes and looking for income outside our normal
practice to try and secure our future. I hope it will be successful. In the GP
contract alone does not provide a financially stable future.
3338026833 I am salaried but a general practice routine day of 10-11 hours is awful
3337956498 assuming no ill health/deathunforeseen circumstances in the current
partnership
3337887763 only sustained through rapidly eroding goodwill.

3337879669 If it was not I would close the doors
3337851289 I am not a GP partner

3337820701 we are pressurizing our CCG for s hort term funds to survive
3337819973 Not applicable

3337790331 not sure; salaried GP so haven't seen accounts
3337777196 practice income continuing to decline - this trend can't continue for the practice
to remain viable without losing staff/compromising patient care/access
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Q9 Free text concerning financial viability of practice
3337737886 As above
3337640361 I hope

3337623262 Current locum so not sure of practice finances
3337608687 Although salaries for partners I expect to go down

3336925063 The payment system is so chaotic I really have no idea - which seems a good
reason to leave
3336546343 2-3 yrs providing no more moving of financial goal posts and able to do new
target work to continue funding
3337026075 Don't know

3336899808 Locum
3336866949 The only view we can take at present is short term - there are too many
uncertainties
3336857649 very concerned about medium to long term: chipping away at out funding
streams adds up to big overall losses

3336792954 i am locum
3336750889 we don't know. losing £££ as coming off PMS but as to how many £££ ...
3336749841 Don't know ( I am salaried)

3336644264 salaried so unknown
3336636617 X

3336507178 Long term we need to look at different ways of providing our services and
maximising our income (& streamlining to reduce expenses)
3336430476 But loss of mpig will be create significant financial problems

3336427288 I hope
3336405999 se above
3336313755 not sure

3335920960 I really dont know
3335914766 I am salaried, so unsure of practice finances.

3335881870 outlier
3335855175 Don't know as awaiting review PMS contract-possibly need to lose a partner

3335805551 We are now often working with an overdraft which we have never had to do
before and partner have taken a 15% pay cut in 2 years
3335790779 Salaried GP so not wholly in the loop about finances of practice; however as I
know that the partners have taken several substantial paycuts I suspect it is
becoming financially unviable
3335779861 we wil not be viable in 2 years under current circumstances
3335744596 N/A
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Q9 Free text concerning financial viability of practice
3335734187 My own income has dropped by a further 8% over the last 12 months and we
are budgeting for the same again this year.
3335712689 only just viable, financial pressures on older partners reducing so prepared to
work for less
3335702484 we are part of a group of practices-so can't answer this

3335640487 as long as we all continue to work extremely hard (an option I might reconsider when my kids are no longer in education)
3335554312 Dont know

3334805438 it is all a bit uncertain
3334637945 dependent on how the contract changes.
3334628877 INcreasingingly our practice is unviable, we are a dispensing practice and our
non dispensing patients find it increasingly iniquitous that they choose to
register with us and yet cannot have their medicines dispensed by us. This
archaic clause must be changed. Patients should have the right to have their
meds dispensed from whomsoever they choose. Lord Howe in the Lords will
not budge on this matter, I keep asking myself why? This needs investigating
on behalf of the 5 million patients non disp patients in dispensing practice who
have their choice restriced as to where they get theirmeds from.

3334567562 if we find better ways of working together as practices then it will remain
financially viable for longer
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General Practice needs to attract more doctors willing to work full time
(n = 2423)

Neutral
9%
Disagree
9%

Agree
82%
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Q10 Free text concerning need of General Practice to attract
more full time doctors
3365634339 Not full time as they will burn out - it is impossible to do this job full time
3362990787 needs to attract more doctors, I do not think that can work full time, need time off to recover

3362023359 i would not want to do more than 6 sessions as am totally drained by the 10-12 hr days as it is,
prefer to continue with 3 sessions in hospital
3361972246 More doctors clearly needed but not necessarily full time
3360931674 needs to attract more doctors full time or part time

3360045509 part time has become full time.
3358663942 this is not the solution. wrking full time in general practice is too miserable these days for
doctors to remain cheerful and competant clinicians
3355592540 Short term this is true. I think portfolio careers will be fine if we can double the number of part
timers.

3353462575 More doctors yes, but don't have to be full-time.
3352715370 Trouble is I work part time which is over 40 hours a week. If full time is not silly hours yes

3354924398 needs to attract more doctors with the option of full/part time work
3354920722 3 day week is fine, but no less.
3354914912 I think it will be impossible to attract doctors to full time General Practice as working 9 sessions
in GP is now unhealthy and unsustainable. I regularly work 13 hour days and can only survive this
by working "part-time" (5/9 which regularly equates to over 37hours per week not counting
checking emails and doing CPD
3354899118 We just need more GPs, whatever hours they can give. Bear in mind that many senior GPs (such
as myself) are doing management work (thank you Andrew Lansley) over and above my hours
(3/4 time partner)

3354705908 Ideal if FT but not necessary
3354237518 Part time GP's work well but there needs to be enough dr 's at each practice
3354225608 Full time general practice is no longer compatible with remaining sane and up to date. The best
clinical care I see is provided by part-time GPs who are working their socks off but managing to
remain sane and avoid burn-out.

3354116338 Part time work very quickly fills th hours most people would consider full time. General Practice
needs to allow more slack so existing GPs can do their jobs the way they were trained to.
3353942835 Working fill time will be increasingly difficult mentally and emotionally. Most part timers use
their 'day off' to catch up with workload
3353490925 Part time working - less risk of burnout

3353418276 needs to attract more doctors full stop doesn't matter the hours they work.
3353068053 I'm part time and work nearly 50 hours a week, so not possible
3352689897 I think ideally this is true but in reality given the nature of the job people don't want to work full
time as it is too much. So hand in hand with recruiting doctors who want to work full time the
job needs to change so that is attractive as a full time option

3352486414 Genuine part timers (ie not exploited) are often better than one full timer...
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Q10 Free text concerning need of General Practice to attract
more full time doctors
3352370394 Working full time in General practice is very exhausting
3352334513 It needs to attract more doctors, this doesn't necessarily need to be FT but working over 5
sessions helps continuity
3352263841 I think full time working in general practice as it stands is becoming a risk to doctors' mental
health. All doctors in my practice will be reducing their hours in the near future adding to the
national manpower problems
3352261418 We need to be careful ; whilst we DO need to recruit, we need the RIGHT people - not all and
sundry

3351796236 Job shares, flexible careers etc should be promoted
3351210833 needs to attract more doctors, they don't need to be full time neccessarily.

3350759712 Not necessarily full time but more doctors for sure.
3350672493 Part time drs not the problem, they are Ctuslly putting in pro rata more hours

3350663605 especially women who will work late afternoons and fridays
3349877586 full time working is not sustainable in the current climate
3349791622 needs to attract more doctors yes, but they don't have to work full time

3349525119 jus needs more full time equivalents
3349450968 Needs to attract more doctors - full time is not necessarily sustainable at current workloads

3345152350 to do my parttime job as a GP I need full time time!
3345123423 full time needs to become more reasonable hours. currently full time is 14 hour days plus
remote access
3344873122 attract more dr but doesnt have to be full time

3348757943 part timers are not the problem
3348695472 cant recruit cos workload and conditions so awful

3348624133 Not necessarily full time, just full commitment ie) partners
3348613426 more doctors are needed either full or part time

3347666436 Not many will want to work full time in the job as it exists at present
3347160122 Disagree. workload currently does not lend to full time working but more doctors are needed

3346286318 more doctors - yes, but part time working is fine
3346250653 General Practice needs more whole time equivalent GPs. It is not realistic to expect most GPs to
work full-time in practice due to the unsustainable pressures and the demographic mix of newlyrecruited GPs.
3344842344 As a full time GP of 20 years I don't think that full time working is sustainable or desirable.

3344685780 I think general practice needs to recruit more doctors. I don't necessarily think they need to be
full time as may have family or other work commitments.
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Q10 Free text concerning need of General Practice to attract
more full time doctors
3344659539 If full time means 8 or more sessions, with the increased workload we have and average working
days of 13 hours, working full time leads to burn out amongst doctors and probably less good
patient care
3344631944 More Doctors but could be part-time
3344235309 More doctors are needed, full time would make it easier but does not reflect the changing
demands of the workforce.
3343956641 i believe full time work is unsustainable so we need to attract people by offering flexability and
protfolio carrers

3343765068 any doctor needed regardless of hours
3340863531 Depends what you mean by full time Five 12 hour days full-on is dangerous for doctors and
their patients. 40 hrs pw wd be ok
3340860932 Define full time!

3342803240 Full time shouldn't be 9/10 sessions a week though
3342777572 None of the Partners at my Practice can work full time clinically since the paperwork is so
overwhelming you need to take time off to catch up with your paperwork when you are not
supposed to be at work.
3342446372 Full timeis much more than most full time jobs , for many of us the only way to manage is work
part time as we use our own time to do a lot of admin and catching up. Realistically many don't
wish to work full time.

3342056551 Need to attract more Drs but could be full or part time.
3342020788 the ever increasing deman will never stop. the public attitude is to free NHS care is to blame.
3341967960 I don't see why part time working cannot be facilitated

3341802453 Just needs more docs - doesn't matter ft/ pt
3341532611 only if full time does not mean 10 sessions a week and weekend oncall as well, plus admin and
managerial responsibility.

3340828485 Full time is no longer possible. Standard days are 12 hours and incredibly stressful. HGV drivers
and Airline pilots are prevented from working too long as they might pose a risk to the public.
Errrr, does this not apply directly to Doctors too?
3340392175 healthier to have portfolio career
3340344300 needs to attract more dr's not necessarily full time.

3340318554 Why would they be so insane? We are exhausted, demoralised and sick to the teeth of being
everyones! dumping ground, and yet take all responsiblity for making mistakes in a system that
is BROKEN!!!
3340796392 full time or part time, agree
3340790372 silly macho bollocks - full time doctors are the first ones to feel the strain and find other things to
do instead of the day job - i am half time only 45 hours a week and they get my days off doing
paperwork and adimin for free
3340782379 Work load must be tackled. A lot of gps are moving to part time working to cope with the
demands of the job and allow time for extras eg training/appraisal/ccg work
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Q10 Free text concerning need of General Practice to attract
more full time doctors
3340676465 Most GPs find they need to do something different for some of the time to remain fresh
3340488071 full time and part-time!

3340283107 The nature of graduates of medical school and GP Training is an increasing majority are female
and both males and females will need work life balance if they are to maintain long term
rewarding careers. Therefore a large part of the workforce will be part time. However we need
a core of Fulltime GPs to aid continuity and communication (
3340193043 we need more hours worked. FT is a killer
3340051147 General Practice needs to make itself more attractive to those already putting in the hours, and
needs to accept that GPs and Doctors generally have a life outside the consulting room!
3339969568 Depends on definition of full time - 6 + sessions yes

3339812554 We need to be more realistic about what we call full time work. I work 6 sessions and far more
hours than most people in full time work
3339704105 General Practice needs to recruit more GPs and adopt a very flexible working day. We need to
rethink the am/pm sessions in favour of covering three sessions from 8-8
3339167223 No one is prepared to work full time high risk early burn out

3338557727 unlikely to happen given the current demographic ie. increasing no.s of women.
3338506335 full time is not the issue, availability of the right number of sessions for the workload is

3338233060 full time and part time
3338209610 More doctors, yes, full AND part time
3338472795 I couldn't sustain full time hours as would drive me mad

3338403341 Full time is a recipe for burnout with the current workload and media/government GP bashing
3338161869 Balanced, FTE creates greater backfill problem than PT

3338101679 Currently a part-time job in general practice would be a full-time job in any other field. It is not
possible to work "full-time"in general practice at the current pace 8-6.30 (and longer) , barely
time to go to the loo or eat.
3338051701 Attract more doctors - with flexible work patterns
3338045786 Attract more doctors, don't need to be full time

3338026833 more doctors won't help me as a salaried gp
3338010096 We need to attract more doictors but I am not sure that it is important that those GPs work full
time
3337956498 disagree, and likely to be an own goal if workload pressures persist and burnout continues to rise

3337872716 part time work as a GP partner no longer exists: you simply fill the days on which you are not
"working" by trying to stay afloat
3337795975 That is not the only solution and given the 24/7 culture that GP seems to be facing what does FT
actually mean. The really question is are there sufficient GPs to provide care at the times and in
the volume the government seems to want
3337789290 The load can be shared by part time doctors. Just neeed more!
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Q10 Free text concerning need of General Practice to attract
more full time doctors
3337575355 just more doctors.
3337573829 This suggests only full time are committed- need to find COMMITTED GPs whether full or part
time
3336898861 The problem here is that 70 per cent of GPs in training are female,however much we wish for a
full-time commitment there are not the individuals out there to accomplish this!

3336866949 Many supposedly part-time GPs work what most people would call full-time hours
3336794191 GP needs to recruit more doctors, making the assumption that this has to be full time is not the
way of the future, we need to have enough doctors who can then all work flexibly as IMO this is
the only way to achieve retention.
3336750889 need more doctors but 2 halftimerscan be worth more than 1 wholetimer

3336629621 Too stressful to work full time
3336522185 anyone would be mad to work full time, i've dropped to 3 days a week

3336501197 as long as full time is qualified by number of hours - for example i work part time but more hours
than many of my full time contemporaries in other jobs
3336495432 no -- just more GPs willing to work any number of sessions, not just fulltime.
3336430476 Not sure about this - flexible working is important, whereas making it a requirement to work full
time will may GP even more unattractive
3336313755 GP needs more doctors full stop, not necessarily full time Drs. Part time does work but we need
more Drs and more money and longer appointment times

3336047679 need to adapt to encourage GPs to work as prinicpal and salaried but accept that part time is
more sustainable with increasingly predominant female workforce and portfolio GPs
3335920960 will not happen and not necessary
3335858048 We now have no full-time GPs - the workload makes its unsustainable

3335741031 needs more doctors. no need to be full time- part time doctors are probably more cost effective
3335735124 as long as work load is less per doctor than it is now!!!

3335640487 Not sure that with the work intensity anyone can sustain f/t GP - p/t working is probably
healthier and better for avoiding burnout
3335636378 needs more doctors full or part time
3334532391 It needs to attract more doctors. Whether part or full time is of less importance provided there
are sufficient people coming into General Practice to cover the workload

3334505991 being able to recruit any doctor would be good
3334167489 but only if the coalface role is less stressful and more manageable
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My practice finds it easy to recruit
GP partners. (n= 2542)
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Other
8%

Other
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Q11 Free Text concerning ease of recruit GP Partners
3374206224 n/a
3371359114 we havent tried recruiting a partner for many years

3367674742 we've been trying for 2 years -is there any body out there?
3367472881 haven't need to to recently

3357517800 currently have vacancy not able to fill[training practice with fantastic premesis
and team[
3367319136 It's getting the "right person" that is difficult!
3367217394 Not tried

3367118453 have not tried recently
3366971575 i work in a totally salaried practice run by a Trust

3366468754 took us over a year to recruit
3365856357 not tried

3365634339 have not tried recently
3362990787 unsure
3360423318 Locum
3359875659 I am a salaried GP- so not relevant currently
3359821315 I havent had to recruit any for several years.

3358994941 At the moment we have just recruited 2 partners but it has not been easy in
other occasions
3357468395 Mainly as we are a training practice but increasingly difficult

3357072792 We have increasingly moved to salaried GPs to redress the financial situation &
hence have not advertised for a partner for some time
3356849088 We are all salaried
3356039245 We have not tried to recruit a partner

3355769095 not previously problem but will no longer be attractive due to budget cuts
3355689231 havent had to recruit a new partner for 10 years

3355634165 great difficulty due to current workload pressures, many only want limited
stressfull employment.
3355623721 single handed
3355592540 We took a year to recruit and finally did in August last year with only one
suitable candidate. I would not want to do this again in the current climate.

3355573103 Had no need as yet. Great concern though.
3355073816 n/a - work in a salaried service - but not easy to recuit doctors
3352705622 Not needed to for some time

3352704280 Havent tried
3354796274 last appt 1 applicant previous time >30 practice
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Q11 Free Text concerning ease of recruit GP Partners
3354726273 we are currently failing to recruit to replace a full time partner
3354237518 They are not looking

3352811146 There are No GP Partners within the Practice - Ltd Company
3352729446 not tried

3352604062 not needed to
3351558235 Not tried

3352579398 we have been lukcy to recruit 3 docs in the last 4 years. similar practices locally
have struggled sigfinicantly and some have resorted to nursing staff to fill the
gap.
3352476667 we do not recruit partners
3352443732 lucklily have recruited out last 3 registrars to full time posts

3352443227 not tried recently
3352441911 haven't tried for 8 yrs
3352429707 haven't tried recently

3352323712 Dont know
3352263841 We have recently succeeded in appointing a new partner but the number of
applicants was significantly reduced

3351442045 only 1 appointable candidate at recent recruitment
3351250169 The partners at my practice are not interested in reducing their share

3350906719 We have had a vacancy for a GP partner for >6 months now
3350787376 We have just recruited one-lucky us!
3350759712 Not currently recruiting but anticipate it would be very difficult.

3350653725 Protected to a degree at present as we are a training practice. The number of
registrars are falling though.
3350638717 I am the most recent partner recruitment & I hae been here 13 1/2 years !

3350564761 we have been very luck recently after a time of finding it difficult
3350559718 they are not looking at present
3350440571 We haven't recruited a partner for 6 years so can't comment

3350436863 impossible,have been trying and no replies 6m
3350545586 dont know - not advertsied for over 10 years

3350539300 All my GPs are salaried
3350532226 Have been fortunate enough not to have had to do this

3350478695 Not tried
3350468721 we haven't tried

3350308299 ours is a small practice
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Q11 Free Text concerning ease of recruit GP Partners
3349858715 Possible not easy
3349818988 haven't tried recently

3349816716 not applicable for last 10 eyars
3349766009 None after 6 months advertising. ..

3349525119 we do not need to recruit at present - no problems when we last tried (18
monthsd ago)
3348942509 Not tried for some time.
3348880816 The partners dont want to recruit more partners because they dont want to
dilute theri income any further.

3344982612 not a partner
3348848254 not recruited any partners since I joined

3348784882 not recruited for 6 years
3348757943 we aren't trying
3348624133 We have not needed to recruit since 2008

3347810927 Not tried- can't afford to!
3347755408 no recent reason to try

3347259506 not needed to recruit for many years
3346935073 n/a

3346912185 No recent experience - but very worried re upcoming retirements
3346545224 We have just had an excellent salaried |GP leave because he didnt want to
become a partner
3346353561 none needed for 10 years

3346313872 Nom recent experience
3346291863 last attempt to recruit led to zero suitable applicants and cost the practice time
and money on a wasted campaign
3346250653 We are fortunate in that our practice is in an affluent and pleasant part of
Northumberland. In other parts of the county most practices have unfilled
partnerships and salaried GP vacancies.

3346236524 The last time we recruited in Dec / jan we had 5 applicants. I am aware that it
will get tougher to recruit.
3346180984 Luckily we have not had to
3346147806 Have n't tried

3345987844 Have not needed to deal with this situation
3344755530 luckily we haven't had any vacancies since the crisis hit

3344663724 we have no retirements. 2 of us in practice
3344627712 Not been looking
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Q11 Free Text concerning ease of recruit GP Partners
3344533837 Not tried in five years
3344351422 We haven't tried

3343842757 Not tried to recruit partner for >10years.
3343817560 not tried

3343707679 not sure
3343348848 Don't know

3343338691 we chose not to recruit a replacement GP for an emigrating partner and the
remaining partners are now working incredibly hard to cover the work with no
extra income
3343276186 Advertising since March. No appointment. No applicants.
3340863531 We are a high standards high earning leafy suburb practice.

3342803240 Found great new partner when last looked but not sure about future.
3342777572 not tried yet - but this is coming imminently with the pending retirement of the
senior partner who is skipping out of the door and deeply disillusioned about
the changes recently and sceptical about the sustainability of the Practice in the
future.
3342473644 The practice has never been interested in recruiting partners
3342446372 Not a partner - so don't know

3342338754 probably impossible. Had one applicant for 2 jobs last year and it is getting
worse
3342030663 All practices I work in in Oxon struggling to recruit partners/salaried

3341912115 no need in the last 5 years
3341899940 not needed to for 7 years

3341882262 very good practice, 50 applicants for post 6 years ago, 4 this year
3341875057 not needed to recruit recently
3341618413 Not applicable

3341417095 Not financially viable to recruit partners
3341365507 Don't know

3341328224 We cannot get partners in Inverness
3340798363 Not recently tried to recruit

3340790372 cant find partners or salaried who will work what is needed
3340745421 It has been a real struggle over the past few years to find new GPs

3340676465 Usually ones we have trained
3340561202 virtually impossible. ONE quality applicant and only wanted to work part-time
!!!
3340488071 we had to actively find new partners when 5yrs ago we were inundated with
salaried dr applications
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Q11 Free Text concerning ease of recruit GP Partners
3338906033 not sure we havent had to try
3340225964 Have not had the need as yet

3340207460 We are unable to recruit or retain doctors
3339897842 haven't needed to recruit recently

3339874081 As a training practice , and without blowing our own trumpet, well respected,
our recent vacancy was filled by a previous registrar, but with reducing
numbers of traninees in GP this will become increasingly more difficult.
3339650630 Not tried for several years.
3339582352 Have not recruited recently.

3339187697 Not applicable
3339094831 Not had to recruit since 2007

3339047564 Impossible
3338585630 We've not needed to in past 17 years, as we were all young when we joined the
partnership, so I don't know.
3338562742 unable to comment

3338506885 not advertised
3338244078 Unable to recruit for 2 vacancies

3338472795 Don't know
3338413457 Luck factor important

3338366658 not relevant
3338354735 not req at present
3338126576 Haven't tried

3338101338 only salarieds recruited recently
3338028175 SINGLE-HANDED!

3337992748 not applicable: I don't want partners.
3337965030 Deadfull problems over the last 3 years

3337956498 we haven't had to try in recent years
3337852508 Don't Know

3337851289 Don't know
3337821563 We had 3 applicants to replace our senior partner,2 of which were highly
unsuitable.Our practice is a well run training practice in a non-deprived rural
setting.If we are having problems,how are inner city practices coping with
recruiting?
3337789290 Partner heavy practice
3337737886 The practice has not tried to recruit a partner for over 15 years

3337729525 they only want male partners, femal partners are replaced with salaried
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Q11 Free Text concerning ease of recruit GP Partners
3337667789 n/a
3337657016 not had to recently

3337634948 Have never needed to try
3337622362 Not tried recently

3337616716 The Practice has not had to recruit a GP Partner for several years, however,
looking at the local situiation I would envisage it would not be easy to get a
quality GP Partner.
3336546343 currently 1 full time partner short, no applicants relying on expensive locums.
3336899808 The practice I have just left have been struggling to recruit partners over the
last year

3336897406 not applicable.
3336792954 I know multiple surgeries who are struggling to recruit
3336725445 not sure

3336663401 Don't know. Have not tried
3336648088 We are a training practice so have tended to employ our registrars, these are
mainly women who want to work part-time and I think we would find it very
difficult to replace a full time position with 1 person.
3336629621 Not tested this in last 6 years and was ok then.

3336539690 not had to try
3336530322 ot adv

3336518074 wE ARE A TRAINING PRACTICE SO ARE ATYPICAL
3336507178 Not had to do since 2008 & that was relatively easy. Ask me in 18 months...

3336495432 not had to try for a few years.
3336430476 Finding it impossible to recruit at present

3336412853 not had the need
3336405999 don't know
3336351993 no recent experience of trying

3336271792 Over last 5 yrs, increasingly difficult but just about managing to find suitable gps
3336066235 We haven't needed to try for some time

3335717815 Not as easy as previously
3335933438 Have not tried recently

3335931099 No experience yet, but seems unlileky that it will become easy to recruit GP
partners in the future
3335915558 not tried for a while
3335725381 My practice has just recruited after 2 yrs of trying

3335707253 not needed to for last 8 years - but worried re future
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3335702484 N/A
3335682253 Not tried recently

3335680397 All salaried model
3335640487 3 have resigned in past 3y!!

3335636378 we have not tried
3335610079 Stable Practice but aware others have concerns

3334701273 Failed to recruit recently, only one Full time applicant
3334567562 not had to replace apartner since 2008 - ask me in 18 months time!
3334558761 Not tried

3334552384 No recent experience
3334516746 Not had to do this in last 14 years

3334491904 n/a
3334473633 no recent experience

3334167489 recent failure
3333258570 Failed
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Q12 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting salaried GPs
3367674742 we'll settle for nearly anyone - but nobody wants to work in rural general
practice
3367472881 haven't need to to recently

3367396649 no salaried at our practice
3357721598 we haven't wished to appoint any as yet
3357629110 we have never recruited salaried doctors

3357517800 cannot offer them package they want without eating more than me
3367209646 not tried

3367118453 have not tried recently
3366971575 im not sure as i am not a direct party to recruitment figures

3366468754 haven't yet had a salaried GP felt in a small practice it would destabilise
3365634339 have not tried recently

3364444449 we believe in partnership and only want partners.
3362990787 unsure
3361110869 Also as GMS we cannot afford with BMA contract
3360423318 Locum
3359952020 No applications

3359885381 more likely to recruit as would be paid contractually agreed salary whereas
partners would share what's left...quite likely less..
3359821315 I havent had to recruit any for several years

3359694838 No recent experience
3358966195 The restrictions and obligations associated with employing saleried doctors in a
GMS practice make this a completely un-cost-effective option
3356620739 We don;t believe in Salaried doctors

3356347673 This fluctuates. Last time three years ago was slightly easier but the workload
falls on fewer partners
3356293842 never had to
3356075172 We have not tried to recruit at salaried doctors

3355804311 Not had any salaried vacancies so unable to comment
3355769095 have not tried to recruit for years

3355712774 Being a training practice increases the opportunty to recruit
3355689231 we currently do not employ salaried doctors

3355592540 Not tried - we've tried to avoid the dual system this creates in a small practice,
but would look at it if we can achieve scale.
3355573103 As above
3355520181 Haven't yet tried
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3354796274 We do not employ salaried docs, and donot wish to
3354726273 recruitment is just as difficult from this group - there just are not enough
doctors of any type to fill the spaces

3354306388 Not needed to recently
3354237518 Have been unable to recruit for 6 months
3353897179 Have not needed this

3353007656 Don't have salaried doctors
3352993903 we are attempting to fill two partners post in an hitherto extremely popular
place to practice in Cornwall. No luck in finding either partner or salaried
doctor.

3352830196 We haven't teied
3352796417 we avoid at this stage
3352729446 not tried

3352613033 We are solely a partnership - no salaried GP's
3352604062 not needed

3351558235 Not tried
3351557640 possible not easy, have just appointed out of 4 recruits

3351508389 We don't have salaried doctors
3352579398 we dont have salaried docs

3352522428 No salaried doctors; all partners
3352464373 we try not to
3352443732 not applicable

3351816384 Not applicable, we only have partners
3350627401 we do not recruit salariedDrs

3350906719 No applications for a salaried GP advert as well
3350759712 Not currently recruiting but anticipate it would be very difficult.

3350638717 We have been able to mainly helped by being a training practice but the onese
we recrtuit keep getting pregnant 0 - 4 off on pmat leave currently & then want
to come back very part time which is unmanageable for the practice & wrecks
continuity for the patients.
3350564761 as 11
3350545586 never tried to take on salaried GP

3350532226 Have been fortunate enough not to have had to do this
3350492917 have not tried to recruit in 30 years
3350468721 we haven't tried

3350442805 We only have one
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Q12 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting salaried GPs
3350362394 IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
3349890949 We have not tried to recruit a salaried doctor preferring partners

3349858715 Possible not easy
3349766009 One part timer found in 12 months

3349525119 no need to recruit at present no problem when we last tried (3 years ago)
3349392337 we have no salaried doctors at my practice -not tired to get any either

3348942509 As above
3348880816 we recently advertised for a 6 session GP and had only 2 applicants
3344849552 we are all partners

3348624133 We could not afford to recruit a salaried doctor who was keen to join the
practice
3348613426 we have not tried

3347810927 Not tried - can't afford to
3347755408 being a training practice helps
3347330399 We do not like recruiting salaried doctors and believe in strong partnerships
3346935073 n/a
3346389468 Cannot afford a salaried GP

3346358174 partners only at our surgery
3346353561 Never employed one

3346313872 No recent experience
3346288571 We no longer seek to employ salaried GPs.

3346250653 As above.
3346236524 As above.

3346180984 Not had to
3346173519 Not recruited in last 5 years
3346149945 Don't want Salaried GPs in the future!! Got rid of them last year!

3345987844 Have not needed to deal with this situation
3344837132 never tried

3344802539 Partner only practice
3344755530 luckily we haven't had any vacancies since the crisis hit

3344672070 Do not appoint on this basis: all partners
3344663724 its a 2 person pratice

3344533837 Not recruited for many years
3343956641 curently not used by my suregery
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Q12 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting salaried GPs
3343842757 Last salaried doctor was our ex-registrar.
3343817560 not tried

3343707679 not sure
3343338691 as previous

3343317224 Not keen on salaries, previous poor experiences
3343025290 WE PREFER TO RECRUIT PARTNERS AS CHEAPER IN LONG-RUN

3340870734 we have a policy not to employ salaried doctors
3342803240 There aren't many out there!
3342777572 don't think we could afford to - we have to pay our salaried doctor far more
than we pay ourselves as partners for each session and with much less work
commitment to boot!

3342446372 Not a partner - so don't know.
3342392990 We do not have salaried doctors
3342314677 not tried

3342039266 not known
3341912947 not tried

3341899940 had 4 applicants last time
3341872438 Not attempted to in last decade

3341656223 Not had to do recently
3341623088 Not tried - partner-only practice

3341618413 Not applicable
3341473457 Have none
3341365507 Don't know
3341328224 We use a £5000 golden hello here
3341287761 don't know

3340828485 Nobody wants 8 sessions. 6 maybe.
3340781457 did not try

3340676465 No problem - we tend to pay them pretty well
3340660565 we had 3 applicants for salaried GP this past month

3340580549 Only partners in practice
3340289320 Not looked into this option.

3338675784 not current policy
3340257146 haven't tried
3340225964 Not had the need as yet
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Q12 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting salaried GPs
3340181398 not tried
3339897842 as above

3339874081 same comment as above, but will become increasingly difficult
3339812554 We don't have any Salaried doctors

3339710068 We only have partners
3339704105 Do not employ salaried GPs

3339650630 Not tried for several years
3339642584 Why would they when they can have a cushy life as a locum/CCG
work/provider companies?
3339566186 No salaried gps

3339094831 Not had to recruit since 2001
3339047564 Impossible too much competition from other surgeries and too few candidates

3338585630 Again, have not tried in past 3 years, so don't know.
3338506885 not done any recently
3338244078 Struggling
3338472795 Don't know
3338354735 not required at present

3338260529 advertised twice no suitable applicants
3338167411 try not to have salaried Dr, prefer partners

3338102870 we are all salaried in PMS practice
3338093696 Not tried

3337992748 not applicable: I don't want partners.
3337887763 all partner practice

3337829736 Not yet tried
3337821563 Haven't tried in recent years
3337795975 Extremely difficult to find good ones if you find any at all

3337737886 The practice has had a problem retaining salaried Gp's
3337729525 but cannot hold onto them due to poor working conditions

3337667789 n/a
3337657016 don't have salaried

3337622362 Not tried recently
3337597778 we don't have salaried doctors

3336925063 Salaried docs cost more than we earn
3336546343 as above no applicants for partner, salaried or job sharing of any hue!
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3337565286 N/A do not belive salaried is a fair option
3337554473 We don't try- we'd have to pay them lots more than us!

3337548296 Haven't tried
3336899808 The practice I just left couldn't recruit anyone to job share with me and is yet to
replace me.
3336725445 unsure

3336680093 never had any
3336648088 We don't employ salaried doctors we are all partners as feel that this is fairer

3336629621 Never done this.
3336588506 not applicable

3336539690 not had to try
3336530322 h

3336518074 as above
3336495432 see above
3336430476 We are currently trying, so let's see...
3336405999 don't know
3336368546 we do not have salaried GPs

3336271792 As q11
3336050232 we do not employ salaried Drs

3335717815 Not as easy as previously
3335933438 We fell luck with a very short list of applicants!

3335931099 Again: no personal experience recently, but I suspect it will NOT be easy to
recruit salaried GPs
3335890324 not tried yet
3335707253 not needed to for last 8 years - but worried re future

3335640487 Haven't tried but I suspect it would be easy
3335636378 we have not tried

3335097487 Haven't tried recently
3334558761 Not tried

3334516746 We managed without problem 2 years ago, don't know about now
3334477525 We have never gone for salaied Drs.
3334167489 getting more difficult

3333258570 Need to recruit full time or nearly fully time colleagues
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Q13 Free Text concerning ease of finding and appointing locums
3371330609 Rarely use them as partners flexible
3369613276 Locums not used

3367886442 even this is a challenge
3367856577 not long term ones

3357737434 dont use locums
3367209646 short term - a day or two, easy, long term impossible

3367085749 we do not use locums -- they are a menace if unknown to the practice
3366468754 has been OK until this summer
3366201272 don't use locums

3362023359 by using agency that charge £100/hour only
3361199475 Not enough good ones.

3359821315 We do not use locum
3359792773 we try not to employ locums they are unreliable and too expensive

3358994941 Sometimes is very difficult to get good quality locums
3355804311 We use a locum agency and don't usually have a problem getting a locum. We don't have
locums on a regular basis.
3355769095 locums can be found but we can no longer afford

3355722725 we have 3 locums that always work for us , if these were not available we would find it very
hard to find a locum
3355520181 haven't tried

3352705622 Have 2 regular locums
3354796274 But there are less of them about
3354726273 we do not emply locums, that is why we can balance the books, but ut us not sustainable if we
end up a doctor down in the New Year

3354035472 we are trying and can't
3353100280 Not needed

3353088965 don't use locums
3352931336 we don't use locums
3352916047 we do not employ locums

3352810467 but their fees are climbing !!!
3352793758 do not use locums

3352765002 avoid locum wherever possible
3352731670 too expensive for the current financial situation

3352720741 Rarely use luckily
3352686436 Only from Locum Agencies
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Q13 Free Text concerning ease of finding and appointing locums
3352679429 n/a
3352604593 Not at busy times

3352443732 We have not been able to afford to employ locums for a year
3352429707 Depends on time of year

3352370394 Depends on timings of year
3352269329 Extremely expensive - disproportionate - I can not find any partner or salried and paying locums
more than myself
3351200507 where are they all? only the really bad ones seem willing to work

3351135613 Finding good Locums is very hard now a days
3350976203 don't use locums

3350638717 Many of the locums aren't really of the standard of the regular staff
3350434587 do not use locums

3350558582 IT IS NOT EASY TO RECRUIT GOOD LOCUMS
3350555303 we don't employ locums
3350539300 Getting increasingly difficult
3350532226 Have been fortunate enough not to have had to do this
3350508811 We try very hard not to use locums as the standard is not high

3350508679 don't use them
3350468721 with long notice

3350463762 desperate shortage of nurses and locums demanding high rates
3350425693 we do not use locums

3350386744 don't use locums
3350368884 impossibl to find

3349829131 Stopped locums due to high cost
3349791622 almost impossible to find locums
3349604856 It is becoming more difficult.

3349571886 don't know, we struggle without
3349525119 Have not needed to

3349483478 Only from a pro agency
3349090978 we never use locus

3349040856 Being on an island we have fixed, local body of individual locums to draw on (many of whom
have taken early retirement from Partnership in other local practices due to pressures of work!)
3348965427 Does not apply
3348880816 we try not to use locums, they just create more work for everyone else
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3344982612 dont know
3348695472 locums cripple us financially

3347810927 Not tried- can't afford to
3347755408 we have struggled recently

3347118499 this is really difficult
3346912185 Variable at different times of year

3346846594 Has become more difficult in the last 12-18momths
3346250653 As a direct result of funding cuts over the past 5-6 years we have implemented a policy of not
recruiting locums. The down side of this is an inevitable negative impact on patient access,
especially during busy times such as holiday periods.
3346173519 Partners cover each others' holidays

3346149945 Don't want to employ Locums! Too exopensive
3346147806 Easy if there is sufficient notice but not otherwise
3345987844 Have not needed to deal with this situation

3344842344 relatively easy but the cost can be crippling
3344775153 We use internal locums only

3343096385 Has been a nightmare to find locum nurses. Dangerous to patients to not be in a position to do
their immunisations dressings etc
3344685897 old trainees based at this practice are always willing (me)

3344659539 I don't know
3344409755 Massive difference in the last 12 months
3344317869 rarely used

3343873257 dont use them
3343822035 We do not employ them because of financial constraints

3343761282 of an acceptable quality, try not to use locums as too expensive
3343707679 not sure

3343701626 We do not use Locums
3343317224 Avoid like the plague

3342803240 Don't use many
3342777572 yes - lots of locum doctors available - often former partners who have given up and taken the
easy way out and earn more money with less stress but the usual problems of continuity etc - as
well as being financial suicide for the Practice.
3342446372 not a partner - but I don't htink it has been easy.

3342024501 Don't use locums
3341872438 Not had to in last decade
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Q13 Free Text concerning ease of finding and appointing locums
3341846689 Agree, but not that cover the work requirements
3341844298 we wont use locums as too expensive and end up still doing the work

3341652485 we have allrecently had to work extra hours to cover maternity leave as no locums available
3341328224 I am in great demand

3340828485 Some locum's about. Nearly no good quality locums
3340461108 we wouldnt employ locums

3340318554 Shortage of locums, because so many local GPs have LEFT EARLY!!!
3340315783 Good ones are difficult to come by
3340790372 but not good ones

3340629514 Not good ones
3340585748 We don't use locums

3340550095 The quality of the locums available is going down
3338920610 Can't afford locums

3340044433 not tried
3340042098 Don't use as quality so poor..internal cover by partners

3339969568 Not tired
3339923329 we dont have locums
3339047564 Held to ransome

3338992755 Don't use locums
3338585630 Hardly any out there: desperate situation, up as l am disabled & unable to work all my sessions
just now.

3338244078 Cant fill locum slots
3338233060 not good quality or affordable locums

3338272458 We do not use locums
3338167411 don't employ locums in general
3338101679 only if booked far in advance

3338028175 BEEN A NIGHTMARE SINCE 1990!
3337992748 not applicable: I don't want locums, I am one.

3337965030 The quality and engagement can be an issue
3337851289 Don't know

3337795975 Again quality is a factor
3337737886 The practice has not felt it can afford locums for number of years

3337672314 do not use locums
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Q13 Free Text concerning ease of finding and appointing locums
3337598359 Less and less docs are going for partnerships and are spending time as locums- seems to be
generating a larger pool
3336925063 We can't afford them either

3336546343 most only want to do short surgeries, no duty work or admin
3337573829 Ad hoc locums expensive and increasingly militant. Long term locums nowhere to be found
3336899808 I am a locum and fully booked for months

3336866949 we are too remote to find recruitment easy
3336811905 Can't afford to

3336725445 unsure
3336711119 Locums very rarely used

3336680093 do not use them
3336588506 not applicable

3335933438 We don't rely on locums any more
3335735124 especially at school holiday times
3335721596 never hire locums
3334577428 Not really good ones!
3334516746 We have 1 regular locum, and don't use locums often

3334467149 you can find locums but boundary led and am not willing to pay a handsome reward for fire
fighting
3334167489 very poor supply to us in this locality without long lead time
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My practice finds it easy to recruit a suitably qualified Practice Manager
( n = 1974)

Agree
24%
Neutral
35%

Disagree
41%
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3369613276 In post 14 years

3367592024 Haven;t tried
3367472881 haven't need to to recently

3367396649 not had to recruit for some time
3367319136 Again it getting people of the right experience and ability to do an increasingly
difficult job which is not always recognised by the GPs!
3367209646 recently appointed, one strong candidate only

3367128244 not yet applicable, but may happen near future.
3367119060 No recent experiences, manager in post 5years plus

3366971575 same practice manager for last 10 yrs . i am not a party to recruitment figures
3366468754 paid a lot of money through a recruitment agency

3365634339 have not needed to recently
3362023359 have a very dedicated practice manager , but she is showing the strain, she is
very loyal
3360931674 not tried recently

3360194933 I have not tried but am sure it would be almost impossible
3360187487 No need as we have one already

3359885381 recently appointed on very qualified and able
3359821315 Not had to recruit for several years

3359694838 No recent experience
3358966195 The Demands in practice managers in setting up and submitting reports on the
increasing number of enhanced services etc mean that other issues such as HR
end up being picked up by the doctors. She is getting close to retirement age.
Who knows who will be
3357468395 We have had same PM for 20 years

3357072792 Not needed to recruit for a long time
3356075172 not looked
3355804311 This will be tested in about 15-18 months time when the current PM will be
retiring

3355603379 They already have one
3355592540 Haven't tried for 4 years.

3354914912 not needed to try yet
3354796274 we are fortunate in being a high motivate training practice
3354726273 We do not need to but other practices in the locality do not seem to have had a
problem recruiting; there are lots of business orientated types leaving the
banking industry
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3354035472 don't know s we haven't needed one just yet

3354023478 not sure yet as this has not yet come up but will inthe next 6 months
3354005198 We have recenltly had to give our PM a substantial payrise and time regular
time working from home to retain her. This is not unusual as there is a dearth
of good quality, trained practice managers.
3353490925 Not tried

3353166796 An increasingly complex role-constantly shifting sands
3352731670 doubtful

3352720741 After 2disasterous appointments have run our 15000 patient surgery without
for last 3years
3352686436 Haven't tried for nearly ten years
3352604593 Not tried for a long time!

3351558235 Not tried
3352486414 not tried

3352464373 we have a great PM - who will be difficult to replace
3352463981 We were fortunate and appointed before the current crisis

3352247775 We have thankfully not needed to try - although we thought it might happen
this year with the stress encounted due to many unnecessary data gathering
exercises, meetings obliged to attend (which were a waste of valuable time)
and ridiculous emails to resp
3350603812 Not had to as yet as I am still hanging on even though the work level is
unsustainable
3351272047 Partnership lucky to have a loyal manager in post for a number of years
3351200507 luckliy we have an excellent one but I'm worried she's beginning to burn out

3351054209 havent tried recently
3350759712 Not currently recruiting but would anticipate it would be very difficult.

3350638717 We lasta ppointed a practice manager about 5 years ago & had a strong field of
applicants. We have recently had good applications for an assistant manager
post
3350440571 Recruited one 5 years ago so can't comment about how it would be now
3350558582 I AM THE PRACTICE MANAGER SO UNSURE

3350532226 Have been fortunate enough not to have had to do this for 15 years
3350517110 I am a practice manager whi is currently very happy with my partners, however
I am aware that there are managers coming up to retirement and there will be
a shortage.
3350515054 I have been the Practice Manager for 10.5 years and know that I would not be
able to recruit a replacement as the level of pay that I am on.
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3350452291 I am a Partner practice Manager

3350442805 I am a Managing Partner
3350442193 Old bred of PM were well motivated and tolerant, while new breed of PM has
qualification without experince and therefore , missing "hands on approach",
very similar newly qualified medics, as a result practice will spend more time in
re-inventing old thea
3350425693 not actually tried

3349846180 very good manager at present
3349818988 not recruiting

3349525119 28 applicanta when doing so last year - 3 were probably appointable.
3348880816 don't know, our practice manager is excellent

3344982612 don't know
3348695472 practice manager stressed and miserable,overworked+++
3348624133 We have not needed to recruit a Practice Manager since 2008

3348613426 Have not tried in recent years.
3347774624 dont know as not tried for some time

3347259506 WE have an excellent PM in pots for a number of years now
3346912185 no experience

3346846594 Have not had to advertise for some time.
3346250653 We have had the same Practice Manager for the past 15+ years. If he were to
leave it would be very difficult to attract somebody with the necessary skills
and experience within the budget available.
3346173519 Current on been in place for 6 years

3346149945 Haven't tried for 5 years
3346147806 No recruitment undertaken for 12 years so don't know

3343096385 Can't afford a good one anyway
3344685897 wife of partner
3344663724 we have one

3344433880 managing partner
3344317869 Tied his hands as a partner

3343707679 has a strong vision for the future welfare of its pt.s
3342806775 Not recently needed to

3342803240 We have qualified PM. Qualifications don't demonstrate ability to do job.
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3342777572 We have found a fantastic PM at present - after three managers in as many
years due to the strain of the job making them reconsider or go and do
something else instead - the current one is staying since she "likes the
challenge" - and are we grateful.
3342039266 not known

3341846689 Without our current practice manager, our practice will crumble
3341618413 Not applicable

3341563637 had to do this recently - not easy - advertised twice - interest in post was no
way close to what was hoped for
3341532611 only because one was available locally
3341480329 just appointed an excellent practice manager

3341333866 ?
3340798363 Not recently tried

3340790372 hard life for practice managers the job is changing and thankless
3340514372 I am a Managing Partner therefore not applicable

3340289320 Having to train deputies up ready for the day our excellent Practice Manager
retires (currently looking to reduce her hours).
3338673271 Not tried recently
3340042098 Not tried for 15y

3339994561 I am the PM
3339650630 Just about to advertise

3339642584 I am one and thought this career choice was good 7 years ago - not so sure
there will be so many lambs to the slaughter now, most are considering retiring.
3339600391 In process presently. Current PM bringing forward retirement due to workload
pressures.
3338585630 Not tried in past 7 years, have a good One thankfully!

3338244078 Not tried
3338366658 paypoint is far too low to attract and retain P manager

3338174775 My God we were lucky 3 years ago. One brilliant applicant, the rest were
incaple of performing the job properly
3338167411 has been in post for 10 years
3338161869 Unknown due to long term current post holder

3337813171 as been with us some time
3337992748 not applicable: I don't want a manager.

3337969174 Haven't had to do this recently
3337965030 Not recently tried
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3337912640 We have a very good PM, due to luck and her commitment

3337889814 We have been lucky to find and train a suitable applicant
3337879669 We recruited our current one from education and trained her at our cost

3337821563 Our practice manager has been with us for 12 years and I dread the day she
retires,because I think it will be difficult to recruit.
3337795975 Haven't tried to find a new one for some time
3337756331 We haven't looked for a manager in 7 years

3337657016 not had to
3337634948 Never had to try

3336546343 fortunately have long serving loyal effective PM, if she left meltdown would
follow, no reserves, don't know how she copes.
3336852336 Havent tried in over 10 years
3336725445 unsure

3336711119 Practice manager has been at practice for years
3336588506 what?

3336495432 not had to try for a few years!
3336389987 Perhaps we'll find out when I finally collapse in a heap under the enormous
weight of this impossible job!

3336189539 Not needed to recruit for >14 years!!
3335717815 Have not tried recently
3335933438 The role of PM is many and varied and it is unlikely that any one manager is
adept in all that they have thrown at them in this new NHS regime.

3335931099 I suspect it will be hard to get the right candidate in due course
3335920960 not needed to do it

3335915558 not done recently
3335860572 we were very lucky
3335860501 Long time since we looked as we have a Good one

3335858048 Haven't recruited for last 10 years
3335807143 Have not needed to do so for many years so don't know

3335799618 I havae recently helped a practice to recruit, pool was very small.
3335712689 not tried recently

3335707253 not needed to for last 8 years - but worried re future
3335636378 we cannot afford one

3335255401 about to start recruitment process and so don't know
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3335180685 PM stable in post

3335165757 we have a new practice manager but we were very lucky to find him and we are
a large practice and pay him a lot so this helped.
3335012334 We haven't tried lately

3334893653 If our current (excellent) incumbent left we would be in deep trouble
3334567562 not had to recruit for a long time...i have been in post 7 years & was an internal
promotion.
3334516746 We have managed to find one this year

3334505991 We have been lucky and just appointed a disenchanged GP as a PM!!
3334473633 No recent experience

3334167489 dont know but will be hard to replace the one we have now
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3369613276 In post 14 years

3367592024 Haven;t tried
3367472881 haven't need to to recently

3367396649 not had to recruit for some time
3367319136 Again it getting people of the right experience and ability to do an increasingly
difficult job which is not always recognised by the GPs!
3367209646 recently appointed, one strong candidate only

3367128244 not yet applicable, but may happen near future.
3367119060 No recent experiences, manager in post 5years plus

3366971575 same practice manager for last 10 yrs . i am not a party to recruitment figures
3366468754 paid a lot of money through a recruitment agency

3365634339 have not needed to recently
3362023359 have a very dedicated practice manager , but she is showing the strain, she is
very loyal
3360931674 not tried recently

3360194933 I have not tried but am sure it would be almost impossible
3360187487 No need as we have one already

3359885381 recently appointed on very qualified and able
3359821315 Not had to recruit for several years

3359694838 No recent experience
3358966195 The Demands in practice managers in setting up and submitting reports on the
increasing number of enhanced services etc mean that other issues such as HR
end up being picked up by the doctors. She is getting close to retirement age.
Who knows who will be
3357468395 We have had same PM for 20 years

3357072792 Not needed to recruit for a long time
3356075172 not looked
3355804311 This will be tested in about 15-18 months time when the current PM will be
retiring

3355603379 They already have one
3355592540 Haven't tried for 4 years.

3354914912 not needed to try yet
3354796274 we are fortunate in being a high motivate training practice
3354726273 We do not need to but other practices in the locality do not seem to have had a
problem recruiting; there are lots of business orientated types leaving the
banking industry
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3354035472 don't know s we haven't needed one just yet

3354023478 not sure yet as this has not yet come up but will inthe next 6 months
3354005198 We have recenltly had to give our PM a substantial payrise and time regular
time working from home to retain her. This is not unusual as there is a dearth
of good quality, trained practice managers.
3353490925 Not tried

3353166796 An increasingly complex role-constantly shifting sands
3352731670 doubtful

3352720741 After 2disasterous appointments have run our 15000 patient surgery without
for last 3years
3352686436 Haven't tried for nearly ten years
3352604593 Not tried for a long time!

3351558235 Not tried
3352486414 not tried

3352464373 we have a great PM - who will be difficult to replace
3352463981 We were fortunate and appointed before the current crisis

3352247775 We have thankfully not needed to try - although we thought it might happen
this year with the stress encounted due to many unnecessary data gathering
exercises, meetings obliged to attend (which were a waste of valuable time)
and ridiculous emails to resp
3350603812 Not had to as yet as I am still hanging on even though the work level is
unsustainable
3351272047 Partnership lucky to have a loyal manager in post for a number of years
3351200507 luckliy we have an excellent one but I'm worried she's beginning to burn out

3351054209 havent tried recently
3350759712 Not currently recruiting but would anticipate it would be very difficult.

3350638717 We lasta ppointed a practice manager about 5 years ago & had a strong field of
applicants. We have recently had good applications for an assistant manager
post
3350440571 Recruited one 5 years ago so can't comment about how it would be now
3350558582 I AM THE PRACTICE MANAGER SO UNSURE

3350532226 Have been fortunate enough not to have had to do this for 15 years
3350517110 I am a practice manager whi is currently very happy with my partners, however
I am aware that there are managers coming up to retirement and there will be
a shortage.
3350515054 I have been the Practice Manager for 10.5 years and know that I would not be
able to recruit a replacement as the level of pay that I am on.
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3350452291 I am a Partner practice Manager

3350442805 I am a Managing Partner
3350442193 Old bred of PM were well motivated and tolerant, while new breed of PM has
qualification without experince and therefore , missing "hands on approach",
very similar newly qualified medics, as a result practice will spend more time in
re-inventing old thea
3350425693 not actually tried

3349846180 very good manager at present
3349818988 not recruiting

3349525119 28 applicanta when doing so last year - 3 were probably appointable.
3348880816 don't know, our practice manager is excellent

3344982612 don't know
3348695472 practice manager stressed and miserable,overworked+++
3348624133 We have not needed to recruit a Practice Manager since 2008

3348613426 Have not tried in recent years.
3347774624 dont know as not tried for some time

3347259506 WE have an excellent PM in pots for a number of years now
3346912185 no experience

3346846594 Have not had to advertise for some time.
3346250653 We have had the same Practice Manager for the past 15+ years. If he were to
leave it would be very difficult to attract somebody with the necessary skills
and experience within the budget available.
3346173519 Current on been in place for 6 years

3346149945 Haven't tried for 5 years
3346147806 No recruitment undertaken for 12 years so don't know

3343096385 Can't afford a good one anyway
3344685897 wife of partner
3344663724 we have one

3344433880 managing partner
3344317869 Tied his hands as a partner

3343707679 has a strong vision for the future welfare of its pt.s
3342806775 Not recently needed to

3342803240 We have qualified PM. Qualifications don't demonstrate ability to do job.
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3342777572 We have found a fantastic PM at present - after three managers in as many
years due to the strain of the job making them reconsider or go and do
something else instead - the current one is staying since she "likes the
challenge" - and are we grateful.
3342039266 not known

3341846689 Without our current practice manager, our practice will crumble
3341618413 Not applicable

3341563637 had to do this recently - not easy - advertised twice - interest in post was no
way close to what was hoped for
3341532611 only because one was available locally
3341480329 just appointed an excellent practice manager

3341333866 ?
3340798363 Not recently tried

3340790372 hard life for practice managers the job is changing and thankless
3340514372 I am a Managing Partner therefore not applicable

3340289320 Having to train deputies up ready for the day our excellent Practice Manager
retires (currently looking to reduce her hours).
3338673271 Not tried recently
3340042098 Not tried for 15y

3339994561 I am the PM
3339650630 Just about to advertise

3339642584 I am one and thought this career choice was good 7 years ago - not so sure
there will be so many lambs to the slaughter now, most are considering retiring.
3339600391 In process presently. Current PM bringing forward retirement due to workload
pressures.
3338585630 Not tried in past 7 years, have a good One thankfully!

3338244078 Not tried
3338366658 paypoint is far too low to attract and retain P manager

3338174775 My God we were lucky 3 years ago. One brilliant applicant, the rest were
incaple of performing the job properly
3338167411 has been in post for 10 years
3338161869 Unknown due to long term current post holder

3337813171 as been with us some time
3337992748 not applicable: I don't want a manager.

3337969174 Haven't had to do this recently
3337965030 Not recently tried
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3337912640 We have a very good PM, due to luck and her commitment

3337889814 We have been lucky to find and train a suitable applicant
3337879669 We recruited our current one from education and trained her at our cost

3337821563 Our practice manager has been with us for 12 years and I dread the day she
retires,because I think it will be difficult to recruit.
3337795975 Haven't tried to find a new one for some time
3337756331 We haven't looked for a manager in 7 years

3337657016 not had to
3337634948 Never had to try

3336546343 fortunately have long serving loyal effective PM, if she left meltdown would
follow, no reserves, don't know how she copes.
3336852336 Havent tried in over 10 years
3336725445 unsure

3336711119 Practice manager has been at practice for years
3336588506 what?

3336495432 not had to try for a few years!
3336389987 Perhaps we'll find out when I finally collapse in a heap under the enormous
weight of this impossible job!

3336189539 Not needed to recruit for >14 years!!
3335717815 Have not tried recently
3335933438 The role of PM is many and varied and it is unlikely that any one manager is
adept in all that they have thrown at them in this new NHS regime.

3335931099 I suspect it will be hard to get the right candidate in due course
3335920960 not needed to do it

3335915558 not done recently
3335860572 we were very lucky
3335860501 Long time since we looked as we have a Good one

3335858048 Haven't recruited for last 10 years
3335807143 Have not needed to do so for many years so don't know

3335799618 I havae recently helped a practice to recruit, pool was very small.
3335712689 not tried recently

3335707253 not needed to for last 8 years - but worried re future
3335636378 we cannot afford one

3335255401 about to start recruitment process and so don't know
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Q14 Free Text concerning ease of recruiting suitably qualified
Practice managers
3335180685 PM stable in post

3335165757 we have a new practice manager but we were very lucky to find him and we are
a large practice and pay him a lot so this helped.
3335012334 We haven't tried lately

3334893653 If our current (excellent) incumbent left we would be in deep trouble
3334567562 not had to recruit for a long time...i have been in post 7 years & was an internal
promotion.
3334516746 We have managed to find one this year

3334505991 We have been lucky and just appointed a disenchanged GP as a PM!!
3334473633 No recent experience

3334167489 dont know but will be hard to replace the one we have now
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One or more GPs in my practice is suffering from burnout
(n=2523)
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Neutral
11%

Agree
80%
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Q15 Free Text concerning GP Burnout
3367856577 not yet but we are struggling increasingly - I recently completed a BMA burnout questionnaire
and it said I was "high risk"
3367319136 In the past one GP did and had 3 months out

3366971575 we are all part time GP's including myself . I personally could not imagine working full time due
to the pressure of this job.
3366562087 retiring early
3362608016 My partner had 6 months off last year with burn out.

3362023359 i am giving it 2 years more and am only 46 - if things don'e improve can survive on my GPCA job
and locums
3360769511 Not yet
3358994941 We are all experiencing some degree of burn out

3356252036 Me. Not sure if I should be doing this survey because I retired 5 months ago suffering total
burnout. so far my practice has not been able to recruit a replacement partner. We have had
almost no applications, though we are an excellent practice. there are people who want to be
employed on salaried basis? I still say 'we' because my husband is senior partner, but he won't
hold out more than a few more years. I was just 54 when I retired.
3354950572 Last partner left due to this.
3354796274 we are not burnt out yet, but we take steps to avoid this

3354347583 over half of the partners are near their limit
3352731670 agree, and we left it

3352613033 Unable to specify
3351557640 not currently but did 2 years ago
3352247775 We are not but that is because we have appointed a further salaried GP and taken extended
holidays in recognition of this.

3350607008 including me, I plan to retire at 55
3351272047 Strongly agree. One colleague off sick for 5/12

3350787376 last year yes; not now
3350646294 one GP partner has taken ealy retirement one moving abroad
3350633937 I am leaving partnership due to burn out

3350569267 They are certainly very stressed
3350495803 Holding on at the moment

3350463884 At least one at risk
3350362394 ALL OUR GP'S ARE EXPERIENCING BURN OUT BUT THE PARTNERS HAVE LITTLE OPTION BUT TO
PUT UP WITH IT - SALARIED GP's DON'T - THE GRASS APPEARS GREENER ELSEWHERE

3349983232 I am - have opted to leave partnership for a portfolio career.
3349858715 There is an unprecedented low sense of morale.
3349791622 All of us are close to quitting or having a breakdown in mental health
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Q15 Free Text concerning GP Burnout
3349766009 one off sick for last 6 months already
3349483478 We are nearly at that stage

3348613426 not yet, but would not be surprised if they did
3348610333 have already done so!

3346912185 Not yet but it is a real concern
3346250653 We are mutually supportive within the practice, which helps to avoid burnout. However, we are
all working at and beyond capacity. This means that clinical decisions are frequently rushed and
patient safety is in danger of being compromised.
3346147806 This is a personal issue which has n't been discussed. As practice manager I do n't know what my
partners feel about this.

3343932521 One of our GP partners has just left the practice after suffering 'burn out'
3343920540 Not sure
3343707679 yes, unsustainable, unfair to be penalised for such dedication

3340990444 Don't know
3340863531 Don't know

3342803240 Possibly me!
3342777572 I think we could say that was a universal among the Partners at present.

3341882262 3 off long term sick
3341703271 1 GP off for >12 months, another off 2 months & I have felt on the verge of " burn out" ie 3/4
partners in last 2 years
3340754255 Not yet but not far off

3340676465 We have had times where we have been at risk and have changed the way we run the practice
to avoid this.
3340283107 No Burn Outs at present but everyone at absolute Max capacity (13-14 hours per day) and this is
not sustainable for much longer
3340181398 only been here 5 years!

3338403341 More than one partner
3338167411 is the demand on practice affecting our ability to provide a high standard of care - yes

3338135693 Me!
3337992748 There's only me.

3337851289 Don't know
3337843274 likely to happen soon
3336562107 I know a few who are going part time while trying to find a way out

3336546343 I have my days
3336506829 single handed

3336430476 Just about coping
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Q15 Free Text concerning GP Burnout
3336389987 No - but we're not far off it!
3335702484 struggle keeping up with workload + ever increasing demands

3335610079 Has been issue but changed working practices
3335554312 Partner just retired at 45 at one practice

3334532391 Only by ensuring that they take regular and short breaks away from the practice has this been
avoided so far. However this will not be sustainable for much longer.
3334516746 Ours are just about managing at present
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My Practice Manager is (or I am) facing burnout due the increasing and
unsustainable pressure of work (n = 2498)

Neutral
19%

Disagree
10%

Agree
71%
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Q16 Free Text concerning Practice Manager Burnout
3369530795 My Practice Manager is not facing burnout but I am!
3367319136 To some degree it depends on the time of year and what support structure
there is at work

3366971575 See answer above I feel we would be if we worked full time.
3362980513 At increasing risk of but not currently
3361199475 Both of us

3360769511 Not yet
3360187487 Stress but not burn out

3359792773 I am 60 years old and cannot see myself being able to see out my retirment just
too much in too short a time to do
3358994941 Gradually looking more likely

3358914850 has been off sick for 7 months
3356252036 See above. also was treating managers of 2 neighbouring practices for burnout
3355804311 Hence my need to retire in 15-18 months time! If it was financially viable I
would retire now!! I work an average 44 hour week (paid for 37) and the
unrelenting demands placed on PM's from all sources make this an increasingly
difficult role. The job I do now is very different from the job I applied for 5 years
ago.
3355712774 I am the Practice manager!

3355073816 Our practice manager is seconded at present so we don't have one - we are
uinmanaged and very unhappy about it
3355017950 The scope of the role is vast and currently not sustainable
3353449796 Have just gone part time.....!!!!! Unable the the stress and pressure

3354796274 because I have reduced my committment and will do so again
3354726273 I am a full time GP at aged 55 and can no longer sustain the 11 hour working
day. I leave next January in order to work parttime - unless they cannot replace
me......
3354306388 Not known

3353991870 PM become part time
3353945098 find it difficult tod care for patient adequately in current climate ...especially die
tod constraints in community care

3352613033 Not facing burn out per se - I have no deputy, and there is not sufficient funding
for one to be appointed, so I feel unable to take annual leave and am subject to
the resultant stresses
3352579398 the daily demands are ever increasing. the government needs to be acutely
aware of this. no GP partners- no NHS- quite simply. imagine all 800
appointments performed in my practice per week going to A+E.
3352443732 she was but now we have recruited a staff member to help
3352247775 But please note above - this has been avoided by recognising the signs and
managing this.
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Q16 Free Text concerning Practice Manager Burnout
3351272047 I'm OK (I think). In the last 6/12, one salaried GP has been off sick 5/12, another
has had sporadic sick leave, partners not sleeping due to financial worry
3351200507 the avalanche of tasks, the ridiculous deadlines, the lack of support and
ignroance shown by NHSE , the stupid admin systems and lack of decent IT by
our contract managers, etc etc
3351103249 I have just given my notice to retire early.

3350906719 Coping just about
3350764693 only here 6 months so no time to burnout yet!

3350762897 that is a worry
3350569267 I am very stressed

3350517110 I feel well supported by my partners and have a good level of admin support
but realise that if other burdons on general practice do not change this will
change significantly as it will be come unsustainable
3350495803 Holding on at the moment
3350492917 is leaving for other challenges

3350395025 Has left already - not replaced (can't afford to)
3350362394 50-60 HOURS PER WEEK FOR THE LAST 3 YEARS IS UNSUSTAINABLE
3349858715 I'm 55 and am seriously looking at options to leave early

3349846180 I have just stopped being a partner and reduced to 2 day salaried for my sanity
and health
3348942509 I have already had 8 months off because of burnout.

3345123423 I am. Practice manager is not.
3348639615 Has now been off with stress /adjustment reaction 7months with no prospect
of return for at least 3-4mths and then to a less onerous role
3348610333 ever increasing workload

3347755408 has gone part time and had to take sick leave so yes i think so
3346912185 Not yet but it is a real concern

3346389468 Regular migraines testament to that
3346250653 The clinical pressures are bad enough, but as a GP can be accepted to a degree
as being part of the job. It is the additional pressures which tip things over the
edge. The reduction in the QOF burden this year was a welcome step. However,
the clinically unnecessary bureaucracy associated with the Avoiding Hospital
Admissions DES has more than compensated for this. The way in which it has
been implemented by NHS England simply serves to ensure that the box-ticking
continues and does nothing to improve patient care or outcomes.
3346236524 Wouldnt go as strong as saying 'burn out' but I feel under considerable pressure
and am always juggling with the burden of work.
3346147806 Not sure what you mean by burn-out but I am actively considering alternative
ways of making a living.
3345987844 not burnout but stress levels have increased in the last 18 months
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Q16 Free Text concerning Practice Manager Burnout
3343932521 Practice managers role is currently on a job share basis. One half of the position
retires 2015
3343707679 this is a future reminder daily for all of us

3342803240 Yes but poor organisational skills
3342473644 I don't about my PM but it seems they had it too easy for too long
3342446372 Not sure - but practice manager works extremely long hours.

3342056551 I had to take 3 weeks off in the past year due to burnout/ stress. My 1st
absence in 25 yrs as a GP partner. Constant change & increasing workload
caused this.
3341872438 We are holding our own but how long will that be the case?

3341328224 no comment
3340754255 Not yet but not far off
3340703167 Just handed in notice to work in another industry

3340676465 The work can be managed at a stretch; it becomes unsustainable if there are
substantial stresses outside of work (e.g. family, bereavement, etc.)
3340283107 See answer 15. 13 hour days are NOT sustainable

3340181398 only been here 6 months!
3340078416 I am no longer fulltime - which helps
3339874081 I am fortunate to be able to retire, god help those younger who can't

3338395963 He's amazing
3337992748 There's only me.

3337956498 but only because I am not full time
3337912640 I have reduced to part ti

3337608687 I suspect that I will give notice to the surgery soon, although I am resisting this
as my surgery have been fantastic to me, it is an excellent place of work and I
know I will have regrets if I do leave but cannot see any other long-term option.
I am hopeful one will present itself in the near future
3336562107 I am a locum - the amount of work I take on depends on my stress levels..
3336546343 lot of mutual support going on, work largely done on must do/prioritising basis

3336899808 Don't know
3336811905 Am leaving general practice as a result
3336799518 Not quite there, but approaching

3336792954 I locum but see partner struggling as well as PM
3336430476 Just about coping, but too many balls in the air...

3336244750 but she hasn't been working as a PM for very long
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Q16 Free Text concerning Practice Manager Burnout
3335799618 I am seriously considering looking outside my profession for the first time ever.
I have a MSc in Management so am equiped to lead and manage and have lots
of experience.
3335640487 Not yet - but she and I are very resilient!
3335610079 Not quite yet

3334701400 she has resigned because of the workload = her last day is thursday!
3334505991 I am leaving general practice after 30 years - morale has never been so low
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I intend to retire or take a career break within the within the next...
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Intention to retire or take career break within next five years
by age band. (n = 1200)
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3371968776 may opt to stop general practice due to work load expected of me
3371330609 May retire in 4-7 years time

3367674742 ideally i need to go on for 8 yrs but sometime another day seems intolerable
3367472881 considering options

3367433506 Would consider sooner if financially viable
3357629110 but would love to be in a postion to retire early

3355595108 I just try to keep going as long as I can but would retire now if I could afford to
do so!
3367313252 I AM ONLY 46
3367262293 as soon as I can afford it

3367156925 maybe 6yrs
3366468754 as soon as I can after nearly 30 years I have had enough

3364444449 cannot afford to but would like too.
3362990787 would like too if possible
3362023359 depending on how things go ...
3361110869 But wish I could afford to!
3361098344 If things do not improve in terms of pay and workload I intend to retire or
emigrate within the next 5 years.

3360349460 i am intending to leave partnership and locum part time
3360268034 maternity leave for 6 months then possibly reduce my hours

3360194933 Only because I can't!!
3360159982 Unable to stop as need to support family
3359955687 I woud leave tomorrow if had an exit plan

3356449588 emigrating in August 2014
3356366996 10 years max

3356270453 have retired, now an assistant 2 days/week
3356252036 See above. I just did so. The worst & most difficult decision of my life, but I had
reached the stage of total despair, & I have had to accept the loss of my career.
Without wishing to blow my own trumpet, I was good and experienced and
popular with the patients. But who cares about them any more?
3356148305 am lookingto emigrate when able - OZ looks a lot better -

3355804311 See previous comments on workload/burn out.
3355712774 2 months out of thepractice already planned for March & April 2015

3355679217 Not financially viable but very tempting
3355630738 depending on corcumstances within 5-6yrs
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3355624876 I can't afford to
3355623850 maybe 7

3355084438 I am retired but answering as i find things in local practiceAS A LOCUM (10)
3354899118 I would like to, although I am not sure if I will manage it. When I had maternity
leave it reminded me why I do the job.
3354796274 likely to reduce from full time to 3/4 time next year

3354787426 I am watching the situation carefully and but will problably leave Primary Care
altogether if I can
3354767601 6 years when 60

3354726273 at 58 after working 2 years parttime
3354567381 cant afford to do it, due to family committments, other wise, i will be happy to
say bye bye to NHS
3354225608 I am 48 and I don't think I can keep this up until I'm 60 - will probably reduce
my sessions rather than retire altogether as I have a mortgage to pay.

3354058744 If I find a 'plan B' then I may consider leaving General Practice if work pressures
continue at the current rate. At present I do not have a viable alternative
option, so am soldiering on
3354023478 i intend to go very part time aged 55 in 11y
3353991870 I can't as main wage earner for young family

3353436335 I have already looked into alternative employment outside the NHS as I am too
young to retire and cannot take this level of stress for much longer.
3353418276 maternity leave
3353264448 May be forced to - with reducing income, increasing defense fees & childcare
costs it may be simply not worth me working - tragic as it cost £250000 of
taxpayers money to train me & I have only been a qualified GP since 2008
3352940955 Already retired and come back

3352731670 done already at the age of 52
3352688117 now

3351557640 would like a short sabbatical if possible
3352476314 would like to but may not be financially able to

3352443732 I am 53 , there seems to be little point in continuing to put money into my
pension as we are up to the limit and I am keen to get my lump sum before the
governmnt taxes all amounts ober 30K . I certainly wont be full toim ein 5 years
and my go at 57 if things dont imrpve because my pension is liklly to be as good
as my consistently falling income , and i wouldnt have to pay the increasingly
extortionate MPS fee which rises by 10 % a year
3352269329 I will have to for my health if I do not recruit in next 3months

3352261418 increasingly looking to exit
3351733413 Already baled out with the government pension penalties 31.3.2014,returned
after month for fewer sessions for short term only
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3350621352 i am taking early retirement(aged 53) in 50 days and counting!
3351272047 Now age 53 and have a degree in medical law. Considering options. don't think
I'll work til 60

3351250169 Can't afford it with 2 school children and big mortgage
3350787376 Within 10 years definitely; may be earlier if I moved into medical aducation
3350640530 6-7 years

3350638717 Would like to but face supporting 3 children at university.5 of the trainers in my
group of 12 have retired early in the last 18 months. One of my partners has
just retired 2 weeks ago aged 57
3350632208 6 years

3350569267 At the end of September 14 (PM)
3350561056 as soon as the children allow me to
3350440571 Planned sabbatical

3350522259 4 weeks
3350452235 If there was another job I could change to easily I would leave General Practice

3350410012 but would leave if work pressures got too much
3350395025 As soon as possible

3350391696 8 years - as soon as I can afford to retire
3350385679 9 yrs

3350385334 Would like to though unable to agree terms with partners re a sabbatical
3350362394 CANNOT AFFORD TO
3350345313 plannig to retire in 4 years or sooner

3349846180 have alreADY DONE SO JUST THIS LAST 2 MONTHS
3349791622 I would love to take a sbabtaical career break after 16 yrs without a break as a
partner. I am overdue but cannot take on as cannot find a locum to cover me.I
can't leave my partners with the extra workload-they would go under.
3349766009 or sooner if we could recruit

3349758369 Can't afford to
3349712103 Given a choice I would do it now, but can't afford to due to financial reasons

3349040856 Have given up partnership in favour of salaried post due to pressures of work
3348880816 I'd like to have another baby

3344872261 has 10 years to go
3344849552 just returned from maternity leave

3348625680 Reduce hours to cope with pressure
3348536765 wouls like to go at 60 now 52 but dont think will make it
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3348481963 probably six years
3347755408 i am only aged 41!

3347594708 in 3 weeks time!
3347259506 intending to retire in 8 years but may consider retiring in 5 years

3347160122 will depend on workload
3346986963 i would give up tomorrow if i could but am only 48

3346553667 10 years
3346413680 If I have children - normal maternity leave
3346389468 I wish I could

3346358174 will start maternity leave soon but worried about the workload when i return
3346319136 adn I'm only 52

3345807475 I retired aged 57 with burn out and am now working as a locum
3344842344 I need to reduce my hours as full time working has become too stressful and
intense.

3343194168 If I could I would be can't afford to!
3344631944 Unfortunately
3344159778 i am reducing my sessions imminently to cope with the workload

3344105671 retiring early in 3 months time
3344054260 planning to reduce partnership share/hours

3343993088 I'm too young (34) to take a break and have dependents and mortages to pay!
3343924135 career break while starting anew in another country

3343761282 6 year
3343707679 would like to, but financially cannot due to no pension provided originally in
general practice.
3343668135 would do if I could financially

3343344844 Might have to seriously think if current situation goes out of hand
3343338691 7 years

3343276186 It is impossible to live a life like this
3340920765 10 years

3340870734 9 years
3342803240 Never considered. No real desire to
3342777572 I would love to - but can't see it this side of a heart attack or a lottery win - but I
know which one of these is most likely..

3342460795 sometime in the future, see how long i can hold out
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3342446372 Have been forces to take a period of unpaid leave due to relocation - but timely
as I am benefitting from a break as was feeling near burn out.
3342056551 Plan to retire early

3341925048 would do earlier if I could
3341901169 I am taking a career break/departure
3341879408 7

3341872438 but i wish i could
3341846689 Depends if things improve!

3341793355 unable to stop work or take a break due to financial constraints
3341770944 Retired from clinical work last week

3341702783 15 years
3341698884 I have already left due to workload/ burnout

3341676405 if only
3341646482 My partners have had to cut down our sessions due to navy workload
3341618413 Would love to give up right now
3341563637 financially not able to - it would either to a complete retirement - continue to
struggle on until to balance swings against be.
3341528556 considering it

3341460287 I have taken 24hr retirement
3341414873 I will retire in 7 yrs. change working patterns in last 6 months.

3341328224 I have left and now am happy as a portfolio GP
3341284247 have taken a break already
3340828485 I have dropped my sessions to 2 days

3340366622 I am retiring aged 52
3340797741 Have left partnership and become locum in the past year

3340790372 love the job hate the career - burntout and worrying will affect my clinical
judgement
3340781457 7 years
3340702660 I am on maternity leave until September 2014

3340690902 Can't afford to
3340676465 Already retired and have worked harder since retiring than ever before

3340627144 age 60 - cannot increase p ensio n- cannotg get way to sail in the EVENING
3338675784 I would retire today if personal circumstances allowed

3338673271 Am intending to work portfolio including work outside the practice to improve
personal sanity
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3340176214 I woudl like to be able to retire now but not feasible-I cannot work at this pace
until retirement however so am sure I will go early.
3340157955 Can't afford to take early retirement

3340128280 greater than 5 years
3340051147 Taking extended maternity leave of 1 year.
3340044433 i have been thinking about it

3339917196 I'm 48 , normally I would have struggled on with a health problem that I have
but I have been offered ill health and because of the current work load I can not
continue so will accept it
3339874081 Retire Nov 2014

3339693772 Might do if this carrys on
3339693061 only because i have financial commitments i.e kids, morgage etc!
3339684051 I resigned this week, to take effect in 6 months

3339642584 I wish
3339578098 Too young to retire, abroad is likely

3339187697 Retire as early as possible
3339047564 I am only 37

3338927789 I would do if I could financially
3338195423 Have already done so, not sure if I will return to work as a GP

3338470103 I have already left partnership to do Locum work, more patient care and no
management responsibility.
3338354735 cannot afford to do so
3338181778 7 years

3338174775 depends on funding, success of our research programme that is replacing lost
NHS funding, plus if the goverment bring in 8-8 7 days a week, then I would
resign
3338126576 On maternity leave if that counts!
3338102870 feel it is healthy to take a break and try every 7 years

3338026833 I am doing other things to try and maintain my income
3338010096 If the income keeps dropping I will be forced to look at other professions.
Workload in unsustainable if the incomew keeps dropping as I am already
working OOH to make up the financial shortfall
3337965030 May take pension and escape from NHS general practice

3337964460 considering quitting GP altogether
3337907047 or leave GP completely if things do not improve

3337821563 I wish I could.However I would certainly aim to retire at 55-10 years from now.
3337819981 FINANCIALLY UNABLE TO
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3337756331 Plan to move to Australia next year
3337729525 maternity

3337627475 Would love to!
3337623262 Have already done so - moved to Australia for next 5 years

3336925063 see emigration
3336913742 I want to but can't afford too

3336546343 18 months to 60, always planned to retire, would go on if conditions/resources
improve
3337549644 Looking into alternative career pathways
3337334552 I have emigrated

3337220344 13 years
3337068692 I have come back this year after an 8 yr break

3336876990 around 10 years (I'm 44 presently)
3336857649 financially not able to, or would do it
3336799518 Still doing the lottery, otherwise too young to consider it yet, unfortunately
3336792954 I am emigrating
3336750889 I'm 53 & part time x last 3 yrs (health issues). I can't see myself going much past
55 as a partner but may well continue 1-2 sessions

3336749841 I have just returned via I and R Scheme
3336730449 I have resigned my partnership and am now salaried in my own practice. This
will make it easier to leave should the workload get even worse.
3336719672 If I could I would leave tomorrow

3336666064 Thinking about maternity leave just for a career break
3336538064 Will leave partnership and freelance/locum from April 2015.

3336518074 Retire
3336507178 Does maternity leave count as that's a year out?

3336495432 planning on taking my pension age 55 later this year and reduce hours
significantly
3336427288 I can't afford too
3336351993 retire

3336079645 depends on finances - would be keen to
3335962439 cant afford to

3335920960 not possible, have children and a mortgage
3335881870 outlier so will close in 2yr
3335805551 Had not intended to retire at 60 but currently no longer enjoying general
practice because of intolerable pressure
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Q17 Free Text concening intention to take a career break or retire
3335790779 I honestly don't feel I can do this job without a break and don't know whether
that will be a career break or a search for another job away from medicine. I
cannot continue to work in a profession for whom the government has so little
respect or appreciation.
3335739003 am really considering my options
3335735124 i will reduce my full time hours by up to half in 4 years;Ive had enough

3335734187 If I can.
3335721596 not

3335712689 sooner if things continue as they are
3335680397 Just started maternity leave. Workload is a factor in deciding to take a full year
rather than 6 months, despite this making me financially worse off.
3335180685 may consider resigning

3334975414 I may consider leaving if support for General Practice does not improve
3334893653 I have just now reduced from full time to part time

3334516746 I retire in 4 months
3334505991 In August. I have been offered other PM jobs but can't wait to leave

3334467149 I am packing my bag 2015
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I intend to emigrate within the within the next... (n = 2454)
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GPs intending to emigrate within five years by age band
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Q18 Free Text concerning intention to emigrate
3370408905 Considering it
3367886442 seriously considering

3367674742 but I would if i was younger
3357722101 The only reasons for currently staying in UK are if one has strong family ties or ties to the
area/feel passionate about the NHS. I will certainly look to leave as and when the inevitable
privatisation comes.
3357660834 will work abroad after retiring

3357517800 too old ,would think about it if 10 yrs younger
3367262293 only my own health reasons stop me

3362980513 If i did not have family would be elsewhere
3362221150 considering it

3361098344 I am seriously considering this option as I grew up in Canada
3360194933 Although I am tempted and famly ties keep me here not the job
3359952020 I have lived in the Uk for 18 years but salaries are better in Germany now and I am thinking
about going back.

3358914217 do not intend
3355844189 Possible emigration but it depends on what happens

3355762195 not applicable
3355679217 Again, desirable not an option

3355624876 I can't afford to but would love to
3354950572 Considering work abroad
3354899118 might do. My husband and children are Australian. It would be good to have a change

3354767601 n/a
3354237518 Seriously considering it as an option

3353991870 Am finding I am looking at adverts for work in Canada
3353534011 Took one year out and would never rule out emigration

3353349561 Might go back to VSO when I retire
3353264448 Will if down turn continues

3352810467 possibly
3352805154 I have been approached by agencies in Canada, Australia or New Zealand who have better pay
and conditions that the UK
3352731670 could be an option but difficult to time it now; it depends...

3352567818 If things carry on, New Zealand looks amazing!
3352486414 Wish I could

3352300744 N/A
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Q18 Free Text concerning intention to emigrate
3352247775 Many tempting possibilities where by earning potential is significantly more refletive of the
work and risks involved.
3351675480 too old now

3350625389 if this continues like it is now, may be then
3351272047 I know many who have or are considering it.
3351250169 Could be an option

3350763930 May well seek a few years enjoyment overseas after early retirement from UK practice
3350762897 3 of my partners have emigrated one to new zealand one to australia and one to canada

3350703774 i will go to NZ if things keep getting worse
3350638717 This is one option I am considering 2 of the other trainers in my trainers group have gone to
work abroad this year

3350580572 strongly thinking about it, our salaried GP is moving to Australia end of this year
3350561056 depends on family
3350514770 I wish I could!

3350395025 It is an attractive option
3350385334 Would like to but would require divorce first

3350362394 WAY TOO OLD BUT WOULD BE SERIOUSLY CONSIDERING THIS IF I WAS THE RIGHT AGE
3349758369 Family situation renders this impossible

3349646561 Considering it
3349640100 I'm Irish, I may go home

3349453845 i have already looking at alternatives
3349383404 Already enquiring
3349301321 contemplating it but no plans at present will see what the next few years bring

3348795016 possible if situation becomes unsustainable. would rather emigrate then work for virgin!
3347755408 my husband has permament job in UK

3347160122 will depend on workload, may emigrate
3346389468 Again, I wish

3346290514 I would love to emigrate but family keeps me in the UK for now.
3345807475 I have a job arranged in new Zealand starting in September 2014

3344663724 i will retire
3344631944 Unfortunately
3344353086 my wife is trying to convinve me

3344105671 retiring imminently
3343993088 If I didn;t have family commitments in the UK I would seriously consider emigrating
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Q18 Free Text concerning intention to emigrate
3343877886 may consider working abroad depending how fed up I get with NHS general practice
3343848190 certianly considering my options

3343842757 Thinking about it.
3343783629 Considering it in within next 10 years

3343740715 would love to but unable
3343344844 Might have to consider

3340870734 I will not emigrate.
3342803240 Too old
3342777572 but that's not to say I haven't strongly considered it - but my wife won't leave her parents - her
sister is already in Canada.

3342460795 it is becoming very tempting, many colleagues have and do not regret it
3342327929 once children grown up will definitely consider this option

3342024501 I will retire
3341901966 strongly considering it as an option, though nothing planned yet
3341872438 It depends, but if things worsen it will be considered
3341846689 Have considered it
3341698052 thinking about it

3341646482 I am too old to emigrate or I would due off like a shot
3341618413 Have been looking at this option

3341598909 Not an option
3341563637 this is the option being considered when I get to breaking point - don't know when that is

3341547326 I will either emigrate or retire in 5 yrs
3341528556 considering austrialia/NZ

3341460287 I am currently looking and have had interviews
3341328224 I have my permenant returning residence visa for NZ
3341284247 I would love to emigrate but family commitments don't allow.

3340828485 Only family keep me here.
3340344300 cannot rule it out with the increasing pressure and demoralisation

3340760469 Depends what happens here.
3340585748 Going for a year in Aus and see

3340550095 I would never have considered emigrating. The UK is my home and I love the NHS. But if things
do not improve within the next two years I will emigrate. I have already started making
enquires. I would do this only as a reluctant last resort, but currently feel I may have no choice.
3340283107 It is an option if this level of workload continues
3338709154 Highly likely to emigrate if decline in GP work-life balance continues
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Q18 Free Text concerning intention to emigrate
3338675784 I would have already gone to NZ if personal circumstances allowed
3340051147 Although I have massive regrets about turning down a Partnership offer in New Zealand 10 yrs
ago.

3340044433 seriously thinking about moving to NZ
3339940193 but seems a good option
3339693372 Thinking about it all the time

3339689013 I did emigrate in 1994, had to come back to look after elderly parents but I wish I were still in
NZ!!!
3339615636 possibly moving to Scotland in next 3 years for financial reasons

3339047564 If my practice collapses I will go
3338552446 I may consider leaving the UK to work abroad if the work/life balance in GP continues to
deteriorate. Who is looking after our interests?
3338403341 I am thinking about it seriously though, to Oz

3338384981 might strongly consider it some time soon
3338354735 I have a settled family but cannot continue to work in this manner

3338348382 It is a serious possibility, but not a certainty
3338101679 I would if my children were younger

3338018808 Seriously considering leaving for better way of life but personal constraints make this more
difficult if I had no family then I would have left already
3337965030 Would consider this option
3337912640 If I was younger I would consider emigrating

3337907047 can't because of family commitments only
3337889814 not intending to emigrate at all

3337879669 Yes if things deteriorate further Plans already in place
3337819973 Am considering this option
3337789290 Would if the opportunity arose

3337627475 Would love to!
3337623262 Already done

3337603515 Depends on if things improve
3336546343 too old, too many ties/responsibities.

3337575355 depends how bad things get
3337549644 If the opportunity comes up I will

3337334552 I have emigrated
3336997482 Was my plan to go this year, personal reasons stopped me
3336894888 Strongly considering
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Q18 Free Text concerning intention to emigrate
3336866949 I would consider emigration if the working conditions of UK General Practice get worse
3336836743 Going to decide in the break.

3336792954 emigrate by end of this year.to north america
3336730449 I'm looking at New Zealand

3336711119 Will consider Australia / NZ depending on changes in next few years
3336665421 Too old. 58. If I was younger I would and good riddance to the nhs

3336538064 Actively considering emigrating to Canada
3336244750 but only because I'm too old now- if I was 15 years younger you wouldn't see me for dust
3336079645 due to spouses job only

3335962439 family situation means not possible
3335896299 Emigrating within next 3 months

3335860501 Might if things dont improve. Working flat out, getting hit by bats and hands tied behind back
3335809261 Had considered only changed mind due to family illness

3335790779 But only because I would miss my family too much - medicine in Canada or New Zealand is
definitely more appealing.
3334560736 I would like to but am too old!
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(GPs Only) I intend to leave General Practice within the within the next ...
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GPs leaving General Practice by Age Band
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3372004449 CANNOT AFFORD TO
3371968776 I will keep my eye open for alternatives that are not so pressured

3371911216 Have already taken on other roles and reduced my practice work as too hard a role
3371359114 I am certainly considering my options and would leave if I had financial security

3371330609 Depends whether I retire in 4.5 yrs or not
3371224414 I have resigned my partnership from September as I found the work level unsustainable,
particularly with 3 young children. I plan to take a couple of months off before trying to get
work as a locum
3369273506 retirement

3367886442 considering options
3367674742 but I would if I could afford to

3367433506 Would look at leaving sooner if financially viable
3357722101 As Above.
3357629110 as soon as I can afford to retire

3357517800 and reduce commitment meantime[i am 51 yr old]
3355595108 when I get to 60yrs most definately

3367217394 Likely to move back to locum work rather than salaried, mixed with other work
3366468754 had planned to work until 57 58 but would go now if financially viable

3362221150 considering it
3362213461 Not sure that I will return from my planned sabattical

3362023359 depending on how things go
3361110869 But only because I can't afford to
3361098344 5 years ago it was my intention to continue as a Partner in the NHS for the next 10 to 15 years.
As a result of the vindictive changes to our pension contributions and the concerted effort to
undermine the NHS by the Government and Politicians of all persuasions I would only continue
working beyond the next 5 years in this country if it was in a well paid private sector position.
3360159982 Unable to as need to support family
3359952020 Quiet possible.
3357802844 Retiring

3356390568 8 years
3356366996 within 10 years

3356270453 as above
3356252036 Done it!

3356148305 to emigrate
3356021050 retire in 2 maybe work part time thereafter
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3355844189 If i could leave GP today, I would, I'm extremely unhappy
3355698543 if things carry on i will leave - likey emigrate

3355679217 I am looking at alternative career options within the next 5 years
3355624876 I will stay as long as I can continue working without causing further deterioration in my stress
levels
3355623850 within 7 years - by65

3355594730 moving my career into the academic world to help to reduce the pressure of day to day practice
3355563492 move into full time sports medicine

3355084438 I am 69, love the work, but don't know re my sellbe date
3355073816 but I don't know how long I can sustain this workload - 5 years seems a very long time

3354899118 I have been thinking about other career options, but I would miss the people aspect of it, if not
the paperwork and stress and suicides and mistakes.
3354796274 will reduce committment if this is not possible will retire
3354767601 6 years

3354742356 would like to stay but fear that the changes of over engineered health service will leave me too
frustrated to work.
3354058744 As per qu 17

3354023478 if it gets worse it is a possibility- i wont be able to help if my health is a problem due to stress
reaction and not looking after myself as no time to!
3353991870 Can't leave as commitments to family
3353264448 Same answer as Q17

3352810467 possibly
3352780328 As a Practice manager and Partner, I am strongly considering an alternative career.

3352745998 Was not intending to leave, however am now looking at alternatives
3352690723 as soon as I can afford to or find another job
3352688117 now

3351508389 15 years ie retire age 55
3352579398 jury's out on this one. lets see how bad it gets. currently i think i could stagger on for 5 more
years as a partner ( i am 36 now- even writing that down fills me with unease) but the staff
clinical and admin are at capacity (WE CANNOT DO ANY MORE THAN WE DO ALREADY
WITHOUT RISKING GETTING ILL)
3352567818 See 18!

3352512431 depends if thing improve, not possible to continue like this
3352476314 8 years, less if I can afford it

3352449664 It does depend on what happens.
3352269329 I do not want to be a GP anymore - I am only young - and this is not a way to survive
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3352261418 if cannot emigrate, this is option 2
3351200507 not sure how much more I can take - I love the actual work but can;t take the constant
denigration, abuse from the govt. and NHSE, the press and CCG managers, the lack of
professional autonomy, the stupid work we have to do just to tick boxes for political imperative,
the constant change, the chaos, mixed messages, lack of startegy etc etc
3350906719 I am a strong believer in the traditional model of general practice and I fear I am one of the
hundreds of work horses who will eventually burn out

3350807580 I am strongly considering resigning as a partner, but would have to continue working in general
practice in some form
3350759712 This is a real possibility, the landscape of GP is going to change and therefore may not be a
career I want to continue with. Who knows? It is a time of great uncertainty.
3350703774 as above, NZ if things keep getting worse

3350640530 6-7 years
3350561056 as soon as I can find a suitable job
3350542233 10 years

3350532226 Keep questioning myself as to why we are putting ourselves through the incredibly stress
3350522259 4weeks

3350492917 6 months
3350450561 If I can afford it - 53 now

3350410012 but would if unable to recruit and pressures incresed
3350385679 9-11 yrs

3350385334 as soon as I can afford to
3350362394 PRIMARY CARE IS BEING PROPPED UP BY GP PARNTERS AND MANAGERS IN THEIR 40'S AND
50'S WHEN WE ARE GONE SO WILL PRIMARY CARE IN ITS PRESENT FORM
3349766009 Would locum but cannot be Arsed with reacreditation

3349758369 Too late in career but hope to reduce sessions and pick up less arduous work?
3349713634 But might happen if things don't improve

3349646561 What else could I do?
3349453845 i may not be in the UK though
3349040856 Would leave if financially viable and exploring other avenues of income presently
3349383404 Considering now!
3345123423 depending on if the workload/ work pressures improve

3344849552 but looking at alternative sources of income privately
3348848254 8 years

3348639615 will leave at 55years Would have stayed longer if workload was sustainable
3348536765 somehow
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3348481963 six years if affordable,may have to locum
3347594708 3 weeks and counting

3347259506 if I can leave in 5 years I will -if I can afford to
3347160122 will depend on workload/ pressures/job satisfaction

3346986963 would give up tomorrow if i could
3346553667 10 years

3346389468 I almost prefer to re-enlist and serve in Afghan again
3346369520 10years
3346250653 I would consider an alternative career if things became any worse.

3346147806 If a better opportunity presents, I will take it but otherwise intend to try and stay in my post,
however uncomfortable the Governement tries to make it.
3344814915 7 years as will be 60 then

3344784930 Review in 5 years if worth continuing
3344772463 8
3343194168 If I could I would
3343113956 8 years
3344725882 Depends on whether things change

3344631944 Would like to but no other qulification
3344433880 41769

3344235309 Most GPs I know say they can't continue at current workloads beyond 5 years. I will be cutting
down my sessions as soon as financially viable.
3344163292 already left
3343924135 i intend to work as a GP, but not in the UK

3343877886 possible if remain this unhappy
3343796743 Depends on what happens to pension scheme, again.

3343783629 Aiming within 10 years but will depend on health
3343761282 6 years

3343740715 again would love to but what would happen to patients?
3343719115 I'm only 38 so there is not really an option to retire or leave

3343668135 would do if I could financially
3343338691 intend to retire within next 7 years aged 55
3343317224 Either retire or part time work abroad

3342777572 as previously - this side of a lottery win or heart attack...
3342609863 may go p/t and continue occupational health and ccg work
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3342460795 lets see what the future holds
3342446372 hope not to leave - but will see how work-life balance is with new job.

3342327929 aam thinking of trying to specialise in dermatology in order to be able to leave
3342056551 due to retirement

3342046490 But might leave my partnership if no improvement
3342037203 Early retirement

3342024501 I will retire
3341925048 or earlier if health politics continue to further unbalance patient care and administrative work
3341879408 7 years

3341793355 would love to think i had that option
3341770944 See above I have left

3341702783 15 years
3341698884 Currently doing locums after a six month break. Much reduced hours

3341652485 am actively pursuing teaching career
3341647111 Not intending to leave, but currently planning a number of "escape routes" so I can leave
reasonably quickly if I feel enough is enough
3341646482 Late starter to medicine so no chance

3341618413 Looking at other career options and would leave if another project became viable
3341563637 as per question 18

3341528556 as soon as possible
3341480329 as retiring

3341460287 as soon as possible
3341414873 7 years.

3341328224 I have got out of the governments demands and now sell my skills to them
3340828485 I will leave NHS general practice within 5 years. It has become the most ridiculous of jobs.
Getting a dentist is impossible. Seeing a Vet is expensive. Call a GP and they will come running
to your door, day or night like some sort of pizza delivery boy. The service is not sufficiently
valued by the public. And, god forbid I care ask to charge for a private letter. You try asking a
solicitor to do it out of good will.
3340331206 42095
3340797741 Have left partnership in past year

3340790372 earlier if I could afford it
3340782379 For financial reasons I will probably need to stay but if the opportunity arose I would love to
consider changing
3340670173 Depends on what happens in the next 2 years; I am almost 52 and will seriously consider retiring
by 55+ unless matters improve.
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3340627144 I MIGHT just do som locums in my own pracitc e- not sure I want the respibility of dealing with
strangers
3340550095 I am at the beginning of what I had planned to be a 30-35 year GP career. If I had known that a
government I supported was going to betray us like this, I would never have become a GP.
3340500702 10tears

3340283107 I love General Practice and want to continue within it but I will not work in a substandard
service where delivery of good quality general practice is continually compromised and
blocked. I have too much integrity and professionalism to work within such a compromised
system
3338675784 as above, but I will have to continue until retirement at 68y, win the lottery or go out early in a
wooden box
3338673271 But will work portfolio job plan

3340078416 6 years - when seniority goes!
3340051147 Let's just say I have been looking at other career options.
3340044433 constantly thinking if this is right for me

3339896293 If my job in the NHS still exists!!
3339844504 Possibly as early as next Jan. I am 53.

3339783338 10 years
3339693772 Will leave the country and continue working as a gp if things do not improve in the UK.

3339693061 i will stop being a partner as soon as i can, probably 8-9 years
3339662208 All depends on how events unfold.

3339642584 It will be with extreme reluctance - but while partners half jokingly threaten to throw the towel
in, having the financial means behind them, at what point do I take them seriously and jump
ship first? There is no skills shortgage in general management, only in suitable jobs
3339047564 Too young
3338195423 Have left my practice 3 months ago. Considering some locum work rather than return to
patnership
3338470103 Not leaving profession completely, but have left partnership.

3338413457 leave within 10 years
3338374971 7 years

3338181778 7 years
3338174775 depends on the next few years, if the pressures continue and we dont succed in getting research
money to backfill the drop of NHS income, and if 8-8 dosnt come in I will stay, otherwise I will
resign and become a salired post, potentially from April 2015
3338167508 I am contemplating leaving if things don't improve

3338026833 am trying to look into other works gp workday is too much
3338018808 Would look at alternate careers if can't move overseas
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3338010096 As above leaving general practice is something I am beginning to think about. I know a lot of
colleagues locally are retiring early as their pension now pays more than their current position
3337984386 No plans but the current workload is imense and only likely to increase, I'm not sure I can
sustain this
3337907047 will consider it if things do not improve significantly

3337879669 If I do not emigrate will retire at 55 ie in 7 years
3337821563 I plan to retire by age 55-10 years from now.However if an opportunity to leave
[?what]presented itself,I would definately consider moving on.

3337819973 Am considering this option
3337789290 Have strong interest in palliative Care so would choose to do more and leave GP behind if right
opportunity
3337720681 As a GP 5 years post CCT, I am concerned that many of my peers are already leaving partnership
after just 3-5 years. I simply don't know how long I'll last

3337649240 Going into urgent care/prehospital medicine. Resigned from partnership
3337608687 I do not want to leave and will look to amend my work life balance to be more sustainable as at
present it is not.
3337596668 See how the emigrating goes would consider other options

3336925063 in yhe UK at least
3336913742 Possibly live abroad and work in general practice eg malta

3337334552 I love being a GP but have emigrated
3337220344 13 years, which would be early
3337172435 Within 5 yes to be part time inGP and exploring options in eg teaching or business, I don't want
to have all my eggs in a very unstable basket

3336964440 cant afford to
3336897406 depends upon situation with politics / ccg's and nhs

3336876990 around 10 years time when I'm mid 50's
3336866949 It will all depend on working conditions - but with morale rock bottom, rising pressures from
every side, and falling income - it is not looking like a sustainable option
3336799518 But may have to reconsider. Or may win the lottery jackpot!

3336730449 I am going to take early retirement `t the age of 55 and should it get worse I will go sooner. I am
50 now. My husband has already said he will support me.
3336719672 If I could I would leave tomorrow
3336648088 I am seriously thinking about locumming

3336570613 Have thought about it but no idea if I will actually do it
3336538064 I will be freelancing and open to other work apart from locumming once I have left my
partnership at the end of March 2015.

3336518074 see retirement answer
3336495432 almost certainly before 5 years but can't say just when
15/08/2014
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Q19 Free Text concerning Intention to leave General Practice
3336389987 would love not to leave general practice but can't cope like this much longer
3335962439 cant afford to

3335920960 consider it on a daily basis
3335914766 Depends what happens, but ultimately if things don't improve soon, I will seriously have to
review my options, as the workload is totally unsustainable currently.
3335896299 Already leaving GP in UK as unsustainable

3335881870 outlier practice so will close
3335879229 It depends what happens -- if the situation worsens I will consider leaving, which I would never
have considered until the past 12 months

3335860501 Might if doesnt improve in 2 years. current pace & demands effecting my well being
3335855175 Retiring 2 yrs but will go early in the next two years if I wish to

3335799618 will depend on investment in and change to educate patients to have realistic expectations, not
24/7 as not needed just desirable.
3335790779 As I've said, this is a serious consideration. I love general practice with its variety and challenges
but cannot cope with the ever increasing expectations of patients being pushed by our
government and media - I feel fearful for what the future holds and am starting to look at other
careers.
3335779861 i intend to reduce my gp commitment
3335739003 am considering my options

3335734187 If I can.
3335708568 this is because I feel my current pattern of work/life balance is unsustainable. I will not be at
retirement age at that point
3335707801 I haven't ruled it out

3335689111 Depends on whether our practice has to close in years as is currently the case
3335680397 possibly in next 10 years if develop alternative career

3335636378 8 years
3335180685 certainly a possibility

3335088418 7 years
3334975414 if support for General Practice does not improve
3334893653 I am 55 and may continue to work part-time until I am 65 but that depends on how things go
3334805438 if I go abroad I will return but 'to what?' is the question
3334560736 I would like to leave but cannot!

3334558761 Would if another option available to pay mortgage
3334167489 retiring partner at 61 - I seem to have managed longer than most currently
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Practice Location Type (n=2326)
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City / Town centre
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Dispensing / Prescribing (n=2408)
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Count of StartDate

Respondents by Employment Role
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Would you support asking the Secretary of State to cancel contract
management on the AUADES? ( n=2397)
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3372535159 only if part of a bigger deal

3371968776 this is a complete waste of time!
3371911216 Allow us to locally negotiate a solution

3357722101 But only if other provisions made to Make sure strain on Secondry care is
equally lessened otherwise you are effectively Stealing from Peter to pay Paul.
3357721598 england
3357601424 this will be improve primary care morale

3357517800 need to do core stuff before can take on more work[for no new money
3367140453 more community resources are not yet in place for this enhanced service

3367128244 but we do need that income to sustain cashflow!
3367118453 the amount of work per patient expected for the tarrif of one an a half referrals
to secondary care is entirely disproportionate
3366468754 it is not possible and unfair to expect it

3365689999 as political agenda and not that helpful/ much work etc for minimal benefit
3361089107 If you dint tell my PM and Partners who get the£!

3360803521 It needs more financial reward for the masive workload. The theory is sound
3360159982 Improve care of sick to avoid admission by timely investigation and access to
OP consultants will do more than quarterly chat re cases with social needs
3358966195 Absolutely. This is the straw that is breaking the Camel's back. along with the
requirement for "Care Plans" with all the additional beaurocrasy that entails

3357802844 we have already done a lot of work in this area
3355778280 Its a start!
3355592540 With hesitance - I think its not the best model - but it would certainly help.
3353449796 Maybe they are just succeeding breaking down. primary care, which is their aim
/ intention in the first place
3354914912 too late now as have already started to do all the extra work this inolves ie
coming in our days off to see patients to do care plans
3354899118 I truly believe we are doing the work in any case, and the paperwork aspect of
it stops us doing the job properly. It is UTTER NONSENSE, and cannot be done
properly in such a short time. It could have been done as aspirational instead,
like the QOF points, so you get to work towards it over the year, and it could
also have been managed so you gradually increase your population over 2
years, and are able to do the job properly. Instead we have to bodge it.
3354882802 2 questions above - should be separate

3354742356 OR allow practices sufficient funding to make it work- i.e. the £5.
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3354726273 for us this is a burden but manageable; for other practices in our area with a
heavily skewed demographic towards the elderly it is an impossible maountain
to climb and they are the practicew in dire straits due to failure to recruit.
Trying to do this with inadequate doctors is unsustainable
3354116338 What a waste of time it is. Can't see it reducing admissions.

3354023478 although if better resourced is a good idea
3353991870 But not enough as this money was lost from QOF so standing still when still
losing mpig
3353007656 Don't understand the question

3352993903 Who thought up this scheme? Is it going to make a jot of difference to patient
management? No Does it increase work load filling in bits of paper and sitting
in meetings? yes
3352931096 we are already doing this type of preparation with our patients, as I work in a
small, well run surgery, and know all my patients. I don't think that the
enhanced service will make much difference with admissions
3352688117 it would be a start

3351589224 We are doing it Ok
3352579398 this is a pointless paper exercise. we do the work and have done for years. it
hasnt change my practice one bit!
3352522428 Just get on and do with the minimal amount of fuss. We are 75% complete
with regards PCP with minimal effort. Just needed cooperative planning in the
early stages.
3352486414 Depends how much it is and whether gps can employ nurses/matrons etc to do
the work or not.. A few pence here and there will do nothing at all.

3352463981 He has no idea how impossible this is going to be with no proper support
3352443732 Its a huge amount of work with no proven outcoem and seems simply a way
ogf reducing GP pay still further a
3352272339 I think it would be a pointless ask.

3352247775 This is only a new initiative in name only - we have done this for many years
predating all the recent focus and we know we have almost no control over this.
3350603812 don't massively understand the question? Sorry
3351272047 If we referred everyone for a day, the system would be paralysed. It would
cause more trouble than striking.

3351247889 Wouls fully support this, it is an absolute waste of time, not evidence-based
and, as far as I can see, will not prevent a single unplanned admission.
3351200507 what a load of dingo's kidneys
3351103249 but don't think they will agree to it
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3350963712 I can think of many other things more totemic of the unsustainable workload
than this and can actually see some benefit in this : I'd argue they should cancel
some CCG funding and move it to individual practice over and above the
funding but perhaps that's just moving deckchairs around on the Titanic....
3350676887 It doesn't matter as it's like repainting the titanic before it hits the iceburg!

3350638717 I have worked out that care plans taking 30mins each x 4 per year even if pt
could come to me & not housebound would take me 4 weeks a year of my
working life, doing nothing else &workign 12 hours a day , Thiis is a pointelss
wast of time & will increas admisisons not prevent them
3350561056 but need the money from it or we will have problems
3350434587 only if the funding was redeployed elsewhere

3350527780 not likley thats going to happen with a general election looming! politics over
pragmatism every day!
3350362394 We are a large practice being asked to intensively manage approx 300-350
patients and stop them from being admitted. We are not a cottage hospital.
3349872456 i don't understand the statement. Please explain if general practice will benefit
from this and how.
3349858715 Absolutely

3349690383 This is one of the most important issues facing general practice due to new
contarct.
3348982195 Only if the renumeration comes in another way... We need this money to pay
our staff!
3349381856 On the whole this piece of work is a good idea but needs supporting £5 per pt is
a good start but we could do so much more

3345055518 don't know what this means: 'cancel contract management'
3347426622 I would happily participate i a more intelligent approach to planned care which
is nuanced well resourced and does not carry the intrinsic assumption that GP's
are the blameworthy.
3347004158 Completely

3346912185 We are not being paid for this
3346545224 YES YES YES YES YES! This is a whole load of extra workload for GPs nurses and
staff with no extra financial reimbursement. Without this element I would be
reasonably happy with this years GP contract. However our practice would go
under finacially if we didnt take part in this DES.
3346288571 this enhanced service is absolute pants!
3346271989 That would be a token gesture, real discussion is what's needed.
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3346250653 The concepts behind the Avoiding Unplanned Admissions Enhanced Service are
laudable and have been led and developed nationally by NHS Northumberland
CCG. However the implementation of the DES by NHS England has been
lamentable. There have been months of delay in getting information out to
CCGs and practices, timescales have been far too tight to deliver effective
patient outcomes, and the onus has been on ensuring that practices complete
the reams of unnecessary paperwork rather than delivering effective, patientfocused, proactive care planning. I would strongly support the budget being
delegated to CCGs to support practices to deliver improved patient care for
people with complex needs.
3344685780 And I think the money could be better spent next year

3344409755 I'm not sure making a list of tick boxes will help reduce unplanned admissions
and our time would be better spent just getting on with what we need to do
rather than being so prescriptive.
3344299787 Need to ensure cooperation with current arrangements - also demonstrate
ability to improve management of cancer services which will need more
funding into diagnostics into general practice
3343957123 If the services to implement the interventions we find as a result do the DES
were in place I would be enthusiastic
3343776214 We

3343740715 The practice needs the money to survive
3340863531 This is ES is immoral and puts both patients and doctors at risk for 30 pieces of
silver

3342803240 This DES is ridiculous, flawed logically & waste of time. Also doubt NHSE will
pay for it; they'll find an excuse like they did with patient participation DES of
last year
3342777572 And pigs might fly...
3342710832 GPs do not admit patients for unplanned admissions.Hospitals do - why would
they admit someone unnecessarily?
3342499911 we've already started work on it!

3341925048 One needed to differentiate unplanned self-admissions, admissions by carers
and GP admissions...the latter is due to chronic illnesses in an ageing
population.Our practice looks after several care and nursing homes.
"Unscheduled" admission by GP is a medical requirement at times. There will
be vast differeneces between practices due to socio-economic profile and
ethnic predisposition of patients.
3341858474 No idea I am a highly intelligent medical practitioner, who sees and treats
people who are ill or who think they are ill. The vast majority think I do a good
job. I have done the best that I can do but am not prepared to jeopardise my
own health and sanity for a system that is broken.
3341846689 Absolutely. This is another example of a ridiculous tick box exercise which will
do nothing to change the care we offer.
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3341703271 I would but this is only a short term fix & does not address the extent of the
problem - it would only remove one little portion of an already unsustainable
workload
3341701704 I think the purpose of the ES is good, but the arbitrary selection of patients
poorly thought out and divisionary. I also think that removing existing income
from a practice and putting it into something that is not guaranteed or
recurring funding is shortsighted at best and causes increased hardship for
already pressurised workforces.
3341698052 and I feel called it an 'avoidingf admissions' service is unethical. I have yet to
have the guts to tell patients that's what it is called.....
3341685522 Brilliant idea ... more of this needed !

3341598909 absolutely
3341528556 only if the income is fed back into baseline payment

3341393126 i'd go a lot further than that though!
3341304012 It seems this ES is driven to save secondary care costs by squeezing primary
care further. We have an incredibly supportive proactive care team that is
making this possible at the moment. Without them we would really struggle. It
has yet to be seen whether the sig extra costs of this will be converted into
hospital savings. The softer gains for patients are much more apparent. My
frustration is that the spin that tells the public our work load has been cut due
to removing qof targets- doing things that we mostly still need to do, and just
adding deeper layers of paperwork and targets that yet again remove us from
the patients themselves.

3340443698 Yes in principle, but would also be a little reticent about the approach if it gave
the impression that General practice 'needs a handout'. There could other ways
of acknowledging the unsustainable workload.
3340790372 as a starter
3340627144 Workign to avoid unplkanned admissio nis crucial to the care of our patients hospitals are VERY dangerous places - lets not shoot ourselves in the foot
3340488071 we have employed a nurse practitioner to help w this

3339803651 N/A in Scotland
3339769292 Suffolk

3339642584 but not worth your breath. in what circumstances could you envisage that ever
happening? Cancer care being contracted out...it's all but over isn't it really?
3338369599 I think the premise of this ES is great but the numbers are too high.
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3338366658 this DES is very unlikley to meaningfully reduce hospital activity. [a] From it's
origins it has no evidence to support it - the 2.1% target has no supporting
evidence over for example 1% (which does have some evidence at least) [b]
there is no coherent risk stratification at national or even regional levels [c]
there is no public engagement - the most likley to attend AE are the ones who
don't engage with primary care so by definition the DES is biased agains the
patients with the most significant impact on admissions - this would require an
enforceable obligation on patients to engage [d] therefore the only / majority
of patients who will engage with DES will be those who have a high usage of 2ry
care services now, are already engaged with primary care and are willing to be
even more invested with primary care ... which they will largely do only 'in
return' for some perceived benefit to themselves [e] which is all a long winded/
over precise way of saying the DES will be just another example of supply
created demand.

3338262968 total burden and waste of time- pathetic
3338174775 Just get our bloody CCG to pay us the £5 per patient to get it set up, rather than
them pockiting the money for their own resorces....

3338167411 sorry I don't fully understand the question
3338161869 It is a useful service but the additional workload without adequate upfront
funding mitigates its impact
3338101338 I have done my share of initial consultations, taking on average 30mins, despite
most of the patients concerned already receiving high levels of care

3338028175 But this is too little,possibly too late probably with the wrong person.Any
power we have is through the electorate,our patients. Of course there is an
unavoidable election coming.
3337992748 waste of time
3337964460 Waste of time. Hunt is on the warpath.

3337889814 this is a ridiculous and time-wasting exercise for GP's which will serve no useful
purpose other than for manipulation of statistics with GP's always to blame
3337770351 We cannot ask for money for nothing as the media would have a field day. Just
cancel the ridiculous scheme anyway.Practices should realise that most of them
will lose money by doing this and not sign up as a response.
3337685992 never going to happen
3337616716 Yes, however, this would need to be done very soon as Practices have already
started doing the work.
3337603515 Because I actually think this is a good plan, we just need more time/resource to
deliver it
3336925063 Beyond caring frankly, already packing
3337538701 It's worth doing. Over-75s even more so. The problem is the tight deadline

3337334552 Not sure this alone will help.Overall look at the access and payment of GP
should be looked at.
3336971989 Shropshire
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3336876990 I think that the 'Avoiding Unplanned Admissions Enhanced Service in particular
has been ill conceived, ill though through, and as a result of this ineptitude, is
set for spectacular failure. It will of course be 'spun' otherwise, but those at the
coal face are well aware that it is all a lot of ridiculous nonsense.
3336663401 GP needs reorganising, not a sticky plaster!

3336522185 I don't think we will manage to do it
3336507178 We have already out significant time and effort into this. To cancel it now
would send the wrong message to those practice who have engaged.
3336430476 The problems are too systemic to be fixed with a sop.

3336220689 Thought I think much more than this is needed!
3336066235 but living in cloud cuckoo land if you think he'll agree!

3335858048 Would have been if this had been earlier in the process. We are now underway
and can see advantages for patients
3335855175 Not if it takes away this income i'm sure it won't work but it is income and we
could do it
3335805551 All those care plans are useless anyway.There is no money/ resource in the
community to support optimum care.
3335757373 I would prefer additional funding for this important piece of work, done in the
manner of an RCT so we can test its impact!

3335689111 But i really dont think this goes far enough and will not chnage our practice
prospects
3335682253 Yes but need to be careful about threats
3335669298 Don't hold your breath on that one

3335640487 definitely! It's a bureaucratic nightmare and of no proven value whatsoever!
3335165757 I dont think this is enough. If we ask for this that would be a very small change
to compensate for huge sacrifices we are having to make.

3335012334 In theory being proactive with the group of patients most likely to be admitted
is a good idea, it's just whenever these ideas get turned into something that can
be monitored you can end up spending time on things that don't need doing, to
the detriment of those that do. Certainly some of these patients do need
proactive case management and we shouldn't lose sight of this. But this is
enhanced service is one more initiave that may prevent practices having the
time to be creative in avoiding admisions in their most vulnerable groups.
3334701273 The cntract is a complet waste of time- In our small practice the idea of
discussing each of 100 "at risk" patients every month in and MDT meeting will
have a significant negative impact on patient care- we should be spending the
time seeing them, not talking about them.
3334517546 That would be fantastic.
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Would you support asking the secretary of State to cancel contract management on the
Avoiding Unplanned Admissions DES - with full payment for practices in the year 2014-15
as a sign of acknowledging the unsustainable workload on General Practice?
3334473633 I don't really want trading gimmicks such as this; UA is just one of many
programmes we get sucked into each year with no obvious benefit to real
patient care. All I really want is a fair remuneration for the services we provide
and then to be left alone with some year-to year stability to manage and
deliver patient care.
3334467149 AUADes- is utter wate or dr time we are already doing this informally. It is
taking me awy to tick box excercise.The power be seems to think GPs admitt pt
for teh fun of it and pts love being admitted!!!!
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Burnout, Low Morale of GPs and MDT and the Box Ticking Culture
3335757373 Serious shortage of practice nurses adding to GP workload crisis. For many practices there are
missed opportunities for integrating primary care research into working week because everyone
drained and unable to contemplate taking on anything extra, even when self-funding. Family
relationships esp marital jeopardised by long days and continual email demands intruding into
every corner of life.
3335779888 I feel my role is largely admisinstrative I do not have the time to care for patients properly As
my husband said last night ' You care too much to be a doctor!'
3335959384 I am likley to be spending more time doing paperwork, ticking boxes than having clinical contact
3336799518 Pressure not to refer and ever increasing hoops to jump through, complicated referral
pathways, all add to the general misery

3336810685 low moral due to government spin friends earning better salaries with better quality of life in
different careers increasing risk taking due to burden of complex cases and pressure not to
refer dumping from secondary care increasing administrative workload
3337616716 There is a shortage of Quality GP Partners and trainee GPs are becoming tainted by senior GPs
who are disillusioned. There seems to be an idea that Nurses will fill the shortfall, however,
there is an even bigger shortage of quality Nurses. This is compounded by underfunded
Government initiatives and work being pased back from Secondary Care to Primary Care
without funding being transferred.
3337825794 The admin burden for all practice staff is ever increasing, but funding towards admin support
does not materialise. The returns, reporting, ever expanding contracts to understang, constant
changes etc take many hours to understand, implement and diseminate. More and more needs
to be coded, measured, benchmarked etc. You feel you are constantly being told that you are
incapable of running/managing a surgery and patients and must be defrauding the service
somehow.
3338167663 The type of partners I have is the main reason why morale is ok, we work excellently as a team
but i can see if this is not the case practices ill fail and indviduals will leave due to stress and
burnout, despite this i am experiencing increasing stress although not at a level to be concerned
yet !
3340051147 Do the Powers That Be not realise that many of these GPs have young families? Who do they
think is going to look after my kids until 8pm (or later) when my husband (also a GP partner) and
myself are expected to work extended hours?
3340702660 I am worried about returning to work after my maternity leave in September. I barely get time
to see my children. It would be even harder now with a 6 month old baby. I have no work life
balance. I avoid visiting friend or calling them over at weekends, as work is always looming over
my head. I am unhappy when I leave work at 9 pm daily with still loads left. I am not sure whom
to blame.
3340781457 Too much is spent managing rather than providing clinical service; younger GPs seem to like
managing roles rather than focusing on improving clinical skills, many decisions seem to be
taken without evidence base for their benefit
3340790372 thank you for doing this I still believe most gps would work double the hours they are paid for
if they can look after their patients properly. a year of tick boxing, squinting at system one and
watching younger partners give up and pu their efforts into finding roles in the ccgs i am not
sure general practice has a future and this is the end of a 10 year plan to deprofessionalise and
privatise us
3341294038 We are struggling to recruit suitably qualified nurses
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3341351731 Two local managers have recently quit due to stress levels. I know 2 other local managers who
have had time off with work related stress in the last year. I'm working on an exit strategy
before the same happens to me.
3341618413 I am very fed up with General Practice if it wasn't for our lovely patients and great team I would
have gone already!
3341627365 main concerns have been the the negative spin in the media creating a demoralising effect

3341685522 Best wishes. We do need strong representation & I feel RCGP and BMA/GPC are unable to do
this. We do need a gargantuan reduction in bureacracy ASAP.
3341698052 relentless increase in pointless modules we have to do eg fire safety etc . referral being rejected
for not having minutiae if information on the form (one of 100's of forms)
3341863563 I have long been an enthusiast for general practice, but over the past year have started wishing I
could give up.
3342314601 I have never felt so pressured at all times. We have zero spare capacity or reserve. Ay small
disaster will push us into crisis- surrounding practices are going under. Stop the box ticking /
QOF/ LES/DES etc, and we may have a chance

3342338754 Exhausted GP struggling to keep ship afloat for sake of patients
3342446372 If I had not had to change posts due to relocation I would need to be looking to change my work
role due to increased extra work load which was affecting work- life balance.
3342866074 GP is in crisis. It is in death bed. Make it easy please. Please bury appraisals revalidation CCGs
performers lists etc with it while you are at it.

3342953658 Nearly had enough
3343032795 Difficulty recruiting practice nurses for chronic disease eg Diabetes . Absence of pathways for
lymphoedema /chroin leg ulcers District nurses reducing involvement to housebound patients
only Rising obesity rates rising Diabetes rates predictable time bomb Poor involvement of
nursing in CCG commissioning
3343776214 Community Nursing is severly under staffed which affects many off the services coming out of
secondary care. the move towards careing for patients away from hospitals cannot happen if
this is not addressed, which will also impact on primary care.
3343783629 My view is that General Practice has always risen successfully to challenges but it is time to
resist. The workload and risks involved with General Practice would not be tolerated in any
other service industry. The level of stress is inhumane and the pace, pressure and
resposnsibilites are relentless for all GP staff.
3344483038 i am really frustrated with these new changes to claim pennies. Government should increase
resources to reduce hospital admission rather than asking us to do foolishly lengthy and useless
paper exercises.
3346288571 In Gloucestershire we are seeing a high turnover of Practice Managers due to burn out and
recruitment problems. In response to this we have set up a Practice Management Mentor
Scheme
3346319136 GP is becoming increasingly pressurised. The work doesn't change but the expectation and the
managerial hassle has become stupid. The amount of data gathering we have to do to get paid is
sole destroying.

3346449261 I am seeing a number of GP's as patients who are suffering from burnout, one this am who has
just retired age 53 for this reason
3346944387 general desperation and frustration that our job is being squeezed
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3348880816 There is too much work to do and no one wants to do it without being rewarded properly. GP
partners can only do so much or they will burn out. Certainly, the current workload is
sustainable with the current practice model. Patients should be charged to see a GP. This would
encourage higher standards amounst GPs and reduce patients who really should try and take
greater responsiblity for themsleves/their families.
3349608742 LOCUM DOCTORS AND THOSE SALARIED KEEP THEIR WORK LOAD TO THE MINIMUM AND IT IS
DIFFICULT TO FIND ONES WHO TAKE OWNERSHIP OF THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES.AT THE END OF
THIS THE GP PARTNER HAS TO PICK UP THE PIECES AND END UP DOING THE WORK OF TWO
DOCTORS AND SO BURNING OUT . NEWER DOCTORS DO NOT WANT TO TAKE ON THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF A PARTNER-WHY WOULD THERE WHEN ALL YOU GET IS A TIRADE OF
PRESSURE AND UNSUSTAINABLE AND UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS IF THERE IS NO FUNDING
TO AFFORD EXTRA HANDS ON DECK-THOSE WHO ARE BUSTING A GUT ARE NOT GOING TO LAST
LONG
3349812871 I fear that many in our younger age group will suffer burn out as we have no option to retire
early for another 20 years, and with financial commitments for personal mortgages and
dependent children we have no option than to continue working as GPs. With increasingly long
hours and less job satisfaction combined with extended hours resulting in loss of quality time
with our young families, many are looking for alternative career paths and leaving the UK.
3349816716 HCA, nurses etc also facing burnout.

3349846180 so much paperwork/form filling to prove we are doing what we should be doing. Primary and
secondary care working from different budgets makes a nonsense of trying to do the best for
patients.
3350479086 We have been trying to recruit a Practice Nurse since January and have still not managed to
secure one.
3350497382 Recruitment of suitably trained practice nurses is extremely challenging- 6 months trying to
recruit without success. We had to change tactics & have now found a nurse but they dont
have general practice experience and we are having to invest a lot in terms of training packages,
supervison time etc to enable us to have enough nurse clinics to meet our populations needs.
3350628212 Moral is being driven down by constant negative criticism from Mr Hunt and the media
3350633937 Tick box medicine is detracting from good patient care

3350655411 Morale is a huge issue If the partnership model becomes unsustainable then I would envisage
downward pressure on income and the loss of autonomy and flexibility will I fear mean the end
of patient centred general practice
3350676887 Moral is at an all time low. The situation is worse than the 80s. There is a feeling of isolation as
'represetative' leadership don't do anything substantive. It is very much every man for
themselves. There has been no effort to tackle demand or address supply issues and things are
likely to get worse. General Practice as a profession is dead.
3350787376 Very nearly retired with burnout last year. Better this year having taken a 40% reduction to
income and reduction of one session a week.
3351119554 Very very low morale. Due to work load pressures, recruitment problems, burnout. My husband
is a pilot and has the oppotunity to work abroad. We are seriously considering moving to the
middle east for a better quality of life where we can use our skills. This would be a shame to the
UK as the UK economy has invested in our training.
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3352247775 There are many issues leading to burn out: A simple model of being paid for the patients we see
would be sensible - this would save doing the equivent of 3 extra surgeries a week with
telephone consultations and letters, get rid of the QOF (this was done to bring less able GPs up
to standard and for those of us that treat to a gold standard - or at least try in the given
constraints - this is purely a coding issue as we offer above and beyond the care needed for
QOF. Within locality work - the protected learning is not, does not reflect the amount of in
house teaching and sessions GPs will attend (if you tot up the costs and hours out of practice it
is unbelievable daft for what is being offered - there are many learning models that show self
directed learning is significantly more useful. Data gethering data gatherin data gatherin - all in
the name of useless statistics is contributing to the crisis - these statistics are meaningless in
many cases because of the difference in demographics of practices (e.g. in the new this month increase ++ diabetes - not the case just that guidance has changed and measurement of HbA1C
has changed with this - misleading for everyone).
3352336271 I just feel sad and despairing. I am sick of the hate stories in the media. I wish I did not have to
do this job any more, I think I used to enjoy working.
3352620316 Gloucester OOh was always staffed with local GPs plus some travelling from oxford/
Birminhgham. Recently difficult to staff due to tiredness, burnout and facing bids to maybe have
new provider. Constant uncertainty and change does not help morale aling with constant
criticism in the press and lower earnings for massive demand.
3352740310 Many GPs must be considering leaving General Practice but will feel burnt out and trapped as
what will they do instead?
3352745998 Morale - Team morale is at at all time low, more and more demands are being asked of GP staff
, who already work fully stretched.

3352814753 I have never seen morale so low and funds so poor and yet patients now demand treatment and
referrals because the government and media tell them it's their right. I used to feel highly
respected, now I am completely shocked by the things patients can say to front line staff and
clinicians and get away with it . Zero tolerance is a myth. The public has been lied to very
effectively . It costs a fortune to train a uk doctor and the countries we are emigrating to and
taking our valuable skills with us, must be overjoyed. What a shame. I left hospital medicine to
work in a model of general practice that only 6 years on, is completely unrecognisable and
utterly demoralising.
3352916047 We are getting a great response to the RCGP petition and are inviting our local MP to our
surgery. However, sadly, I know a number of surgeries that are not engaging in this. GP's all
need to work together for anyone to take notice and it is a real shame that some practices even
now are very apathetic to speak out. May be we should also be looking at why they are so
reluctant to do anything. Are they too busy and fed up to care anymore? If forced into a salried
type model of working or significantly reduced pay I will certainly not be working the hours I
currently do or pushing my self anymore than I need to, especially given the apparent lack of
care and respect being conveyed by the current establishment (the new missed cancer idea is a
joke and an illustration that they have no idea). I am too young to retire but if I were older I
would !
3353155864 I hope for goodness sake that somebody listens to this. NHS general practice is dying. If a 33
year old GP who has been a partner for a year feels as utterly worn out and frustrated by the
situation as I do then surely something is badly wrong.
3353897179 Morale is low due to increasing pressures, patient demand and constant criticism of GPs by the
politicians. We are doing our best to cope with these demands and love our jobs but for my own
sake I am not sure I can sustain this for the long haul.

3354058744 Paperwork / admin has increased greatly, taking up 4 hours of my time almost daily. I have been
working 13-14 hour long days. I go to work on my day off to keep on top of the admin. 7 session
job on paper but 10+ sessions per week in practice. Exhausted
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3355594873 Unsustainable downward pressure on morale from constant politically motivated attacks over
the courses of years and various governments, and from media motivated by making money
and not by the public good.
3355634165 No mention of crisis of practice nurse recruitment, education, ongoing support.
3355778280 I have been in post for over 18 years and have loved my work. It is just getting so much harder
now that the level of work is unsustainable for all making general practice an unattractive
option for clinical and administrative staff.

3357597578 the increased work load is as much related to data gathering/box ticking for most of which there
is no good evidence of benefit. I have been in the same practice for 33 yrs and I know we could
cope with much worse doctor patient ratios in the past. The extra benefit of all the extra admin
we now do is minimal compared to what we could do with the time released by ending it. The
new contract was a disaster for patients and GPs alike.
3358379265 Staff morale is as low as I can remember in 30 years of practice. The district nursing and
midwifery services are in crisis.

3358914850 I filled in the survey but I have little hope that anyone really listens
3359010231 There are no practice nurses to recruit in our area - we are two nurses down :(

3359058762 I feel utterly despondent at the current state of general practice and the direction in which we
are heading.
3359792773 Nobody seems to know that answers as to what is the up to date commissioning status of a
great deal of the services. Staff change on a weekly basis and jobs are re-alocated making it
impossible to find answers. We as managers are all tired!!
3360931674 We have not been able to employ nurses in our surgery and find adeqate nursing locum ... this is
a huge issue to us and has not been covered in this survey . As much as a doctor crisis there
appears to be a nurse crisis in general practice
3361811322 Although I am not at burnout stage presently, I am concerned that with all the extra work I am
now looking to take on to try an sustain the practices viability this is a definate risk in the future.
3367319136 This questionnaire focuses on GPs & PMs. What has been forgotten about is the increasing low
morale of other staff - nurses, reception staff, secretaries & admin staff etc etc. We all work as a
team and the practice just would not function well if we didn't! We rely on a lot of 'good will'
which is rapidly disappearing. These staff also have increasing workload just like the GPs and
have not had a pay award for years (7/8) and unfortunately this is never considered a priority.
Basically alot practices pay what they can get away with and soon staff will have 'had enough'
and good staff will be lost. It is only then that any notice may be taken! Of course practice
income & GP income is a priority but retaining quality staff is also if you want to maintain it!

3367396649 Working hours of GPs! I currently work 12-13 hour days as standard. Very difficult with a young
family and often suffer decision fatigue by the end of the day.
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3333779573 There are already a significant number of practices locally that are struggling to recruit
replacement GPs. These are very worrying times and the DoH is sticking its head in the sand and
ignoring it. Or perhaps they want us to fail ...

3334802698 The only reason I can continue to work is that I work 'part time' and in my day off to manage
the load. There is only so much of this pay cut that I can take.
3335689111 Our practice will close in 2 yrs with current funding losses unless something major changes. my
career plans are then up in the air and I am unsure what i will do workwise from there but it
may well be not in medicine. This is not something i would have chosen but is forced upon us.
3335881870 we are an outlier and will close within 2yr unless funding cuts are reversed
3336038776 This crisis is a new realisation. Last year we thought that we were alone in being unable to
recruit. Thanks to Andrew Mchugh's brilliant survey, we realised that every other practice is
struggling just as much

3336617432 The SoS is either: utterly utterly incompetent in not seeing the demise of GP or HAS recognised
it and is engineering this. It's the perfect combination of: recruitment problems early retiring
emigration falling pay increasing workload increasing part time working, partly due to a
greater proportion of women in the profession constant media bashing nonsense political
initiative (admissions avoidance, dementia des etc) GP is on its knees.
3336829229 I'm 58, could easily be good for several more years - not a chance - I will be quitting in the next
12 months and I will be a great loss to the area - TOUGH! The stupidities of present GP
contract, qof etc etc are a nightmare.

3336909776 I am retiring in 12 months at the age of 57 because I have had enough of patient demand ,
media trashing , over work , constant hassle , crap tick box pieces of work .
3337334552 GP In UK is in a crisis.No one is recognising this.There are a lot of GPs who have become
disillusioned.There are a lot of GPs who would like to return to their land but unfortunately the
bureaucratic barriers are horrendous. Good Luck recruiting.
3337549644 There should be a right to have a sustainable and balanced life but general practice is so
stretched that I could not consider being a full time GP as I would not see my family. If it were a
bit more flexible and less stretched then full time and therefore financial security would become
a much more reasonable option.
3337777196 north east essex especially seems to be feeling the pinch and features prominantly in the gp
mags - I resigned from my last partnership 1 year ago due to the intense unsustainable work
load and poor work/life balance. That area is currently covered by 2 practices and serves
approx 22,000 patients. Previously there were up to 12 full time equivalent doctors to serve
this elderly and needy population. In the next couple of months this will reduce to 4 - with only
1 gp in my old practice service 8000 patients - something has to change to address the workload
issues, increase resources and attract more gp's (especially into remote areas)
3339304242 I am concerned regarding the retention and recruitment of GPs.
3340171539 We have 3 salaried doctors having been unable to recruit partners after 3 rapid retirements - 2
planned, 1 early due to workload Our youngest partners have indicated they wish to leave due
to workload We already work twice as long as our salaried GPS for less income We have talked
to our lmc re handing back our contract as well as other options as we do not wish to continue
working thus now I am part time - 6 sessions but spend more time working in surgery now than
when I was full time 6-7 years ago
3340193043 The prison service is also finding it very very hard to recruit GPs
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3340868436 4 partners have retired or left in last 3 years, recruited 2 - 1 stayed but 1 left due to workload.
Only 3 partners where used to be 6.

3341525622 We are unable to replace retiring Partners .2 partner have retired and we agreed already in the
last 2 years.
3343926171 I agree with some of the aims of the transforming patient care document but think considerable
more support of GPs will be needed. I am one of those rare salaried Drs who would consider
partnership but never full time because I dont think full time partnership + family life is
sustainable the way things are going.
3344373525 we have been ok recruting but only because we are a local training practice with a TPD mentor
held in high regard by the local VTS scheme. The training scheme is not able to recruit full
numbers onto the scheme, and local available jobs are coming round on the ggogle group at the
rate of 2-3 / week. recruitment crisis is looming fast
3347546442 As a CCG GB GP member - it's very hard to find time to be a full time GP and find time to fulfil
the statutory CCG role - there must be a threat to real clinically led commissioning if current
workload/difficulty filling posts in Practice continue.
3348613426 I am avoiding burn out by working part time. I feel I would be rapidly burnt out being full time.
As I get older, 10+ hour days working flat out throughout that time is getting harder to cope
with. If I had to extend the length of my day I would be concerned re patient safety due to the
imncreasing number of errors that would be made.
3349453845 recuritment has become almost impossible as all the newly qualified GPs dont want partnership
and/or emigrating
3349656294 I am trying to jobshare and cannot persuade any of my salaried colleagues to even consider
being a partner We have a further FT vacancy for partner for which we have had 2 unsuitable
applications and none of our salaried want to apply even thought their jobs may be in danger of
redundancy
3349874497 I feel working full time in general practice is no longer a sustainable option due to workload
pressures

3350362394 GP care is unravelling at a frightening speed. I think another 6 months of this pressure and total
lack of support in helping with recruitment and retention will leave the country without a robust
primary health care system by next year.
3350431650 If I was older I would be retiring, as our senior partner is doing this summer, due to being totally
disillusioned with the state of general practice and the NHS as a whole. I cannot face the
thought of doing this for another 20 years! I am reducing my sessions from September and will
retire as soon as I am able to do so. We are struggling to recruit to fill vacant posts and the
workload spirals..... Something needs doing urgently or we will all be burnt out soon! Clinical
work is spiralling, yet we still get burdened with ever more work re CQC, LEss & DESs like the
unplannned admissions enhanced service which is a huge bureaucratic exercise but I do not
believe will actually prevent many unplanned admissions - more it will divert us from seeing
patients who need our clinical care, rather than writing care plans.
3350448993 I love seeing patients and am an enthusiastic trainer but due to a fortunate change in personal
circumstances I no longer need to work as a partner. A few years ago I would not have thought I
would take this opportunity but the box ticking is unsustainable and my full time partners are
burnt out. I am taking the chance I have to leave aged 55. I am truly sorry that I am making this
choice. I am half time and will continue with some of the other posts in my portfolio.

3350473664 stopping working altogether. Removing my name from the GMC register, as quite frankly I have
had enough.
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3350500290 We are facing crisis soon- partners leaving and unable to recruit- have been short staffed for 3-4
years- unsustainable workload

3350515054 Our surgery team are proud of the care we offer our patients and work to maintain a culture of
openness and care for all. We established and run a voluntary service for our patients, as bus
services are virtually non-existant, no taxi service, train etc. This has supported patients to be
able to stay at home rather tahn go into care. We are part of the Parish Plan for the provision of
health care and are a central part of village life. The loss of this surgery to the village would be
very damaging, and this is what I forsee for us in the next 2 years.
3350551286 The issue of GP not being an attractive option covers not just not enough trainees but not
enough competition to select as many good GPs as possible.

3350780253 recruitment of GPs and loss of GPs to part time/ early retirement is the biggest issue
3350940988 General practice is very near to crisis, and appears to be heading that way. We are unable to
recruit the partners (or other doctors) we need.
3351464899 1partner retiring who is younger than me, 1 salaried Dr leaving as appointed partner in another
practise and difficulty finding recruits

3351589224 You only asked about need to recruit more full-time GPs I believe the reason that I am not as
yet " burned out" is that I work part-time. This gives me sufficient energy to bring to work
although I'm glad my children are now teenagers or I might struggle to have enough energy for
them
3352468112 I'd like to see a survey of final year medical students or FY1/FY2 docs asking them their intended
future careers.
3353068053 I can't do proper high quality primary care focusing on the complex multisystem long term
conditions because of the pressure, lack of support, and huge difficulties in recruiting primary
care clinicians
3354005198 General Practice has become more micromanaged in recent years and this adds no value to the
quality of care that can be provided. General Practice has now become an unattractive career
field for newly qualified doctors. Although I am a GP trainer, I personally would not recommend
General Practice as a career option especially if you want to work full time. I think it may still
suit female GP's who want to work part-time.
3355844189 This is a real crisis point for me and seriously thinking about downsizing and have a career
change
3355918934 i do not think that full time GPs are better than part-timers. By having a balanced life I think part
itmers are better able to carry the load of current primary care without burnout.
3356347673 The annual fiddling with the contract is demoralising as it is a way to waste our energy trying to
chase new targets, sometimes of course without success and with consequent financial penalty.
The politicians have been dishonest in not addressing the fact that all patients cannot have all
treatment free on the nhs at all times. the service is not valued by the younger generation and
their dependence on healthcare for minor problems is unsustainable. All party support for 10-25
year health planning would be beneficial.
3358239906 We cannot recruit trainees to th Isle of Wight We have already met with Andre Turner our MP

3359102002 I am a 44yr old full time male GP trainer. I expect to die in service. If I did not have a wife and
young children I would leave now.
3359737373 55 in 2 months - leaving then
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3361089107 We and 3 other surgeries locally havie been trying to recruit salaried GPs for months and noone has even applied. Newly qualified Drs are avoiding GP, or are locumming ( plenty of that
available! Who can blame them. Good money and they get to just treat patients and be hands
on GPs as we all would like to do without the hassle of all the crap that that the Government has
landed us with!) The other newly qualified GPs emigrate, stick it for a while, do OOH but no- one
is going to stick at it as it is- we will burn out! We won't be there for our patients. This is not
why we chose to become Drs!!!!

3361110869 Sad that the excellent service of a Primary Care may be lost ,due to retirement at 51, I will be
the most senior GP in a town of 25000, there are 5 planned retirements of excellent
experienced GPs planned in the next year. All aged<60
3362608016 I know of 2 local practices that are likely to implode.

3364419166 EXTREME difficulty recruiting trained practice nurse esp now merseyside has no specialist
practice GPN course since edge hill and john moore uni stopped
3366468754 I would carry on if could reduce sessions but we are so overworked and no hope of funding
more staff that it is full-time or nothing
3366562087 losing very experienced gps early due to early retirement. Revalidation means this population
entirely lost to workforce. I can't work any harder so we must work smarter - federations are
the future but this will erode the family doctor and effect small and rural practices. We will be
more business like to stay financially viable. The good will has been eroded.
3367985894 Resigning from the NHS

3369505359 general practice is collapsing here, i have asked MP to come and discuss wtih no success, our
practice of 7 may collapse completly in next 6 months as non of us need to work as partners and
everything becoming intoleralbe, we dont want to write care palns
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3333690920

This survery needs to be nationwide and the results made avaiable to the press- not the Daily
Mail!

3334167489

we really must make this someone elses problem- the government and let the public know how
bad it is and how much worse it will get . We also need toget the press in our camp . Good ness
knows the Kings fund and RCGP and BMA have been alerting the DOH and government and
still the governmnet dont listen - we MUST get this on the poublic agenda before the next
general election an dnot allow the current govermnet allow it to slip till after the election

3334497324

We need to go public with these results as soon as possible

3334639590

It is hard to believe that politicians want anything other than the collapse of the NHS as it
currently exists. This is a message that the public need to hear as much as those politicians who
may still believe in the NHS.

3335680397

the media needs to be held to account for propagating an unrealistic view of general practice
and fuelling patients' unrealistic expectations. White paper was supposed to be bottom up
management but increasingly top down with "name and shame " - exactly the wrong culture to
be adopted if "clinical excellence is to flourish" .

3335790779

Morale in general practice is low due to the ever changing goal posts of QOF and the financial
uncertainty, but more than that it's due to the constant barrage of media assault on the
profession largely fuelled by the government. The NHS is the best healthcare system in the
world, free at the point of use and available to all. It works because of General Practice. I cannot
understand how anyone could want to head for increasing privatisation and emulation of the US
model of healthcare that shows some of the widest health inequalities between rich and poor. I
am a professional and I cannot afford private healthcare, most of my patients are considerably
less well off than me and I dread to think what would happen to them if the NHS were to fail.
The GPs I know are hard working, caring and thorough; with increasing pressures and an
increase in burnout and depression these are the characteristics that disappear. Decreasing
morale decreases productivity - I am worried about the health and wellbeing of all the GPs I
know and by extension the health and wellbeing of patients - only well GPs can effectively look
after their patients.

3335937049

Negative publicity is a major issue

3336424534

I am becoming increasingly frustrated by endless political meddling and rearrangement of our
contrat. I have taught final year medical students for 27 years and until the last 2 years always
felt happy to suggest GP as a career. Sadly do not feel able to recommend it. Moreover very
glad that none of my 3 children have entered medicine.

3336494979

The constant negative media items, day in day out, for years. It's demoralising. The constant
change and reorganisation. The weasel words of politicians, both major parties and medical
groups. I could go on!

3336663541

General Practice is envied by other countries so why does the govt want to destroy it / privatise
it / let it be run by companies owned by Cherie Blair ?

3336876990

I'm immensely frustrated, as I'm sure are most of my GP colleagues that the art of general
practice and focus on patient centred consultation has been lost amongst NICE & QOF, DES,
LESand all of the associated political and commissioning 'noise and nonsense'

3337756331

I find the GP bashing by the government and the media incredibly stressful. It is turning the
patients against us and makes my job even more difficult.

3337887763

absence of support / direct and unrelenting criticism from above makes burnout inevitable.

3337952630

Persistent vitriol of the press The sad rise of media websites allowing free reign to those
seeking to put damaging remarks regarding doctors - usually on a whim
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3337969174

Morale in general practice is also being dragged down by constant undermining and criticism
from the media and particularly the government.

3338080919

The relationship with the press and politicians is having a very negative impact on the moral of
doctors. This needs to be addressed. The pressures can not continue to increase without reward
or recognition.

3338502777

Politicians live in the world of (perceived) certainties and short-termism, and no longer deserve
our trust. They need to understand that the General Practitioners live in a world of uncertainties
and probabilities. And that we are in it for the long-term - and for the greater good of our
patients. These are the value of the Medical Profession. Erode the public's trust in us - and our
morale - at your peril.

3339684051

You have not addressed the issue of short-term policies, focussing on processes performed
excessively in very narrow ranges of activity, rather than outcomes, and particularly long term
outcomes with relative rather than absolute indicators. The effect of changing large aspects of
activity for very short periods of perhaps 5-6 months means that the structure is perpetually
destabilised and planning training and validation is nearly impossible, and there is never any
opportunity to demonstrate that the activity did any good, never mind that it was good value
for money. Primary Care is now dominated by political sound-bites (such as cancer diagnosis)
and media-driven imperatives based on very narrow areas of activity, and this results in the
dissolution of the underlying holism of general care. That we have a secretary of state who
thinks that this can be reversed by sending patients letters telling them who their accountable
GP is, is both laughable and also a very poor reflection on the capacity of the secretary of state
to actually understand healthcare at all. I think that incompetence at ministerial level is a far
greater risk to primary care than is workload.

3339693061

the denigration of Gps in the media, driven by the Government has sucked all the good will out
of primary care - they need to stop it

3339891406

dismantling of general practice by stealth - another email recieved this week putting
anticoagulation services out to tender

3340213131

I am downhearted due to persistent negative stories about GPs (name and shame GPs who miss
cancer diagnoses etc) while I am working my best, for long hours.

3340235130

governmental interference , lack of support, lack of financial support meand nhs will suffer first
then primary care

3340565547

denigration by government/media/general public

3340661440

The GPs partners with whom I have the privilege to work are a dedicated, hardworking selfless
group. They work 13 hour days and then log into their work computers from home to keep up
with the paperwork. They are appreciated by their patients. They don't do it for the money. For
them it is a vocation. That sounds strangely quaint in today's materialistic world but it is true.
They are hurt - unbelievably hurt by the constant pernicious GP bashing from government and
the media. If I had an employee that engaged in similar attacks on another employee in the
workplace I would sack them for bullying. The population should enjoy General Practice while
they can because to quote Joanie Mitchell - you don't know what you've got till it's gone.

3340670173

A good quote for the press perhaps coming up to an election year 'General Practice is teetering,
if it topples the NHS is toast'.

3340853225

Constant press bashing sponsored by HMG is just relentless and soul-destroying. Life is about
more than kill your relationship with friends and families!

3340863531

Effects of government/ media spin on patient inappropriate demand
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3341355371

Levonson needs to be used to force apologies out of press everytime they misrepresent GPs.
THe world has moved on the press are vicious the days of not responding especially by using the
Leveson tool should be long gone

3341521456

I think the wording of some of your questions is a bit verbose with too many negatives. The
government have got to stop micromanaging the NHS and just going with every popular
sentiment.

3341556457

Restore statutary responsibility to provide a national health service to the sec of state

3341647111

The pressures on General Practice are multifactorial. These include in no specific order:- An
aging population. Increasingly complicated patients with multiple chronic diseases. The passing
of care in certain fields from secondary care into the community, without the financial or
technical/teaching support to do it safely. The poor communication between secondary and
primary care (and admittedly vice versa, but less so). The unhealthy attitude of viewing GPs as
house officers by secondary care to chase up the loose ends they could not be concerned
enough with before discharging the patient. The expectation that the GP will do medical
certificates and that it is not the hospital's responsibility. The constant cutting of support
services including podiatry, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, district nursing etc. The cutting
back of social services resulting in the family GP also becoming the de facto local social worker
and care coordinator, despite not having any particular training in these areas. The gradual
removal of autonomy from general practitioners in the shape of limiting our abilities to make
decisions regarding when and what to refer, what medication can be prescribed, what can't be
prescribed, what can be prescribed under certain circumstances etc. The hard work being put in
to various meetings such as federating/merging, tendering, done outside of contracted hours.
The constant undermining of General Practice by the government via the media (very little
mention of the NHS recently being declared the world's best healthcare system by the
Commonwealth Fund, a foundation based in Washington, USA). The irresponsible drive of
health anxiety by the media. The irresponsible government-led health campains that simply
scare people, drive up our workload and result in more tests, referrals etc than there would
have been if they had done nothing at all. The creeping, insidious dismantling of the NHS despite
repeated reassurances that the finances are ring fenced. The blatant lies to the public that
everything possible is being done to keep the NHS up and running when in reality it cannot be
sustained in its current guise; there is little doubt that first political party to have the nerve and
come out and says that the NHS is unsustainable with be commiting political suicide, and they
know this. The fact it costs patients nothing (other than time) to contact their GP, resulting in
the system becoming clogged up with trivial problems. GPs are now the last line of responsibility
for almost everything including work, insurance etc. We are who the buck is passed to. There is
more I am sure but this is all I could think of in 5 minutes

3341858474

Sustained negative press, politicians heaping more shit on us eg Mr HUNT and the name and
shame for cancer diagnosis, showing he has no idea whatsoever what we actually do, not having
an adult debate about what the taxpayer would actually like to fund with their donations to the
NHS, the general public expecting more more more as their right, long term conditions and the
increasing number of patients who have too many things wrong with them with relatives who
think we can wave a magic wand and make them better, the RCGP who has orchestrated the
submissive attitude of GP's with their dictats and revalidation, and finally silk purse and sows ear
for the funds we get per head not enough to pay the pet insurance for a rodent for a year. So is
it any wonder the young doctors don't want to be GP's in the UK and head for better life in a
different country.

3341875057

The constant briefing by central government against GPs has thoroughly demoralised me. As a
result, if I can find another job or form of self emplyment that will pay my bills, I will leave
General Practice immediately.

3341912115

Health reforms have been the final mail
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3343265382

OUR PROFESSION IS BEING DENIGRATED BY THE GOVERNMENT WHO SEEM TO BE
DELIBERATELY TRYING TO UNDERMINE OUR CREDIBILITY AND PROFESSIONALISM.

3343785093

We have an excellent CCG but the pace of change, increasing beaurocracy, reduction in income
the archaic payment structure where we have to send invoices by post to Wakefield and then
never can plan accuratley as we never know when we will be paid has all put untenable pressure
on Primary Care. WE all feel that we have been set up to fail so that this government can
Privatise the NHS.

3343796743

If the governments aim is to make everyone salaried I wish they'd just get on and do it, rather
than cause all the stress they are doing to force us that way.

3344099557

Too much political manipulation of election by using primary care as a smokescreen for election
promises.

3344353086

Really demoralising to see the NHS being picked apart and the only action Government seems
to take is lay another layer of icing(spin) on a cake that is becoming more and more unpleasant
by the day. Its about time the politicians stopped blaming each other and tried to make things
better

3344529238

Media campaign, clearly promoted by the government in turing the public against GPs is
shortsighted and will backfire. Much of the talent and future bright starts of the GP and medical
world at large are leaving for better climes! Pay is not anywhere near that of other equally
standing professions. Time to see doctors as professionals and not care how much they earn,
they deserve it and like in other countries should be assumed to get it not asked why!

3345763427

The feeding of the media with 'negative' messages about General practice in an attempt to decouple the public from their support of the service.

3346269605

Constant negative publicity.

3346526075

fed up with all the bad press we have recieved over last few years

3347118499

I love general practice, still after 30 years - we can do great things but progressive govenements
have interfeared more and more, I feel we are screaming into a void -no-one is listening -they
dont really care!

3347426622

If Primary care is to survive we need to be valued and respected not continually denigrated and
slagged off by the Govt media et al. I have never wrkd harder and fell under siege from
unrealistic demand and expectation whilst facing year on year reductions in income.

3348639615

Huge increase in unseen workload ,accessibility and unrealistic patient demand fed by
government and media.Damming publicity and paucity of response/support from medical
representatives.

3348695472

Please can the government respond to this crisis

3349858715

Sustainability and respect are urgently needed qualities. The politicians don't get it. They just
pour more and more responsibility upon us.

3350382321

I believe general practice is the cornerstone of the NHS and and good clinical care. It's value is
not recognised by parliament. It is close to collapse and if it does it won't be fixable. God help us
in our old age

3350447329

support General Practice. value it, appreciate it, stop undermining it.

3350467908

Due to the unsustainable and increasing workload in general practice, none of our 8 partners
are prepared to work full time any longer. This inevitably leads to fragmentation of patient care,
and patients are suffering as a result. This is completely against the ethos of primary care which
existed when I first started. The D of H policies are systematically destroying family medicine in
this country.
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Government, Politicians, The Media and GP Bashing
3350484118

The population needs to be made aware of the need for rationing. Can we continue to reduce
waiting lists. General Practice needs a positive public voice. We have been battered by all
quarters

3350500078

Persistent unfavourable reporting in the press makes patients more critical and suspicious than
previously. This increases their likelihood to moan/complain making the job even harder and me
more defensive.

3350763930

If the government value what GPs offer to the NHS, they need to start showing it, and stop the
constant adverse media briefing!

3352414387

The efficiency of the GP - in terms of continuity of care and experience in the job. These are
underestimated by policy makers and need stressing in terms of evidence - reduced referral
rates, fewer complaints, better outcomes, admission rates, deaths at home - this literature
needs to be trawled & the arguments heard

3352452910

The daily blame of GPs by politicians and the press for so many of the problems must stop.
Regular 12-13 hour days without a break are not sustainable.

3352499360

I am very dismayed at the apparent anti-GP agenda in the media, particularly in the right-ofcentre press. I believe this is stoking a breakdown in the GP-patient relationship and is
contributing to the demise of the british generalist model. This is a major factor in my own
rapidly deteriorating morale.

3352579398

Politicians need to engage the public on an honest debate on what the nhs can afford to do.
None of them will as i'm sure it is perceived as policital suicide in whitehall- the 'sacred NHS'
most patients are clueless on the state of the nhs. as long as it remains a demand led service
(which the political classes all want) rather the needs led service which it should be, problems
will continue. primary and secondary care services are terribly abused by patients- it is free,
there is an entitlement culture throughout the population and this results in huge wastage of
resources eg treatments for self limiting illness, DNAs, medicines wastage. Enforce a charge and
the problem goes overnight. Have an insurance based system and any government has solved
the countries debt issues and nhs cost issue with one stone

3352647403

Too many different initiatives with different funding streams, many duplicating work, and
mostly for political gain and not good patient. There MUST be less political meddling and allow
local CCGs to set the agendas for the funding.

3354035472

of the medical students from barts that come to the practice- none seem to want to become
GPs whereas they used to. There seem to be a lot of press condemning GPS rather than
highlighting the good they do . Negative press! without balancing the pros and cons a lot of GPS
feel demoralised not only over workload but negativity from other avenues. However when do
anonymised practice survey e.g. for appraisal patients are overwhelming positive. It makes no
sense!

3355017950

It is a disheartening no win situation. General Practitioners are now being slammed for missing
early cancer diagnosis - yet we are told to reduce referrals to specialists in secondary care - it is
not logical. Secondary care on the other hand get paid for bums on seats. Wastage in
secondary care is where the government should be looking.

3355524333

The concerns raised by this survey are not about a political manoeuvre, they are very real and
are significantly affecting the care of my patients, my family and my future.

3355588623

we need to attack the tory party before the next election-nhs not safe in their hands-etc

3356148305

the NHS is the best in the western world and most cost effective - see recent BMJ article. why
on earth do we have to be loaded with more work , more blame , more abuse when we have
already proven we are the best. primary care survivies on good will and hard work - if we
weren't vocational it would have died years ago.
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3356740282

politicians think locums and private health care will cover what partners do looking after their
own patients - they have no idea of all the extra work/hrs/time that goes into being a partner in
a practice and how little locums or salaried staff do in comparison. they won't know until they
have to pay for all those extras that at the moment are done because they are our patients and
my surgery. they are fools if they think privatising primary care will do anything other than drive
up costs and produce the exact opposite of the original " family dr "which has inspired the drive
behind all patient and politician rhetoric. they won't know what they had until it has all gone.

3359694838

In words and deeds for the government has used general practice as a bit of a whipping boy
recently and this seems to have given the lead to some newspapers who taken very little
encouragement to set general practice in a very poor light which does little to engender trust
from the patients or enthusiasm for the job for GPs. The government must start to show some
true appreciation for primary care both in words and deeds and not just pay lip service to the
notion otherwise recruitment will become impossible as junior doctors see general practice as it
is portrayed to the public and decide they don't want to go there

3360185690

if politicians would be honest it would save alot of doctor /patient angst trying to pretend it all
still works

3361098344

I do not believe that this government or any future government is interested in supporting then
NHS. We have all worked very hard to become doctors in our chosen fields. We have all made
sacrifices to achieve our career goals and deserve to be highly respected and very well
remunerated for our efforts. This is not going to happen as things stand. The situation is not
going to improve just because we are unhappy with things and as such it is time to collectively
resign en masse and agree amongst ourselves a reasonable price per item of service and
present both documents to the Rt Honourable Mr Hunt.

3362001403

constant media whipping of DRs is misplaced and not helpful
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MPIG, Premises and Pensions
3334487919 MPIG outlier!!!!
3334801360 Our premises is barley fit for purpose, we need some investment in our rented surgery now.
The IT systems/facilities we have are dire and underfunded. I can't believe that general practice
has got into this mess by accident and feel this must be by design of the DoH
3335733534 The current MPIG crisis will force us to close as a practice of 20yrs standing in 2 yrs

3335828106 The phasing out of MPIG will rapidly bring about GP's with significantly differing incomes who
are both equally busy. This in turn will cause 'ghettoes' when practices fold or dissolve! Can this
regally be the intention of Cameron, Osbourne and Hunt?
3336502784 changes to MPIG along with increased workload with inadequate funding e.g. QOF monies
removed and new DES which involves much more work to carry out properly to stand still is not
a way forward.
3337005239 We are a small practice with 2 partners and a practice manager in our 50's. We are losing hugely
with loss of MPIG. Our patient satisfaction scores are amongst the best in the area, but we are
barely getting by and I despair for my staff and my patients when we retire.
3337038194 There is a disconnect between the Department of Health mantra to transfer activity from
secondary care to primary care and decisions being made by Area Teams regarding new
premises approvals.
3337598359 MPIG- we will lose over 15% of our income as direct result- this in on a background of historic
lack of funding (apparently University Students don't need GPs) and with increasing
demand/reduction in core funding.

3339047564 Premises are literally not fit for purpose - we have been trying for a new surgery for 5years - no
one can make a decision and we are unable to meet the desire to increase services
3341309110 Premises issue not addressed. Workforce training issue - both nursing and GPs
3342598309 Razing cost of maintenance of Surgery. 'The agreement' with old PCT invalidated.

3343024422 Impact of MPIG on student heavy practices
3343096385 Failure to afford adequate premises & a partnership retirement is forcing us to consider
disbanding the practice within 8 months.
3344755530 Premises are a massive problem we have an expanding population of patients and would like to
offer them more services but grew out of our premises several years ago there is a promise of a
new premises we have a sight, a developer we have negotiated a lease but have been going
back wards and forward trying to get confirmation of supposedly ring fenced funding for over a
year now.
3346935713 Premises are the huge problem for us. We took out large loans 4 years ago to build suitably
updated premises, dependaent on regularly upgraded cost rent which has now stopped. This
has been financial suicide as money coming in to the practice has gone down anyway. I am near
retirement and knew I would never get any money back from it as the negative equity will
barely be cleared by the time I retire, yet I didn't want to stop necessary progress. Now I am at
real risk of bankruptcy with the effect on me and my family. This shouldn't be happening to a
lifelong dedicated public servant. i am hugely stressed by it. The issue of premises must be
sorted out properly urgently.
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3350420549 The system of claiming for work done through CQRS etc has become more complicated and
time consuming. We no longer trusts NHS England who seem bent on not paying for work
done by picking up on technicalities. It is becoming increasingly hard to justify work done and
claim payment. Premises is in dire need of investment but there does not seem to be any
proper process or budget in place with nhs england As a rural practice the local broadband
infrastructure is very poor which means the link between our main and branch surgery is
inadequate to the point we are having to consider shutting our branch.
3353349652 We are one of the 98 outliers badly affected by the loss of MPIG. No help has been given to us
so far!
3354567381 Another major issue after doctors and staff is premises, our appalling premises are laughing at
us and govt. wont do anything.
3355718427 MPIG funding cuts are having devastating effect on us. We have lost a salaried GP (133 appts a
week) and had to reduce nursing hours (84 appts a week).
3357468395 MPIG reduction is reducing our services to patients

3357651453 state of premises in some practices not fit for purpose
3359714837 I am overwhelmed by paperwork. Loss of our MPIG will cripple us and may cause the Practice to
collapse
3360749375 Life time allowance of pension makes staying on for me beyond 58 less attractive

3369106234 As a part university practice we are likely to significantly suffer in the next 2-5 years as MPIG is
phased out. Up until now we have sustained income by working ever harder and chasing
enhanced services. As these become more onerous and fail to cover the opportunity costs we
will give these up and financial freefall may result, making recruitment harder. In addition outr
premises are unsuitable for any more devolved secondary care work as they at full capacity
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3334554778 1. I have just written a reference for one of my partners who is looking for employment (as a
doctor) away from GP partnership. I have just submitted an application for a job in secondary
care (in order to reduce my sesssions in General Practice - or leave if I have to). We provide a
fantastic service to our patients but are overworked, stressed and tired.
3335255401 I'd like to think that my practice will still be going strong in 5 & 10 years time - but these are
uncertain times. One thing is certain, I won't carry on beyond this year - the workload has
become too onerous and not enjoyable any more - too much ridiculous red tape

3335554312 Part of out increased workload is down to unrealistic patient demand. I am constantly being
asked to visit people who don't have transport rather than are unable to come to the surgery. I
am frequently asked to go and get medication for the patients. Parents often ask me to see
children 'just to check his chest before we go on holiday' when the child is perfectly well. People
take up out time asking to be signed off work because they are being bullied at work rather than
they are actually ill. I think the public don't value GP's any more and this leads them to misuse
the service. This leads to people who really do need attention being unable to get
appointments. The 10 minute appointment should be banned - it is not long enough for the
increasingly complex cases we see and leads to stress and burnout as well as mistakes within
general practice.
3335898930 The increasing workload from Secondary care , the increasing patient demands and the lack of
funding is a huge strain on GPs .
3336244750 General Practice in the UK is now a toxic mix of high demand, poorly resourced work, and
consultation lengths are inadequate for the aging patients that we are supposed to care for
without referral .
3336351993 general practice is constantly challenged by increasing patient expectations, deteriorating
secondary care provision, heavy workloads driven by government targets not evidence based
3336489234 If workload increases like this I will not emigrate or retire but may reduce my hours to avoid
burnout

3336628961 If GP continues on the current downward spiral then I will resign and locum/emigrate
3336719672 Patient expectation is much too high. Currently patients can speak too u exactly as they please
and we have absolutely no come back
3336730449 I feel cheated to have to resign my partnership but it is the only way I can see to protect my
families assets. The job is so stressful that although I am a good GP and love my work i can only
tolerate it in small doses. I am losing my career but the country is losing my commitment. It is
the only way to protect my mental health. I feel very bitter.
3336946398 I feel unable to give the quality of care to my patients that I would wish due to the constraints of
time, workload and finances. The expectations of the public are increasing rapidly and this
mismatch is dangerous and will greatly limit the future of my involvement with the NHS for the
sake of my own physical and psychological health. I am only 40, have many years of service to
give, but I cannot do this under the pressure we are expected to work under which is intolerable.
3337603515 Simply put - I have a lot of skills, I deal very effectively in difficult working conditions. The only
thing keeping me in this job is the positive interactions with my patients and colleagues, but I
am human, I have limits, I have rights and if this continues I am more than happy to change
career or country. I get frequent offers of jobs via linked in and if was not for the fact I am
slightly tied with schools/ children I would have gone a long time ago.
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3337649240 The media have played a big part in my decision to leave GP partnership. I am tired as being
portrayed as workshy/greedy when I have been working 7 days a week many weeks. I am also
disillusioned by the way that CCGs are becoming more centralistic. The potential of that idea
has not been realised.
3337820701 Its not just the secondary care. Its increased patient demand, time wasters and a climate of
complaints from a minority together with no confidence in the fairness off the GMC - they have
employed retired "Dr Bashing Turncoats" to investigate complaints who want to show how
"tough" they are and do not know what contemporary general practice is like. Fear of
complaints its driving the most caring drs away.
3337889814 constant increasing expectation and demand by public for first class services fuelled by
politicians--demoralised and depleted GP workforce simply cannot deliver

3338185010 1/ gps are in crisis not enough hrs in day to do work pt demands are increasing/ funding needs
to be increased.we cant stop tide of people wanting to see gps for eveything
3339812554 I am a relatively young GP and I feel that I will not want to continue to work in this way until
retirement which is ever further from my reach. I would consider leaving General Practice if it
doesn't improve as it is important to me that I continue to feel that I can offer patients good
care, if things continue this will no longer be possible.
3340078416 I am 52, have reduced my hours, have alow MPIG, and income is supported by renting to
pharmacy. If the water becomes too rough I will simply get off the boat and sail as and when
suits me!
3340289320 Increasingly litigious & ageing population with unrealistic demands & expectations.
3340484688 I have already gone 3/4 time , I don't intend staying too much longer

3340561202 Relentless increase if workload and increasingly complex consultations with ageing population
needing a substantial increase in Drs to allow longer and more thorough consultation BUT is
almost impossible to recruit to even keep the number we have. AND we are shortly to be two
employed Drs short due to Maternity Leave without any quality candiates to provide locum
cover
3340690902 We are trapped between unlimited patient demand and the expectation that we manage
budgets. Both patient advocate and financier. Too much time is spent worrying about budgets
rather than patients clinical needs which is not what I signed up for. It is about time government
stopped treating us all like idiots and redefined clearly what the NHS can and can't provide in
the 21st century.
3341394489 I intend to leave my partnership and locum so I can spend my time seeing patients .
3341419626 I have actually resigned as a Partner as we didn't get any drawings for 3 months. I'm now
locuming and we're off to Canada in January for two years, not sure if I'll come back to Oxford
as very high work loads and low salaries.
3341901169 General practice as we know it is being eroded and devalued at an alarming pace. I am leaving
partnership in general practice to pursue further studies and international development work (ie
I am not a money-grabbing whinger!)
3342857850 My wife and I are leaving for Australia due to the absolute denigration of GP in the UK. It is
intolerable. And there are plenty of colleagues following us

3343677690 Patient demand is increasing, fuelled by the Govt's long term campaign to portray GPs as
overpaid and underperforming coupled with raising undeliverable expectations of 24/7 primary
care.
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3343718493 If the changes in General Practice continue as at present, I cannot foresee staying in the
profession until retirement age and would seriously consider emigrating or a career change out
of medicine.

3344105671 totally fed up with general practice politics. Downsized house in order to retire end sept 2014.
would have gone sooner but 2 partners beat me to it!!
3344322539 The future looks bleak. Although I have not responded re leaving within 5yr - I will if things
continue to deteriorate
3344658959 More effort needs to be to encourage minor ailments to be managed at home
3346190619 The one issue that is never addressed by the politicians or the media, which in my opinion is the
biggest cause of our increasing work pressure is 'inappopriate use of the NHS by patients'. The
NHS was set up at a time that adults had some responsibility for their own health care. Now
adults (and therefore children) are increasingly less willing to self manage their health and
illnesses, and therefore the demand on GP and hospital services are rising exponentially. The
demand for the NHS has to be managed. Offering more and more appointments at patients is
exacerbating this basic fundamental problem.
3346209536 unreasonble expectations of public rudeness towards gps by patients, by other providers who
run down our skills and tell patients they are 'experts', media representation of gps, government
pitting primary care against hospital services especially a&e, practising very defensively as
ridiculous unjustified complaints fishing for £ compensation get given ever increasing weight by
governing bodies/regulators taking up more and more of our time and resources, very stressful

3346546666 If I were closer to retirement age I would retire asap.
3346826931 while I do not intend to leave GP I do wish to reduce my hours

3347666436 I am looking at other career options away from GP due to the unrelenting difficulties which face
GP currently. There are better ways of earning a living including moving abroad. If I was senior in
government and the NHS I would be seriously worried by the numbers of GPs - especially young
GPs like myself - who are highly likely to leave the NHS / GP for other things ...... unless of
course that is what the political agenda is - ie crumble the NHS and the blame it on the GPs who
now supposedly hold the budgets for the NHS?!
3348481963 unrealistic demand by patients even in the light of publicity, in addition to the demands of the
service
3349040856 Within last 6m have left my partnership post for a salaried position due to unsustainable
pressures. Reduced working hours with more 'portfolio' workload to be more sustainable for
me. Do want to see General Practice continuing in small groups locally based cf larger faceless
organisations but hard to see how to deliver this with the current pressures and constraints.
Several GPs locally have taken 'early retirement' but are now locuming as miss the clinical
aspect of work, but unable/unwilling to cope with the pressures of partnership.
3349373811 Even as a registrar I feel the pressure of the work load. Working under high pressure from the
minute I walk in to when I leave for patients whose expectations are ever increasing. It feels like
conveyor belt medicine and leaves me dissatisfied on a regular basis that we are not able to
afford patients problems the appropriate amount of time. I am currently looking at alternative
careers as general practice no longer seems like a specialty that affords job satisfaction. I am not
alone in my thinking and I know f many colleagues who will never want to be partners, prefering
salaried work or locum work as a way of making a career in general practice more sustainable.
The only people I know who are happy with general practice are those that do not do it full time
which is a shame as it does make continuity a little harder but makes for a less burnt out work
force.
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3350467455 the level of public use of the NHS! no politician is prepared to say that the public ( particularly
the worried well) has to take some responsibility about using the NHS appropriately no
politician is prepared to say that if the public wants to carry on increasing the use of the NHS for
the increasing number of conditions investigations and treatments we will need more doctor,
more nurses, more hospitals and we will need to spend more money no re-organisation with
the existing resources is going to satisfactorily achieve that
3350484781 It should be recognised that improvement in LTC treatment leads to life extension and therefore
to more LCT and more work. It should be recognised that new treatment or treatment criteria (
statins >10% risk) have major workload implications for general practice particularly as the
benefits for each individual patient are generally small and patient choice needs to be informed
and respected

3350517110 We all realise that quality and paytient service are always put first in general practice. My GP's
begin there working day well before 8.00am in a morning often leaving the practice well after
7.00pm in the evening, some doing the odd home visit on their way home as they are worried
about a patient. We have seen a significant increas in our practice population with a decrease in
our practice income. Increase in administration taking valuable time with the clinicians away
from patients. The inability to recruit to clinical posts and the decrease in funding which means
admin support is not affordable makes general practice a unattractice and difficult place to work
currently against a backdrop of increasing patient demand.
3350527780 I am looking at becoming a portfolio GP and reducing my clinical work, not because i want to
but otherwise i will burn out! - i love my clinical role - i love seeing patients - i cannot however
sustain this level of intensity until i retire. Sadly i suspect this is what the government wants, for
us all to sell up to private contractors and for us all to be salaried and not on the NHS pension!
3350634284 Too much involvement of politicians. Medicalisation of conditions. Patient expectations ,
outweighs the service and their needs. Private companies will cherry pick services. THE FUTURE
IS BLEAK
3352604593 It would help a bit if the NHS would end its eternal round of cancer campaigns advising the
worried well to consult about a wide range of minor symptoms with a very low sensitivity for
cancer.
3352731670 I agree that the NHS has to change I agree that the money must follow the patient I agree that
the UK should have an health insurance system like other European countries I agree that the
unreasonable patient demand must be discouraged I agree that online and mass media health
education is extremely important, but without becoming hysterical and panicky I agree that
willing doctors should be encouraged to lead the health service I agree that patients should be
encouraged to pay for the initial consultation and investigations; however, they should be
reimbursed if a diagnosis is established as a result of these
3354787426 I think that unless we are allowed to address the issue of patient expectation, and this needs to
be done with the help of the government we cannot expect to change anything and will have to
admit defeat and hand over to the private sector who will certainly fully manage patient
expectation if it takes over primary care provision in the future. This will ironic as the private
sector will insist on restructuring patients' demands, probably in the same way that the banks
did some years ago, replacing senior staff with self help or more junior staffing models of
service provision.
3354796274 the medical side of the job is increasinlgy complex, as is the managment, many task we are
given now seem futile, I have been practice lead for prescribing for years, at the end of june we
were visited to be told how we could save money, but our budget has still not been set! we may
be over or under spent. it is not just gps that are not coping but the LAT and KCGs.managment
has got so out of hand they do not know what they are doing!
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3366971575 I believe the majority of Gp's in ths country judging from the ones I know have either opted for
part time work or are considering reducing hteir hours due to the strress and pressure of the
work and the impossibility of getting the required work done within paid hours. Those i have
known doing full time general practice either burn out quick by becoming ill in some way or do a
bad job.
3372004449 I am reducing my hours/commitment -this would be a good additional question for others too
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3335920960 Addressing liaison with secondary care - would help improve our stance
Addressing the issue of media and negative press and tigher regulation/scare
mongering
3336852336 Hospital performance also has a very significant effect on primary care.
Continuous redesign of multiple services at the same time appears to assume
we have limitless capacity for change - I certainly dont.
3338260529 The NHS is broken. GP care in the UK is the envy of the world but not
now.Hospital work is being pushed to the community that has not got the skills
or capacity. Intermediate care for hospital early hospital discharges not coping,
district nurses not replaced. We cannot recruit. No applicants. More child
protection social working passing the bug making unhelpful calls wasting time
which the GP cannot usually help or assess in 10min consultation.A one sided
contract. We cannot prescribe, refer, cannot really do our job to the best as the
rhetoric wants. I think it is time to emigrate. No need to wait for possible
changes if it comes.

3339030843 One of the main problems we face is the transfer of care from secondary to
primary care - outpatient departments no longer prescribe or organise follow
up investigations. The poor organisation of hospital care of inpatients and
outpatients leads to lack of trust by patients and the workload is transferred to
general practice and is unpaid and unrecognised.
3340077888 Eight years working in the NHS as a Practice Manager - the last has been the
busiest by far. Bureaucracy has increased significantly since April 2013 and
promised systems are not properly in place to help eg GPES / CQRS.
Paperwork, electronic or otherwise, has gione through the roof eg our Public
Health contracts for Contraception services are now 154 pages long!; the
Avoiding Unplanned Admnissions is taking a disproportionate amount of time
and effort, time and effort that could have been better used for direct patient
care; secondary care is 'dumping' on primary care with no regard for its ability
to take the work on, then there's the spectre of CQC (which we have to fund)
and, as ever, the politicians continue to use the NHS as a political football whilst
remainig out of touch with the reality of the demands and pressures on the
ground.
3340200517 Efficency of secondary care needs to improve. Dumping everything including
chasing results of investigations performed by hospital staff needs to stop. GP's
work and time needsto be respected and renumerated not the easy dump on
issue
3342056551 GP's are working harder than ever and can take no more work from secondary
care. Extending routine care to 7 days per week 8 till 8 is crazy. It will just
increase demands and fragment continuity of care which could increase
referrals as well as patient dissatisfaction rates. Patients value seeing a GP they
know well especially the old and vulnerable.
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3351647722 Not able to get help when needed for emergency referrals. Not answering
even telephones sometimes to discuss and refer to A.M.U AND S.A.U.
Secretaries are leaving answering mechanies during working hrs in the
secondary care due lack of staff. G.P S are getting presure from all angles
Patients still expecting to visit even for minor problems esp.elder
population(relatives ,carers,dist.nurses and community matrons etc.very easy
to ask a visit. using computers atleast 10hrs per day for data entry etc . Too
much presure to reduce unplanned admissions. Public are not fully aware of
G.Ps daily difficulties and life. Too many targets but Funding is going down for
the last 5 years. Staff expecting salary raise every year. Stiill too many to
mention.
3352443227 increasing demand and more work moving from secondary care with no
funding and little influence on CCG decision along with increasingly complex
streams of funding and work exoected of us such as the unplanned DES is
placing a huge burden on primary care
3352725371 Inadequate 2' care service provision is a huge problem
3353005810 There should be a fine for patients who do not attend hospital apointments and
a fee for them to pay when they come back to the g.p. requesting re-referral !!!
There should be an option for us g.p.s to refer patients to secondary care
urgently, i.e. a few weeks, not only for cancer referrals. There should be an
open apointment option for all patients who had surgery !
3357558857 key issue is poor follow up by secondary care. It is very difficult to see how we
can see more patients in an already crowded day if letters contain so many jobs
[ follow up ] . I wouldn't mind seeing more aptients to stop ED attendances but
we can't do both in the time availble unless some solution to help us with
correspondence / tests / admin is made available
3362980513 Need to put money and services in place before shippping work from secondary
to primary care- reduce rather than increase interferance CQC
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3334625462 I worry about the large number of Training posts that have remained unfilled
this year. I also worry about the increasing complexity of things that we need
to manage with less back up from secondary care (they try to see patients once
and then discharge them with very little guidance on what to do next).
3334975414 It is becoming impossible to Practice good, safe medicine in General Practice
due to the constraints put upon us, The infrastructure to support us is no longer
there. Very soon there will be a major crisis.
3335915558 Basically we need more doctors to provide the service the government wants
us to provide and no trainees seem [articularly keen on general practice
3336189539 What about the role of Training Practices/those that take Medical Students they have to accommodate the increasing workload as well as the training
workload [which is increasing] but without them there would be no new "GPs"
3337795975 Need formal primary care training as part of nurse undergraduate training.

3338185159 falling retention, falling recruitment, increasing workload, falling income,
difficulty in attaining and retaining suitable staff to do additional workload,
increased complexity, negative political and media rhetoric. unsustainable
nature of GP at present. within 2 years there will be a significant crisis in GP
numbers which will take years to correct, with huge finacial requirements to
correct. GP training is not fit for purpose(gp registrar training)
3338425157 Recruitment to training. There were 451 unfilled training places and every new
announcement by the government seems designed to make the profession less
attractive (see "GPs who fail to spot cancer to be named and shamed"). Of
note, the aim over the last few years of getting F2s to do GP placements seems
to have backfired in that, anecdotally at least, they seem to be being put off by
the workload and working conditions. Is there any data on this? Also, I
recently went to a talk by one of the members of the GPC who quoted that 1/2
of all female GPs leave the profession by the age of 40. From the people I know
I can believe this and it is an indication of how unsustainable the workload is
becoming.
3339615636 The funding of training, especially that unrecognised eportfolio work burden
requires close scrutiny and better funding
3339854867 training and career aspirations and expections of registrars needs to be
addressed
3340585748 Can't recruit trainees, pension tax changes forcing semi retirement. What
future?

3341460287 we are only training half the requirement of this country for doctors as a result
we are denuding the 3rd world of doctors and thus killing their population who
cannot afford to train them because we choose not to this is an ethical disgrace
and the political class can be put firmly in the dock for this sin
3341912947 The '10 minute' GP consultation needs to be addressed as this is no longer safe.
However increasing patient demand/phone calls/triage/paperwork means that
overall surgery length times cannot be extended to offer the same number of
GP appts but of longer length
3342143541 The difficulty filling training posts for General Practice at present is a reflection
of how unattractive Primary Care is at present. The relentless workload and
pressure faced by GPs at present is enough to put many junior doctors off
primary care as a career; this will result in the government being unable to
honor its pledge of increasing GP numbers.
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3343025290 Unless GP's take strong action now, patient care in the future will suffer
3343957123 We need a new approach to primary care workforce and funding. We have
failed our student nurses and doctors by choosing too small a proportion who
are caring and want to work with the frail elderly. Their undergraduate training
and post graduate education in no longer fit for purpose and needs changing to
reflect our demographic makeup as a nation. Primary care is a heterogenous
field and a single national contract will only be fit for a practice population that
approximates to the mean. We need to define what we need and can deliver in
primary and community settings and have a logical approach to the funding to
enable that to happen.

3345918417 There is a recruitment crisis trying to get trainees to join the GP training
scheme. This results in poorer applicants who can get a few chances to get onto
the scheme. This doesn't bode well for training high quality GPs in the future.
3350425693 I can forsee the death of general practice in the very near future unless it is
made more attractive so that junior doctors seek it as a career
3350463884 Plans to lengthen GP training will cause further shortfall in manpower

3350603812 The Government have their agenda, but patients are caught in the middle & the
net result will be loss of NHS employees and a deterioration in services. The
NHS will implode, for sure.
3354924398 PATIENT SAFETY is already at risk due to icreased workload underfunding and
recruitment crises .This will worsen as the funding pressures mount .The
increased envisaged role of primary care in working with disability and pension
inittiatives /high quality palliative care/cancr diagnosis is incompatible with the
funding and staffing crisis
3355801367 Training practices are very much under threat
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3335739003 The Unplanned Admissions Enhanced Service has created a great raft of paperwork, but it hasn't
changed what I'm doing for patients i.e. I see it as not a good use of time. The government
always defend their actions saying there will be more drs available- but who will pay for these to
see patients if funding is static? The latest headlines about naming and shaming GPs for
missing cancer diagnoses says it all- policy makers have absolutely no insight in to how we work,
the nuances of our interactions with patients, or the conflicting interests we constantly juggle.
Each time I hear one of these political statements my commitment to remain in General
Practice becomes eroded further. I'm torn about the partnership model. Our income is being
eroded because of it- the government can alter payments as much as they like without it being
an "overt" pay cut. However, the NHS would never get the current amount of work and level of
efficiency out of Primary Care if we were all employed
3337027737 I cope because I am half time academic which gives me breathing space. My clinical days are
regularly 12 hours long made worse recently by ridiculous new hoops tpt jump through to earn
the money we were earning last year for doing the basic job (unplanned admissions avoidance).
This is very time consuming and has no evidence base.
3338389052 -admission avoidance -referral reduction -pescribing restrictions -lack of space and estates ?fit
for purpose
3341308464 There is a burdensome process for claiming monies from the newly established bodies for
enhanced services via CQRS, NHS England, County Council, CCG which are monthly, quarterly,
annually (constantly changing) so a constant source of anxiety and unnecessary waste of time
checking that we are paid and then have been paid correctly for what has been done.
3349640100 We are really struggling with the avoiding unplanned admissions ES - we can't afford not to do it
but do not have the personnel to do it! This is just the tip of the iceberg. There is too much red
tape and paperwork and it just keeps mounting up. CCG, CQC, Apprasial, portfolios, policies - it
just goes on and on! I can't do what I'm doing now for the next 5 years, never mind the next 30
years.
3349868735 The LESs are the last straw , they are just a burocratic (sorry doesnt look right but no spell check
!) nightmare and in my opinion in reality do nothing to improve patient care in fact we would be
better spending the time talking to and visiting the elderly and those with chronic diseases than
filling in meaningless careplans that I bet no-one will ever read and will be out of date within
months ..I feel this job which I used to enjoy has changed into something I no longer recognise ,
it isnt what I trained for, I wanted to be a doctor ...I'm retiring early even though I will be
penalised financially because I fear for my mental health if this intolerable workload contunues .
It has come to the point that without the light of retirement at the end of the tunnel I couldnt
face tomorrow .General Practice is also ruining my husbands life-he might as well live alone -I'm
leaving to go in for 7am , not getting home until 8-30pm , then working on emails . The
governement really should address this whole situation - take away all the LESs stop GPs writing
business plans , stop them commissioning , get them back to what they trained for ie seeing and
treating patients , visiting old people , then you will start to see admisions going down and the
patients will benefit

3350610151 I don't think the partnership model is sustainable unless properly funded. I think the alternative
will be worse and more expensive (like OOHs) with less continuity and more structured hours
(everyone will loose out esp the patients. But big buisiness want it that way. Only when it is
gone will patients appreciate what they have. Tinkering with opening hours just stretches the
thin line further, it does not make it better) Hospital medicine seems a much more attractive
career at present. Who ever came up with the unplanned admissions has obviously not been
near general practice in years. We are lead by people who are too clever and too far from the
frontline.
3350653725 Has NHS England unreasonably declined to pay for any existing enhanced services?
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3352263841 Enhanced services amongst other things are breaking general practice. The degree of
complexity is so high and there is a lack of time to consolidate as things change on an annual
basis . My practice has been driven to a situation of critical instability by the resignation of a
burnt out and previously highly effective practice manager, the emigration of a junior partner
and early retirement of a senior partner. Patients feel uncertain at the loss of doctors they know
and the degree of change occurring in the practice. They keep telling me they hope I'm not
going to leave too. I will consider resignation if I am concerned my job is threatening my mental
health. There is a serious risk of this happening if my working environment does not change.
3352817776 I love caring for patients but am very unhappy in my work as a GP. I have increased my work
outside of general practice where I can care for patients better. Remove these ridiculous
enhanced services and let us get on with looking after people.

3353001097 Ludicrously complex enhanced service contracts hve now become vital to practice income
therefore diverting my time away from seeing patients, the care plans for the unplanned
admissions ES are worthless.
3356752314 The Avoiding admission DES has caused me great personal stress and is inefficient and pointless
given the work I do routinely in looking after these vulnerable patients already.
3358966195 The most ridiculous and frustrating things currently are the annual obligations dreamt up for us
either locally or by central planners, as enhanced services. The evidence base for these is usually
lacking. They demand a large amount of admin time: doing searches, adding clinically unnecessary read-codes, sending of letters(with associated postage costs etc) and preparing
reports. The evidence for any benefit to our patients from these schemes is often NOT
established. If we don't make an attempt to meet the proscribed targets we are financially
penalised. It would be EASY to produce evidence of the NEGATIVE effect it is having on morale
and the capacity for provision of sustainable, good standard General Practice.
3367209646 elderly people living longer with multiple pathologies. For the same single problem an elderly
patient usually needs longer (?50%) to describe the problem, longer for the examination. Elderly
patients have multiple pathologies and a supposedly 10 minute consultaion might in fact need
to cover 3 major pathologies. Impossible. The unplanned Admissions Enhanced service is not
evidence based and hugely onerous. We have twice reviewed our admissions over the previous
3 months, and apart from 2 patients with significnat mental health problems compunding their
physical illness, not a single admission could have been avoided
3367411803 The worsening situation with regard to GP premises The travesty that is the Unplanned
Admissions DES CCGs not uniting in standing up to government pressures and declining to
undertake work which is of no clinical value Too many managers!
3371359114 care plans and increased paper work will not help us look after our patients better, it just
increases bureaucracy.
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3334628877 I have never known General Practice to be under such unsustainable pressure. I have always been
able to cope,but I find unremitting pressure day to day leads to racing heart and feeling whacked. I
work a 12 hour day every day. We have 3454 patients and 2 partners, and every month on average
for 11 months of the year 1750 consultations take place. In January 2014 2100 consultations. This
is not good medicine, this is not good practice, this leads to errors. And more importantly try this
one. Google 'insuring your hamster' it costs £132 per annum to insure a hamster, yet I as a GP get
paid £68 per annum to provide health care to a human being. This is surely an anachronism. This is
about £5.70 per month. Someone in the DOH is surely taking them micky. As for the Unplanned
admissions DES what on earth is that ridiculous scheme, I have had patients make appts as they
think it is a scam, they cannot believe it. Other patients have contacted me to say, why on earth
are you writing to me to tell me you are my doctor, I know you are my doctor, I don't need you to
tell me. The unplanned admissions des will never lead to a single unplanned admission. Someone
tell me how giving a patient a care plan is going to prevent an admission, I cannot fathom it out and
neither can the patients.
3334701273 Primary care funding has fallen from 11% to 8% of NHS costs at a time when workload has
increased hugely. It has never neen so difficult to recruit doctors and many GP training places are
unfilled. We are sinking fast- I am only too pleased that I shall be leaving in a year.
3335012334 So far we have managed o.k. to meet the rising demand but there is definitely less time to think
creatively to develop the practice. It is harder to find time to meet to discuss strategic issues. We
are spending more and more time responding to external initiatives and pressures and less time
thinking through what services we think would be good to develop. Prevention work can suffer in
this environment.
3335088418 stand up for dispensing doctors, rural practice is in omelette crisis
3335165757 More work and less money! We have had to cut doctor sessions.

3335669298 The current situation is not sustainable I am likely to tender my resignation as Senior Partner so
that I can work as a loum and do some OOHs
3335805551 I do not feel we are about to go under but the burden of work and what we are expected to
assimilate and absorb on a daily basis ( funding. CCG's, federating. changes in referral schemes,
prescribing/ NICE guidelines etc etc) is becoming intolerable. I work with a fantastic team and that
is the only thing keeping me going.
3335940045 increasingly difficult to maintain dispensing income. Access to notes/copying/insurance work fees
need overhauling
3335962439 If nothing is done soon to reverse the situation, primary care will implode, the NHS will hit the
point of collapse and the government will fall.
3336313755 Patients have complex comorbidities and very high expectations. Ten minute consultations are
insufficient to deal with these issues. The administration workload is extremely high. Currently I
feel at maximum capacity workload wise and this is causing stress and feelings of burn out. It is
impossible to do things as I would like them to be done as there are not enough hours in the day.
The surgery is short on staff and high on workload to the point I cannot take annual leave thus
increasing stress. General practice needs more money, more doctors (part or full time), longer
appointments and less tick boxes.

3336405999 Salaried Doctors are feeling the impact too. As a salaried GP I am worse off financially than I was 34 yrs ago.. no pay rise ( which I understand in view practice income falling) + 30% increase in
medical defence fees ( I phoned MDDUS - their fees alone will increase by 12.5% this year) and
increased pension contributions, I am £300-400 worse off a month, at least.
3336546343 Well done Some scope for fu survey on specific work load issues, eg effects of referral
management, prescribing for tom,dick and harry/dumping from 2y care......
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3336648088 I feel that loss of seniority should be reversed. I think funding issues should be addressed urgently.
Payments are delayed in our area leaving us out of pocket and some of us unable to pay tax bills,
why is this fair. We are having to reduce drawings and are each putting more money (that we have
paid tax on) in to the capital account to maintain practice viability. Monthly drawings are pitiful and
woefully inadequate which adds to our stress. Why are we subject to so much negative press.
3336663401 Reducing profit share. GP needs a substantial increase as well as more GPs
3336791637 Reduced funding yer on year. Inequality of funding

3336876727 Workload impossible and dangerous. It's impossible to safely manage the workload and it gets
worse each year. It's a job that I once enjoyed and now hate.
3336907133 I hvae recently left a massively overworked practice and moved to one where there is much less
money but less work . this makes my life better, but clearly wouldn't suit everybody
3336913742 I work in a small practice that is fast becoming unviable as an option and merger is something I
have fought off for 10 years however now I am losing the will to keep fighting!
3336939285 Totally unsustainable level of pressure & workload & I do not enjoy my job as I used to.

3337015395 My salary has dropped by 23% in 4 years.
3337538701 This is just one of the regular cyclical crises in general practice. Of course the crisis may have some
way to go. Good Practices will close and many good doctors will choose other careers or other
countries before the pendulum eventually swings back. As this survey correctly implies, workload
and failing recruitment are the greatest existential threats to General Practice, so to survive, those
of us who plan to hang around must club together (practice mergers etc) and take firm, united
steps to limit workload. Better 10 fully staffed practices than 20 semi-staffed. Let the rest be the
problem of HMG. Virgin Health and their pals do not have the answer and will fail in the public eye
so long as examples of the traditional model survive to act as comparator.

3337712768 Unsustainable workload is increasing risk to patients.
3337720681 I do about 30hours per week as a part-time 4 session partner. Many hours are essentially unpaid eg
doing additional work, LES, DES, care plans we are required to do, etc. I support my family by
working in education too. I don't know how long i can subsidise General Practice in the way that I
currently do, despite strong loyalties to my patients, colleagues and practice, because of the
impact on my personal life and family.
3337770351 There are not enough clinicians or resource for a private organisation to take over primary care at
salaried hours(no extras,no goodwill) and also take on all the managerial responsibilities and
buildings that gp partners currently manage. it would be meltdown in classical political style
3337843274 It is unsustainable, becoming a chore to work, and patients also need to take a share of
responsibility for abuse of NHS and their health!

3337912640 The government does not have a long term funding strategy to support general practice. We are
regularly criticized for OOH/ A+E department problems/ prescribing etc and this puts off young
doctors training as GPs. Workload issues are not being addressed by the government
3337970759 The desire for patient centred care has not deminished with in general practice, it is just becoming
harder to deliver it.
3338003781 I am part time. We are incredibly short of appointments. I would love to work full time. The
practice cannot afford it.
3338026833 It's just too much to do in a day - and medical indemnity really eats up the income now - needs
capping on NHS will collapse
3338027529 never known it worse - complte disconnect between defunding of primary care and secondary to
primary care work shift
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3338101338 not well tailored to reflect the actual work load faced day to day - politics need to become aware
that already now we are working relentless 12h+ days, often more than 50 patient contacts per
working day, presentations becoming more complex and 10 min appts on average not workable
3338209610 Excessive workload is partly driven by unrealistic patient expectations, in turn driven by
media/political nonsense. The 111 service is fuelling this as well.
3338367073 GP earnings seem to be a dirty topic. This is simply not a viable career for the main bread winner in
a family who is as qualifies as we are. We have to find a way to get over being shamed into
accepting weaker and weaker pay. Yes it sounds a lot if you are a shelf stacker, but we are as
quallified as lawyers, financial professionals and company board members and deserve those kinds
of pay packets. Make this a 5 bed house 2 good holidays a year , BMW and golf club job again and
you will get the good candidates. Continue to pay us 3 bed semi and a ford focus money and its all
over.

3338374971 Extra funding needed for primary care as well as General practices
3338471686 We seem not to have felt the pinch as much as some GP's (read pulse comments for example). I
feel this is a matter of time however. I feel general practice is going to be one if those things that
only when it's disappeared that the public will show their wrath to the government and things may
change. I appreciate public spending has to reduce but it seems good healthcare may very we'll be
only available to those with private medical care. Lots of young male GP's (I'm 31) who haven't
started or have young families may very well choose to emigrate where income is better and the
profession is not in such turmoil. There's no easy answers here but all this negativity has to stop
soon or less graduates will choose GP, people like me will go abroad and there'll be a real ice-age in
medical services for the British public.

3338673271 Need to know how many patients per WTE we are each working, we are currently at 3000 per WTE
which can go up to 4000 when someone is on holiday.
3338709154 Although I am currently committed to continuing to work within the NHS, this will not be
sustainable for me for much longer if funding and services increasingly cut. I already work 1213hours per day and regularly do paperwork on my non-working days.
3339132058 GPs in this practice are frequently working 12 hour days and have been forced to reduce some
appointments to 7 minutes.
3339153544 Unsustainable GP workload (especially nonsensical admin/forms including the new care plan
fiasco) is clearly affecting patient care and safety.

3339647093 Levels of stress hugely increasing in all GPs I know over last few years, many many at risk of poor
performance, poor health and being unable to continue with current work pattern/workload.
Personally I cannot leave General Practice for financial reasons but I would if I could
3339704105 The unsustainable pressure needs to be addressed but practices will need to make sure that they
are competitive by formulating new ways of working. The old paternalistic system will not survive
and patients must have responsibility for their healthcare handed back to them. This may mean
that they choose other providers and we must be prepared for that.
3339769292 The current political agenda. If you have the time take a look at the 2011 series Torchwood,
Miracle Day, which ia quite prophetic with its own " final solution" - "On the same day across the
Earth death is nullified; those that have suffered mortal wounds or fatal diseases are unable to die.
This is initially seen as a religious miracle, but the lack of deaths begin to strain medical resources
and spread fatal diseases around the globe, and the world governments estimate that unless
something is done, the world will be unable to sustain the population growth within four months."
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3339844504 Just a comment. We have given our lives to a hard-work area (high-rise blocks, multiple nursing
homes, fringe of psychiatric hospital) but are now utterly demoralised by workload - hugely
burocratic, very complex and mushrooming volume. We can't recruit partners and even salaried
doctors are scarce - you have to get lucky, and then they'll quickly be off on maternity leave. We
have already lost 2 partners to early retirement (can't stand any more) and a third is going next
Jan - which is when we will likely sell up. Me - I always thought I was a good fit for General
Practice, but I'd rather stack shelves now. It's so sad to witness the slow-motion collapse of
General Practice, which seems deliberately engineered by Government.
3340239264 Increasing complexity, increasing demand, reducing resources. My income's reducing but I couldn't
work more even if I was offered additional income.

3340275672 For the low level funding of 6.8% GDP compared to considerably higher rates in other European
Countries we provide an incredibly efficient, effective health service. This needs to be celebrated
and supported rather than demoralise the hard working, compassionate, caring and dedicated staff
that work within it. Unless action is taken and those working within the NHS are listened to, the
NHS will collapse
3340369223 No GP VTS trainees from the Reading and Newbury scheme completing in July have taken up
partnerships due to the perceived pressures. I strongly believe that continuity of care is an
essential part of general practice and forcing extend opening hours and shift pattern work will be
hugely detrimental to this. It would also lead to increased admissions as the patients and GPs
would not be as happy with community management. The volume of workload also means that
while many GPs are seen as "part time" the hours they work are more than a standard working
week. It is therefore seen by us newly qualifying GPs as unsustainable to work more than 8 sessions
a week as in the longer term this seems to lead to burnout.
3340395958 not enough time to be able to make all the contractual changes required.
3340550095 General Practice is the Backbone of the NHS. We are not Lazy. We are not Greedy. But we ARE
professionals, who are in the top 1-3% of the population, and any of us could be earning more if we
worked in the private sector. We understand that the country has been through a tough
recession, but whilst others have had a Pay Freeze, GPs have suffered Pay Cuts - sometimes of 20%
or more. Much is made of the pay-rise in 2004. It must be remembered that in 2004 GP was in
crisis. The increase in earnings merely caught us up with a previous decline and encouraged good
doctors such as myself into the profession. Since then, average pay has gone down in both real
and actual terms. Two governments have raided our pension pots. It often feels as if politicians
hate us. Whether this is because of jealous or fear I do not know. But the relentless media
criticism is so consistent that it feels as if it can only be being encouraged by the government. I
consider myself a lifelong Tory Voter, but this governments approach to General Practice has left
me so disillusioned. I do not believe they are capable of such incompetence, thus must conclude it
is intentional with the aim of making Privatization inevitable. All I see at the moment is miserable
colleagues, worrying about the future of their business and how they will pay their mortgage /
school fees. Every week, another GP in the on-line forums asks how to emigrate. Plenty have
already done so, so there is plenty of advice. No one has ever posted saying the grass was NOT
greener on the other side. This government must act NOW to support General Practice. The
cloth has already been wrung dry. All that remains to be wrung out now is our blood.
3340580549 I used to enjoy going to work, now I dread it. Despite checking blood results, paperwork and doing
reports from home for two hours every night, the workload is still insurmountable.
3340639162 Uncertainty of finance - delayed payments - poor cash flow. No corporate memory at pcss or Ccg
3340660565 CCG unwilling to pass on savings made by primary care when we save then by preventing work in
2ndry care. We are being treated as cheap labour. Expenses rising fast. Not enough admin staff.
CCG behaving like a PCT. Dictatorial. Hammered by MPs and Press.
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3340860932 We should have fought the Health & Social Care Act more robustly. We sold out the NHS and were
left to carry the can. No wonder the workload is unsustainable!
3341414873 We have to accept the old model is dead, lets get on with new model- I am going to be "the
patient" in 20 years!
3341646482 We are a very hard working practice who have changed our working ways to respond to patients
demands but to no avail - the Government make patients want more and more and this is
unsustainable.

3341652485 we are disillusioned by the fact that NHS England talk re suppporting GP development; we have put
hrs of work into this possibility to fall at the last hurdle by being told there is no funding to
suppport increase in notional rent needed to support running an increase in surgery space!
3341698884 Workload unsustainable. Burnout high. Not prepared to do this any more. Will not take another
substantive post in the nHS.
3341802823 The inability to control list size is a major threat to my practice. We grow by 20 pa and its
unsustainable with no effective help from the LAT
3341844298 I am happy to establish private Outof hours and inhours, but have called for years to allow GPs
whether NHS or private to be allowed to issue NHS scripts and to end the restrictive NHS contract
that wont allow us to see our own patients privately out of hours. All other European countries
with Govt prescriptions determine this on whether the pt is eligible not on the payment of the Dr
3341846689 Where are GPs supposed to send patients when the diagnosis is not clear? Multiple referrals for
same problem are becoming more common. We are now the only generalists and 'diagnosticians'
and yet are not given the tools or training to manage this. We are the lowest referring practice in
our area and yet still have this problem. The NHS itself is unsustainable, and General Practice is the
scapegoat. I am probably one of the most positive people around and yet I now dread turning on
the TV or opening a newspaper every morning now as there is always another negative article
scapegoating GPs, and I am beginning to hate gong to work too as I feel I cannot offer patients
'best practice' solutions. I know what they need but cannot offer it unless they pay privately....
Which they cannot (or in some cases will not) afford.

3341872438 The main reason we are managing to sustain our model of work is by using the income generated
from increasing numbers of GPwSI clinics to finance acceptable levels of GMS doctoring. If
workload increases or opportunities for GPwSI working decrease we will be in dire straits
financially.
3341887029 the work load is unsustainable and there are very few gp
3341925048 I appreciated if the discussion would highlight that the UK is spending < 10% of GDP for health.
However other countries in the western world spend 12% of GDP. It is not possible to have a first
class system with second class funding. Furthermore Medical Care cannot solve long-standing
socio-economic problems and the vast amount of long term-unemployed citizens with no
qualification is an educational problem and a question of fairness in our society, which also rest
which each individual. I would favour if the pressure in primary care could be aleviated by:
abolishing sick pay for benefit recepients as this would free up consultation time Educating the
public who hold Px exemption forms to see their chemist for minor ailments and not the GPs
Change the impetus of responsibility for care- GPs are responsible for the medical assessment and
high standard treatmet plan, but not for patients' non-compliance with treatment, nonattendance for appointments or not enacting life style change. Discuss patient's comsumerism
attitude about health consultations as part of "modern life style" ..the more the better being
paired with a " blaming culture" Highlighting to patients via the media the cost of failed
appointments, non compliance to respond to CaB letters Enacting the previously announced
government plan to allocate benefits via a SS credit cards which will not allow purchase of
cigarettes and alcohol and luxury items.
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3341970080 The intensity of the workload and failure to be supported by NHS England coupled with the
continuous criticism of General Practice has made me already go part time and take my pension.
The Carr-Hill formula means for us in a practice with 8500 patients we are only paid for 6600. We
will soon earn less as partners than locums or salaried doctors. I will go then.
3342046490 THE FUNDING DESPERATELY NEEDS TO IMPROVE AND THE GP BASHING IN THE MEDIA
DESPERATELY NEEDS TO STOP
3342356643 It is important to get the message across the general public of how GP practices are facing
incredible amount of workload without adequate financial support, instead of the bad publicity of
GPs' incompetencies
3342580983 I believe that General Practice will become unsustainable if it continues along it's current model

3342710832 The drive towards IT access to GPs in the form of emails/skype FAILS to recognise that these will
STILL tie up GP time -I cannot see how a Skype consultation will be any speedier than face-to-face.
It also fails to address access for vulnerable group.
3343701626 The (threat of PMS review) making unstable what is a stable (very hard working) practice financially.
3343707454 Increasing work without increasing funding = problems

3344409755 I'd be interested to have the workload quantified. I think the only reason general practice has not
sunk so far is becauses there is a backbone of GPs that are still struggling to complete the workload
for the benefit of their patients. My normal day now is 8:30am start and 9pm finish and amongst
friends I'm not alone. The expense is the health and goodwill of the workforce without which it all
collapses.
3344685780 Please invest in primary care.
3344712163 Locum GPs are getting too expensive to use in climate of plummeting profits.

3344842344 The workload in General Practice has become unsustainable over the past 1-3 years. Full time
working is too intense as admin duties spiral out of control. Secondary care passes inappropriate
tasks to GPs. We are inundated with results with no clear indication of the requestor and who is
clinically responsible for these results.
3344872261 A quetion which wasn't asked: Are GP doing extra work like OOH, WIC, A&E, Medicolegal work ...
etc to bridge the gap in declining income?
3345123423 I work from 7.30 am until 8.30 pm, barely leaving my room, with no break and then do 2-5 hours
remote access from a day's work-load. This is not sustainable and is not safe.
3346291863 I would like to ask for a review of GP Practice funding especially as MPIG is now being removed.
CSCSU dont pay on time, change funding to quarterly instead of monthly payment without notice,
and spread the money where it belongs-to the GP Practice. Where every health agency and
program results in a default position of 'see your GP' - what are the public going to do but 'see
there GP'. Either stop this becoming the default position, and make other agencies accountable
and responsible or top slice the budgets of agencies like the Health Protection Agency - reason
example- scarlet fever outbreak notification- action required 'see your GP' - extra funding to deal
with extra workload 'no'- thanks HPA for dumping onto the GPs yet again. Example- Care services unplanned admissions - millions of extra funding placed with them to help with unlanned
admissions- resul- phone calls 'dear GP please home visit to avoind unplanned admission'- funding
received by GP to visit at home as directed by other healthcare professional (with extra funding
supplied)- zero.
3346389468 Despite only having been in this role for 18 months, it is patently obvious that in the short term
there will be closures of small practices who are struggling to cope with lower income and greater
expectations
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3346545224 The workload is seriosly unsustainable and there is no give in the system if Gps are off sick. I intend
to leave General Practice by the age of 50- if everyone does that there will be no experienced Gps
left. I feel stressed, anxious, wake early (5am ) worrying about practice issues and paying staff etc
3347160122 GPs are working over and above "EWTD" hours but this is not acknowledged/ addressed
3347222888 nothing in current drive to manage long term conditiosn in community specifically recognising the
needs of providing medical care to deprived inner city population issues; highly mobile popualtion,
high birthrate, high numbers under fives, reduced life expectancy, immigration and language issues

3347308874 Falling % of share of NHS Budget . Very difficult for practices to plan/invest for the future, too
many uncertainities. Just daft the way Primary Care is being eroded. It fails, the NHS fails, the
country fails.
3347448953 Workload has increased exponentially in the last year. The pressure of work is becoming
unsustainable. Trying to find replacement partners even in this delightful part of the country is
becoming almost impossible.
3347539513 Our current workload is unsustainable and the pressure is ever increasing. I am rapidly reaching the
end of my tether and fear for the future care of my patients
3347774624 general practice needs increased funding to provide top quality services

3348635111 change fatigue +++ due to constant changes in working practice and paperwork requirements
3348659494 Gps are under instense workload pressures without support from teh government and also
unawareness by managers at CCG level. We need a period of stability and funding with respucres
and removal of excess administration and CCG related managerial expectations
3349257933 I believe that the majority of GPs are so committed to General Practice and the provision of
continuity of care for their own patients that they are continuing to work under ever increasing
pressure and with diminishing income. The reason I have not considered alternative employment is
because I believe in health care free at the point of delivery by doctors who know their patients. I
think the frustrations of the profession may be understated due to the commitment of its
members.

3349392337 General Practcie is in crisis.The current workload is unsustainable and clinically unsafe PERIOD.
3349420888 I know many GPs who always discuss the growing workload. Small practices are struggling and a GP
partner I know is leaving for a salaried post.

3349713634 Need to highlight the affect on patient care that will result. Less appointments, less continuity and
the demise of the much loved and needed family dr. General practice is a valued skill that goes
beyond just seeing and treating that will result from the likes of virgin doc.
3349766009 Our practice demographic results in about half the income for the work done despite our patients
being lowest in the region for use of secodary care.
3349791622 Our practice is on its knees struggling to cope with increasing workload. We cannot take holidays in
school holiday time as unable to find locum cover,and we are working until 9/10pm most evenings,
so there is little chance for family life .
3349875261 Still need to pull funding from secondary care in to community/primary care - the CCGs simply dont
seem to have enough control on issues such as inappropriate A&E attendances.
3349983232 I can't find words to describe the effect current plans are having on primary care. we run faster
and faster in the hamster wheel for smaller rewards and find it difficult to pay staff and maintain
standards. Our own income has fallen substantially . ours days are 12 hour days and we work form
home and on days when not at practice.
3350345313 old fashion primary care is dead they are killing us off can't wait to get out.
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3350368884 System is unsustainable. We now have patients qqueig at 6.15am in hop o seeing a health
professional HCA / Nurse / Doctor By.7.45 am all availabl slots of rth eday have gone
3350482572 - Even in the short time I have been working in GP Practice, the workload has increased
dramatically and leads to 13 hour days or more!... this is not sustainable at this current level of
work.
3350513521 i became a partner in a practice where i have been salried for many years a year ago. i work part
time due to having a young family but invaribly spend my days off at work with my four year old
cathcing up. the demand and expectation placed upon us by goverment and our patients is
unsustianable. i love my job and believe whole heartedly in the serivce we provide to our patients. I
am however beyond demoralised by the increasing workload compounded by a 10 % pay cut which
would have seen me earn more as a slaried gp than i am now. It is not however just about the
money. when i have worked another 12 hour day and not seen my children again, to hear gp
bashing on the radio from a govenrment set by its own agenda to grind us into the ground, it does
make me wonder whether i should follow my friends and go to New Zealand.

3350561056 large losses of funding over a short time are madness. I talked to several commerical companies
who cannot make a profit out of general practice unless they stop seeing patients funding for
gerneral practice has fallen by 20% over the past few years where is the view that money follows
the patient once we loose GP practices and replace them with companies we will not be able to go
back
3350571486 pensions changes; seniority payments; MPIG changes; appraisal and revalidation demands;
pressures on trainers
3350672493 The work is unsustainable for GPs, nurses and admin staff
3350728145 Sadly I feel General Practice & the NHS in general will become increasingly unsustainable in the
face of unrelenting demand

3351250169 Admin workload Extra-contractual work
3351272047 I serve as a GP appraiser nad know from my discussions that all GPs and all practices I've visited are
suffering. People comment that the job is just not sustainable. There is a sense that general
practice has gone over the precipice, but has not hit the ground yet.
3351359193 Although my practice is surviving, there is no doubt that the workload has increased very
signficantly over recent years, and I know of at least two well-established local practices that are at
risk of folding.
3351558235 NHS is relying on partners taking pay cuts to fund increasing expenditure which will at some point
soon have to stop otherwise locum sand salaried will be earning more than partners which make
GP unviable. Not only do partners earn less each year but they have to do more eg enhanced
services
3351650203 I don't think the NHS is viable never mind general practice

3352218458 Primary Care is not sustainable in the current climate of being used as a scapegoat and by being
trashed by the right wing press on a daily basis. The Daily Mail is very dangerous, and people have
got to be careful what they wish for. My workload has increased by at least 25% in the past year.
We are a small practice, and I do not have the luxury of having staff whom I can delegate work to.
We give an excellent service to our patients, backed up by being an high QOF achiever and by our
patient survey results. Our patients do not have to wait more than two days for an appointment,
but the right wing press cause people to panic by stating that they won't be able to get an
appointemnt so they want one. We also need support from the the Secretary of State and the
DOH. Primary care is the backbone of the health service, and without it the health system would
collapse.
3352253298 GP is about to implode
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3352300744 If General Practice is to understake additional work it HAS to be funded! The way we are working is
just not sustainable for very much longer.
3352420127 falling pay and impending loss of seniority/MPIG are significant factors. Workload is increasing
Due to my pension pot limit being down graded I have nearly reached my limit It is time for a
change
3352463981 Unsustainability of small personal practice and the loss of what it great about relationships with the
patients. The unplanned admissions DES is a joke.

3352476314 I feel ground down, anxious and overwhelmed by workload, but feel compelled to keep going and
do `a good job` achieve all targets etc. However I constantly think of reducing work commitment or
retiring altogether if I could.
3352502746 I have already reduced my surgery time (and therefore patient contact time) and drawings to cope
with increased workload. I am working the same hours for less money, seeing fewer patient and
am forced to take on management tasks I am poorly suited to and see no benefit from. I am 44,
mid-career and represent the engine house of general practice in terms of clinical workload. If
more GPs like me are doubting their future I fear for the future of general practice.
3352690723 notwithstanding the weighting of this and other surveys, I observe an inexorable and potentially
catastrophic strain on the GP Partners here, which results, inevitably on massive stresses to me as
PM. This is not sustainable. Mistakes will be made, patients will suffer, employees will leave and
the whole system will collapse. No-one really wants an easy life, but we all want a fair one. Finally,
I'd like to point out that the many inner city oriented policies that come forward are totally
unsuitable for general practice in the sticks.
3352940955 General practice I'd willing and able to do more in the community but only if given the resources to
do so.

3353372914 General Practice financially unsustainable due to competitive procurement
3353942835 Rcgp and bma need to realise that a growing lack of gps is a negotiation strength. We should offer
a radical change in contract and if the ministry rejects they can try to find 30000 gps somewhere
else. The daily stress is bad for our patients and us and unsustainable.
3354112696 How are we meant to extend opening hours within current resouces and flagging manpower?

3354347583 relentless demand, younger doctors not able/willing to sustain 'flying by the seat of pants'
medicine-ie the 'see em quick model' is unsustainable-younger drs want quality consultations -this
needs more GPs-currently we are being financially squeezed and unable to recruit-vicious circle
3354414977 The benefits to patient care and GP workload by the funding of more support staff e.g. pharmacy
support, nurse practitioner support, and to ensure adequate provision of community nurses
specifically for the over 75's, the 0-5 yrs olds and school nurses. As GP's we need a blueprint of the
service Primary care can ideally offer, how it should be adequately funded and the personnel
needed to run it.
3354818161 I also would want to know where is the £5 funding gone, is it gone for ccg to fund secondary care. If
they want us to do care home work then give us the money....
3355672809 1. Looming GP workforce crisis - the most important issue we face and will bring down general
practice...and the NHS??? 2. Is it time to look at a new model where we can control workload - we
are becoming the only service without defined PBR workload.
3355712774 We have already carried out a Business Reorganisation (due to PMS review) and likely cut of
approx 20% funding. Made 3 full time staff and 1 full time salaried dr redundant. List size increasing
due to new housing developments in our catchment area. Increasing elderly population. Believe
the right thing is to move services out of hospital but money is not yet following. Must change.
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3355769095 Carr Hill formula does not fit student population. Studnet health provision becoming unviable massive national challenge.
3357990968 We are being asked to more and more work with less and less funding

3359958784 Funding for practice premises. Increasing pressure of growing list sizes and providing these extra
services mean the majority of practices have outgrown their premises.
3362990787 increasing workload, less money. Qof work less for nurses but increased GP work and demands by
patients
3367315418 If we were able to close our lists as a way of limiting our work load - without financial penalty - that
would go some way to delaying the problem. Investment in Primary Care provision - General
Practice - not more WIC and PFI but proper investment rather than smoke and mirrors!
3369273506 Unsustainable hours 60-70/week Practice premises ownership are about to cause major
headache/new partners not wanting to assume responsibility - due to uncertainty of the future
look of general practice. Private healthcare providers would seen inevitable.
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